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ABSTRACT

Broadband wireless access (BWA) technology such as IEEE 802.16-based WiMAX
(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) systems, IEEE 802.11-based wire-

Iess local area networks (WLANs), i.e., WiFi networks, and beyond 3G cellular sys-

tems are being developed to provide high speed wireless connectivity and seamless

mobility to users. Integration of these different technologies will give rise to a het-

erogeneous wireless access environment. Although the WiMAX standard defines the

signaling messages for medium access control (MAC) mechanisms, radio resource

management protocols for dynamic bandwidth allocation, subcarrier alÌocation) con-

nection admission control and many other aspects are left open for innovations. Also,

issues related to an integration of WiMAX networks with 3G and WiFi systems need

to be resolved. Efficient protocol engineering, which is the theme of the research

results presented in this report, wouid be critical for cost-effective deployment and

operation of BWA technologies. In this lesearch, resource management protocols ale

designed and optimized for WiMAX broadband networks and integrated WiMAX-
WiFi networks.

The plobiem of radio resource management for WiMAX networks is considered at

both subscriber-stations (SS) and base stations (BS). Specifically, queue-aviare band-

width allocation and rate control mechanisms are ploposed for WiMAX subscriber

stations. While bandwidth allocation is used to allocate radio resource at the SS,

rate control is used to iimit the transmission rate of the traffic source to maintain

the target quality of service (QoS) performance. A queueing analytical model is pro-

posed to investigate the performance of these bandwidth allocation and rate control

mechanisms. Afterwards, the resource management problem at the WiMAX base

station is addressed. A queueing mode is formulated to obtain the QoS performance

measures which are used by the bandwidth allocation algorithm at the WiMAX BS

to allocate available bandwidth among the different connections. Two bandwidth al-

location algorithms, namely, the optimal and the iterative algorithms, are proposed.

While the optimal algorithm provides the best solution of resource allocation, the

iterative algorithm incurs much less computational overhead.
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A radio resource allocation framework is proposed for an integrated WiMAX-WiFi
network where the WiMAX network serves as a multihop backhaui networ-k for re-

laying Internet traffic to/from WiFi networks. For such a network, the problem of
bandwidth allocation among local and relay traffic at a WiMAX base station (i.e.,

mesh router) is considered. Then, the resource allocation problem in an integrated

WiMAX-cellular-WiFi network is considered where a mobile user is able to connect to
the different access networks simultaneously. For such a network, the resource man-

agement problem is solved considering a cooperative environment where all available

networks offer bandwidth to users to satisfy their QoS requirements. Then, this
problem is solved considering a noncooperative environment where all networks are

operated by different rational service providers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Broadband Wireless Access Networks

Due to the growing demand of mobile services and applications, different wireless

technologies are being developed to support different coverage, speed, and reliability

requirements for wireless transmission (Fig. 1.i). The wireless technology with the

smallest coverage area is refemed to as the wireless per-sonal area netwolk (WPAN)

technology which supports short-range transmission (e.g., ten meters). Wireless lo-

cal area network (WLAN) technology, e.g., IEEE 802.11-based WiFi technology, is

currently one of the most popular wireless technologies. The transmission range of a

WLAN is about hundred meteLs, and it supports data rates from few Mbps to hundred

Mbps. Wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) and wireless wide area networ-k

(WWAI{) technologies have a longer transmission range (u.g., .,p to ten kilometers).

Two major WMAN and W\MAN technologies are IEEE 802.16-based WiMAX and

IEEE 802.2O-based MobileFi technologies which are designed primarily to support

stationary and mobile users, respectively. The wireless technology with the longest

transmission range is wireless regional area network (WRAN) which is currently being

designed to support wireless transmission within hundred kilometers. IEEE 802.22 ts

one of the standards which is being developed for WRANs.

Recently, broadband wireiess access networking technology based on the IEEE

802.16 standard for WMAN environment has caught much attention. Also known as

the WiMAX forum (World Interoperability for Microwave Access), the IEEE 802.16-

based technology is a promising alternative for last mile access in crowded urban and

metropolitan areas, and also in sub-urban areas wher-e instailation of cable-based in-

frastructure is economically or technically infeasible. With an evolution of wireless



Figure 1.1. Current wireless technologies

technology to support high speed connectivity and seamless mobility, WiMAX net-

works will be integrated with other wireless technologies such as the WiFi and 3G cei-

lular technologies. This will give r-ise to a heterogeneous wireless access environment

in which a user can access diffelent wireless technologies simultaneously. Although the

detaiis of the physical and the medium access control (MAC) layers in the WiMAX
standard are weil defined, the radio resource management protocols (e.g., bandwidth

allocation, scheduling, and admission controi) remain as open problems. Protocol

engineering (i.e., design, analysis, and optimization) for resource management is cru-

cial to deliver wireless services to the users efficiently and reliabiy. Also, the radio

resource management framework for an integrated/heterogeneous broadband wireless

access network needs to be carefully designed and engineer-ed to achieve the desired

objectives of both the service providers and the users.

L.2 IEEE 802.16-Based Broadband Wireless Ac-
cess Networks

IEEE 802.16 standard-based WiMAX networks are designed to provide high speed

broadband wireless connectivity with quality of service (QoS) support. WiMAX is



an alternative to cable-based broadband access, e.g.)

for the areas where it is technically or economically

infrastructure. While the initial WiMAX standard was

aly users, the new standard (i.e., IEBE 802.16e-based

mobile users.

od

digital subscriber line (DSL),

infeasible to install the cable

developed to support station-

mobile WiMAX) can support

L.z.L Deployment Scenarios

WiMAX technology intends to provide broadband

mobile users in a wireless metropolitan area network

vide flexibility for different applications, the standard

scenarios (Fig. 1.2) as follows:

\IIiMAX
base station (BS). o c c

connectivity to both fixed and

(WMAN) environment. To pro-

supports two major deployment

w
@-,,"o'

W¡MAX

. subscr¡ber stat¡on (SS)
a a

Last MiIe BWA

oo.o"'&&

Figure 1.2. WiMAX-based broadband w'ireless access networks.

Last Mile BWA: In this scenario, broadband wireless connectivity is provided

to home and business users in a WMAN environment. The oper-ation is based
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on a point-to-multipoint single-hop transmission between a single base station

(BS) and multiple subscriber stations (SSs).

o BaclcÌ¿aul Networks: This is a multihop (or mesh) scenario where a WiMAX
network works as a backhaul for cellular networks to transport data/voice traffic

from the cellular edge to the core network (Internet) through meshing among

the WiMAX base stations.

L.2.2 Physical and MAC Layer Overview

L.2.2.L Physical Layer

The physical layer of the WiMAX air-interface operates at either a 10-66 GHz (i.e.,

iEEE 802.16) or a2-17 GHz band (i.e., IEEE 802.16a), and it supports data rates in

the range of 32-130 Mbps, depending on the operation bandwidth (e.g., 20, 25, or 28

MHz) as well as the modulation and coding schemes used. The IEEE 802.16 standard

specifies different air interfaces for different frequency bands. In the 10-66 GHz band,

the signal propagation between a BS and a subscriber station (SS) should be line-

of-sight (LOS) and the air inter-face for this band is Wireless-SC (single carrier). In
the 2-11 GHz band, thlee different air interfaces supporting non-line-of-sight (NLOS)

communication can be used as follows:

o Wi,relessMAN-SCa for single-carrier modulation.

o Wi,relessMAN-OFDM f.or OFDM-based (orthogonal frequency-division muiti-

plexing) transmission using 256 subcarriers. For this air interface, the MAC

scheme for the SSs is based on time-division multiple access (TDMA).

o W'irelessMAN-OFDMA lor OFDMA-based (orthogonal frequency division mul-

tiple access) transmission using 2048 subcarrier-s. The MAC algorithm is based

on orthogonal-frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) in which differ-ent

groups of subcarriers are assigned to different SSs.

The frame structure of IEEE 802.16 is shown in Fig. 1.3.

To enhance a data transmission rate, an adaptive modulation and coding (A\,{C)

technique is supported in WiMAX. Since the quality of the wileless link between a BS

and an SS depends on the channel fading and interference conditions, through AMC,
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Figure L.3. IEEE 802.16 frame structure.

Table .L. ModuLatzon and codzno schen'Les tor WzMAX..
Rate ID Modulation level

(coding)
Information
bits/symbol

Required SNR
(dB)

0 BPSK (1/2) 0.5 6.4

I QPSK (i/2) 1 9.4

2 QPSK (3/4) 1.5 LT.2

.1 16QAM (1/2) 2 16.4

4 16QAM (3/4) t 18.2
I
J 64QAM (2/3) 4 22.7

t) 64QAM (3/4) 4.5 24.4

the radio transceiver is able to adjust the transmission late according to channel qual-

ity (i.e., signal-to-noise r-atio (SNR) at the receiver). The Reed-Solomon (RS) code

concatenated with an innel convolution code is used for error correction. However,

advanced coding techniques (e.g., turbo codes and space time block codes) can be

used as well.

Adaptive modulation and coding is used to adjust the transmission rate adaptively

in each frame according to the channel quality. The modulation and coding schemes

for the WiMAX air-interface are shown in Table 1.1.

IEEE 802.16d (802.16-2004) and IEEE 802.16e, which have evolved from 802.16a,

use advanced physical layer techniques to support NLOS communication. IEEE

802.16e is specifically designed to support user mobility. The network model in this

Upl¡nk Subframe
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standard has a single BS that serves mobile subscriber stations (MSSs) in the pre-

defined coverage area. Both physical and MAC layers are enhanced to support IP

mobility requirements. The IEEE 802.169 standard (under development) aims to sup-

port mobility at higher layers (transport and application) and across the backhaul

network for multinetwork operation.

L.2.2.2 Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer

WiMAX uses a connection-oriented MAC protocol which provides a mechanism for

the SSs to request bandwidth from the BS. Although each SS has a standard 48-

bit MAC address, the main purpose of this address is for haldware identification.

Therefore, a 16-bit connection identifier (CID) is used primarily to identify each

connection to the BS. On the downlink, the BS broadcasts data to all SSs in the same

network. Each SS processes only the MAC plotocol data units (PDUs) containing

its own CID and discards the other PDUs. WiMAX MAC supports the grant-per-SS

(GPSS) mode of bandwidth allocation in which a portion of the available bandwidth

is granted to each of the SSs and each SS is responsible for allocating the bandwidth

among the corresponding connections.

WiMAX standard supports both frequency-division duplex (FDD) and time-division

duplex (TDD) transmission modes. For TDD, a MAC frame is divided into uplink

and downlink subframes. The lengths of these subframes are determined dynamically

by the BS and broadcast to the SSs through downlink and uplink map messages

(UL-MAP and DL-MAP) at the beginning of each frame. Therefore, each SS knows

when and how long to receive and transmit data to the BS. In the uplink direction,

a subframe also contains ranging information to identify an SS, information on the

requested bandwidth, and data PDUs for each SS.

The MAC protocol in the standard supports dynamic bandwidth allocation. In

this case, each SS can request bandwidth from the BS by using a BW-request PDU.

There are two modes to tlansmit BW-request PDUs: contention mode and contention-

free mode (e.g., polling). In the contention mode, an SS transmits BW-request PDUs

during the contention period in a frame, and a backoff mechanism is used to resolve

the contention among the BW-request PDUs fi'om multiple SSs. In the contention-

free mode, each SS is polled by the BS and after receiving the poiiing signal from
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BS, an SS responds by sending the BW-request PDU. Due to predictable delay, the

contention-free mode is suitable for QoS-sensitive applications. To provide access con-

trol and confidentiality in data transmission, WiMAX provides a full set of security

features [1] which are implemented as a MAC sublayer functionalities.

In addition to the single-hop point-to-muitipoint operation scenario, the IEEE

802.16a standard also defines signaling flows and messa,ge formats for multihop mesh

networking among the BSs (i.e., infrastructure mesh). In this scenario, several BSs

can communicate with each other, and an SS connects to the corresponding parent

BS. Data traffic fi'om an SS is transmitted through several BSs along the route in the

mesh network to the destination BS or an Internet gateway.

L.2.3 QoS Fþamework and Service Types in WiMAX

WiMAX standard defrnes a QoS framework for differ-ent classes of services. The

following three major types of services are supported, each of which has different QoS

requirements [2]:

o [Insol'icited Grant Seruice (UGS): This service type supports constant-bit-rate

(CBR) tlaffic. In this case, the BS allocates a fixed amount of bandwidth to

each of the connections in a static manner, and therefore, delay and jitter can be

minimized. UGS service is suitable for traffic with very strict QoS constraints

for which delay and loss need to be minimized.

o Polling Seraice (P^9/: This service supports traffic for which some level of QoS

guarantee is required. It can be divided into two sub-types: real-time polling

service (rtPS) and non-real-time polling service (nrtPS). The difference between

these sub-types lies in the tightness of the QoS requirements (i.e., rtPS is more

deiay-sensitive than nrtPS). Not only delay-sensitive traffic but also non-real-

time Internet traffic can use polling service to achieve a certain throughput

guarantee. The amount of bandwidth required for this type of service is deter-

mined dynamically based on the required QoS performance and the dynamic

traffic arrivals for the corresponding connections.

o Best-Effort Seruice (BE): This is for traffic with no QoS guarantee (e.g, web

and e-mail traffic). The amount of bandwidth allocated to BE service depends
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on the bandwidth allocation policies for the other two types of service. In
particular, the bandwidth left after ser-ving UGS and PS traffic is allocated to

BE service.

L.2.4 Mesh Mode of Operation

In addition to the single-hop point-to-multipoint operation scenario, the WiMAX
standard (e.g., IEEE 802.16a) also defines signaling flows and message formats for

the multihop mesh networking scenario among the subscriber stations (i.e., client

meshing). Although meshing among the base stations (i.e., infrastructure meshing)

has not been standardized yet, we envision that this will be adopted in the standard

in the near future. In fact, Task Group 802.16j established by the WiMAX mobile

multihop relay (MMR) study group is working on the standardizaton of r-elay-based

(both fixed and mobile) infrastructure meshing [3]. Such an infrastructure mesh would

be suitable as a wireless backhaul to serve IEEE 802.11-based WLAN hotspots.

In a WiMAX-based infrastr-ucture mesh network, several base stations/mesh routers

communicate with each other, and a subscriber station connects to a base sta-

tion/mesh router. Data traffic from a subscriber station is transmitted through sev-

eral base stations along a multihop route in the mesh network to the destination base

station or an Internet gateway.

1.3 Other Broadband Wireless Access Technolo-

gies

1.3.1 WiBRO and HiperMAN

Korea Telecom deveioped the broadband wileless Internet technology, known as

WiBRO, to operate in the licensed 2.3 GHz frequency band, which can support

both fixed and mobile users. The channel bandwidth is g MHz which is used in

a TDD mode. The MAC frame size is 5 ms and AMC is used to achieve an enhanced

transmission rate. The MAC scheme is based on OFDMA and the QoS framework

supports four service types as in the WiMAX standard. In Europe, the High Perfor-

mance Radio Metropolitan Area |[etwork (HiperMAN) standard wâs ploposed by the



Tabl C, 3G technole L.¿. UTÍL

Technology WCDMA CDMA2OOO

Spectrum size 5 MHz 1.25 MHz
Data rate 384 Kbps/mobile 144 Kbps/mobile

Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAI\) group of the European Telecommunica-

tions Standards Institute (ETSI). HiperMAN is designed to operate in the 2-10 GHz

(mainly in the 3.5 GHz) band. HiperMAN has a QoS framework, and supports AMC

and dynamic power allocation for NLOS communications. Also, the mesh confrgura-

tion is included in the standard. The WiBRO technology and HiperMAN standard

are compatible with the IEBE 802.16a and 802.16-2004.

L.3.2 3G lNetworks

Third-generation (3G) wireless systems based on the code division multiple access

(CDMA) technology support data rates of 384 Kbps for mobile users and 2 Mbps for

stationary users. While 3G systems are designed primarily for mobile voice and data

users, WiMAX systems are optimized to provide high-rate wireless connectivity for

a large set of services and applications (e.g., with multimedia traffic), which require

QoS guarantee. In addition, WiMAX systems can be used along with 3G wireless

systems to provide QoS to the wireless Internet users in a cost-effective manner.

WiMAX networks can serve as backhauls for'3G networks [7]. Since such a network

can plovide high bandwidth with a iarge coverage area, 3G BSs can be easily and

flexibly deployed to extend the cellular coverage area. However, one challenge here

is efficient topology management aimed to minimize the network deployment cost

while satisfying the QoS requirements for the cellular services. In [7], an optimal

soìution for designing WiMAX-based backhaul topology was presented. The probiem

was formulated as an integer programming probiem, and a heuristic solution to this
problem was presented. With this solution, the number of WiMAX iinks in the

backhaul network can be reduced significantly compared to that for a ring topology.
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Table C 3G. IEEE 802.16e and IEEE 802.20 tuorlcs.on o,Tno ne
3G Networks w-iMAX MobileFi

Ob jective To provide voice and

data services to mobile

users

To provide BWA to
fixed and mobile users

To provide mobile

broadband connec-

tions to mobile users

FYequency band 2 GHz 2-10 GHz 3.5 GHz

Channel band-

width
<5MHz >5MHz < 20 MHz

Tlansmission

rate

Up to 10 Mbps (HS-

DPA from 3GPP)

10-50 Mbps 16 Mbps

Cell radius Up to 20 km Up to 50 km

Mobilitv Full mobility functions

(IP mobility, roaming,

handoff, paging)

IP mobilitv tr\ll mobility functions

and inter-technology

handoff

Mobile speed up to 120 km/hr 60 km/hr Up to 250 km/hr
Multiple access CDMA TDMA or OFDMA

MAC Fbame size 10 lnS 10 lnS <10ms

1.3.3 IEEB 8o2.2o /MobileFi
IEEE 802.20 (also called the MobileFi standard) is being designed specificaliy for mo-

bile BWA (MBWA) services. The transmission range is 50 kilometers. This standard

wili be optimized to provide IP services for fixed and mobile users. IEEE 802.20 will
operate in the licensed bands below 3.5 GHz and provide data transmission rates over

20 Mbps for a user speed up to 250 kmlhour. OFDM is used in the physical layer

and trâ,nsmission can be non-line-of-sight.

Comparison among 3G networks, IEBE 802.16e-based \.^iiMAX networks, and

IEEE 802.20-based MobileFi netv/orks is shown in Table 1.3 [4], [5], [6]. Specificaily

designed for mobile users, IEEE 802.16e can be an alternative to 3G celluiar networks

whiie IEEE 802.20 is being developed.

L.3.4 IEEE 802.1ll\MiFi WLAN

The WiFi technology based on the IEEE 802.11 standards has become very popular'

recently. There are several IEEE 802.11 standards which use different frequencies and

1.3
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Table 1.4. C IEEE 802.11 standards.+. lt0 T?,SOn .tl s

Standard FYequency Data rate Throughput
802.11 2.4 GHz 2 Mbps 0.7 Mbps

802.1 1a 5 GHz 54 Mbps 23 Mbps

802.1 1b 2.4 GHz 11 Mbps 11 Mbps

802. 1 ig 2.4 GHz 54 Mbps 19 Mbps

802.1 1n 2.4 or 5 GHz 248 Mbps (with
2x2 MIMO)

74 Mbps

support different data rates. The IEEE 802.11a standard was deveioped to operate on

aSGHz band, and it supports datarate up to 11 Mbps. The IEEE 802.1ib utiiizes

a lower frequency spectrum (t.e., 2.4 GHz) with the same maximum data rate. The

IEEE 802.119 operates on the 2.4 GHz band but provides maximum data rate of 54

Mbps. The new IEEE 802.11n standard utilizes advanced antenna technology (i.e.,

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)) to support data rates up to hundred Mbps.

Comparison among these IEEB 802.i1 standards is shown in Table 1.4.

The IEEE 802.11 standards support two different communication modes between

WLAN nodes and an access point, i.e., the distributed coordination function (DCF)

and point coordination function (PCF). In the DCF mode, carrier sense multiple ac-

cess with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), which is a contention-based MAC protocol,

is used. Howevet, in the PCF mode, a polling-based (and hence contention-free) MAC
protocol is used. While DCF is simple to implement, PCF can provide performance

guarantee for wireless transmission.

1.3.5 Heterogeneous Broadband Wireless Access Networks

In a heterogeneous environment, different wireless technologies (e.g., cellular-, WiFi,
and WiMAX networks) are expected to coexist and collaborate with each other to pro-

vide Internet services to the mobile users in a seamless manner [8]. While WLANs are

more suitable for stationary/quasi-stationary users requiring high thloughput connec-

tions, cellular networks are more efficient for voice-oriented and limited throughput

mobile data services. On the other hand, WiMAX networks can provide very high

speed wireless connectivity in presence of mobility. However, since the coverage alea
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of an WiMAX BS is larger, compared to that of a WLAN access point (AP) or a
cellular BS, the bandwidth per area becomes limited. Therefore, an efficient load

balancing mechanism among these three different wireiess systems will be required to
provide wireless access services in such a heterogeneous network.

L.4 Radio Resource Management in Broadband Wire-
less Access Networks

1.4.L Resource Allocation and Connection Admission Con-

trol (CAC) in \MiMAX Networks

The objective of radio resource management in a wireless network is to control re-

source allocation to the ongoing and the incoming connections so that the desired per-

formance objectives (e.g., maximization of resource utiiization, provisioning of QoS

to the users) can be achieved. The main components of radio resource management

are queue mânagement, scheduling, and connection admission control (CAC). Queue

management deals with the admission of incoming packets into a buffer. With a finite

buffer, the queue management mechanism wiii be responsible for selectively dropping

packets depending on the avaiiability of buffer space for incoming packets. The sched-

uler allocates available radio resource (e.g., time slot, subchannel) for transmission of

buffered packets. Connection admission control is used to decide whether- incoming

user/connection can be accepted to receive the service of the system or not. The

queue management and the scheduling mechanisms must ensure that the QoS per-

for-mance for the connections can be guaranteed. Also, the available radio resources

need to be allocated in a fair manner among the connections. A CAC mechanism is

required to ensure that, upon admission of new connections, the QoS performance of

the ongoing connections from the different SSs do not deteriorate below an acceptable

level, and also the radio resources are efficiently utilized.

The specific requirements for radio resource management in a WiN4AX netwolk

can be summarized as follows.

o Banduidth allocation at both BS and,9,9; In a WiMAX network, there ale two

modes of bandwidth allocation, namely, grant per connection (GPC) and grant
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per subscriber station (GPSS) modes, which work on a per connection basis and

on a per subscriber station basis, respectively. Therefore, the radio resource

allocation mechanism is required to be designed at both SSs and BSs. It is

typical for an SS to serve a number of local users, and these users might use

applications with different QoS requirements. Therefore, resource allocation is

needed locally at each SS. Also, to allocate radio resource to several SSs in a cell,

efficient resource scheduling and admission control mechanisms are required at

a BS.

Supporting delay and throughput-sens'itiue traffic: In a WiMAX network, delay

and throughput sensitive traffic are supported through rtPS and nrtPS service

classes, respectively. To provide this support, radio resource management has

to be optimized for different QoS metrics so that the requirements of all users

can be satisfied.

Utility and reuenue marim'ization: From users' perspective, the network should

maximize the satisfaction of users. This satisfaction can be quantified by the

utility which is a function of the observed QoS performance. On the other

hand, fi-om service providers' perspective, the network revenue has to be maxi-

mized. Therefore, radio resource management mechanisms need to be designed

to achieve the highest user utility while at the same time to maximize radio

lesource utilization in order to maximize service providers' revenue [9].

L.4.2 Resource Allocation for Multihop Mesh Networking
and Internetworking ïyith Other Networks

For WiMAX-based mesh networks, efficient radio Ìesource management pr-otocols

need to be devised to guarantee user QoS performance requirements. Such a proto-

col shouid exploit the radio link and the physical layer information. Also, channel

allocation among the different BSs must be optimally designed so that the highest re-

source utiiization can be achieved. Resource allocation mechanism in such a network

would impact the higher layer protocol (e.g., routing and transport layer) protocol

performance. In [10], an interference-aware routing mechanism for WiMAX mesh

networks was proposed. To reduce congestion in arelay BS (i.e., a BS responsibie for
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relaying Internet traffic), this routing scheme uses interference information from the

physical layer to find the optimal route from the source BS to the gateway BS. Since

the routing protocol performance strongly depends on the resource allocation scheme

used at each BS, a cross-layer optimization approach should be used.

WiMAX mesh networks would be suitable for backhauling WiFi hotspots (e.g., in

remote locaiities where wired infrastructur-e is not available). In this case, Internet

traffic to/from WiFi APs are relayed through the WiMAX BSs. Therefore, protocol

issues related to internetworking of these two systems need to be resolved. As an

example, resource reservation for service flows can be done in a collaborative way in

such a heterogeneous networking scenario.

L.4.3 Resource Allocation in Integrated WiMAX/\MiFi/3G
Cellular Networks

Future gener-ation wireless terminals are expected to be able to access different wireless

networks to provide ubiquitous connectivity as weii as high throughput performance

to mobile users. Integration of the diverse types of wileless access networks such

as WiMAX, WiFi, and 3G cellular networks would give rise to new challenges for

radio resource management. Although the problem of radio resource allocation and

admission control was extensively studied in the litelature, it has not been studied

thoroughly in a heterogeneous wireless access setting considering both the user-centric

and network-centlic viewpoints. The challenges in designing ladio resource allocation

in this heterogeneous wireless network can be summarized as follows.

o Load balancing: When multiple wireless access networks are available, tlaf-
fic load can be baianced among the different networks to provide better QoS

performance (e.g., higher throughput) to the wireless users. For- example, a

user's traffic can be divided into multiple streams which can be tlansmitted

over ceiluiar network and WLAN simultaneously. In addition, load balancing

can improve radio resource utilization by avoiding network congestion. In an

integrated WiMAX/3G cellulal network, when congestion occuls, some of the

cellular users can be handed over to the WiMAX network to reduce the effect

of call blocking.
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Cooperati,ue and noncooperat'iue behauzors of networlc seruice prouzders: In het-

erogeneous wireless networks, each network can be operated by different network

service provider. These network service providers can cooperate or compete

among each other to provide wireless access service to the users, so that their

utility/revenue is maximized. In this case, game theory can be applied to ana-

lyze these cooperative and noncooperative behaviors. A game-theoretic solution

is preferred since it ensures that all of the service providers are satisfied with
the solution (i.e., utility of each service provider is maximized given the actions

from other service providers).

Scope and Significance of This Research

The scope of the research presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

o Radio resource rnanl"gernent frameworlc for W|MAX broadband wireless access

networks: The major components of this radio resource management framework

ale bandwidth allocation, rate control, and admission control. While bandwidth

allocation is used to allocate avaiiable resource (i.e., time slot or subchannel) to

the users, rate control is used to limit the traffic arrival so that the performance

can be maintained at the target level. These components impact the packet-

level performances (e.g., delay and loss). Analytical models are required to

investigate the network performance. In a radio resource management frame-

work, admission control is used to decide whether a new connection can be

admitted or not. This is per-formed based on the available radio resource and

the QoS requirements of both ongoing connections and an incoming connec-

tion. Admission control will affect the system performance in terms of network

utilization and connection blocking probability.

o Integratton of W|MAX wi,th other broadband uireless technologies: WiMAX
will complement existing wireless technologies (e.g., cellular and WiFi). There

are two possible scenarios for integration, namely, a multihop communication

scenario and a heterogeneous wireless networking scenario. In the multihop

communication scenario, WiMAX networks can be used as backhauls to relay

traffic from WLAN access point and cellulal base stations to the Internet.
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A heterogeneous wireless access environment (e.g., integrated WiMAX/WiFi/3G
cellular environment) can enhance users' throughput performance since the mo-

bile terminal can access muitiple networks simultaneously. In such an environ-

ment, different network could be operated by different service providers. There-

fore, radio resource management (e.g., bandwidth allocation, capacity reserva-

tion, and admission control.) has to be designed considering noncooperative

behavior of the service providers.

In this research, the problem of radio resource management in a WiMAX network

is addressed. Radio resource ailocation, scheduling, and admission control methods

are designed for WiMAX networks and novel analytical models are developed to inves-

tigate the performance of these methods. These analytical models consider the physi-

cal and MAC layer specifics of WiMAX standard. These analytical models can be used

to optimize the system parameters under given performance objectives/constraints.

Also, the problem of radio resource management in a heterogeneous wireless access

network is addlessed. To soive the radio resour-ce ailocation problem in such a net-

work, novei game-theoretic models are developed. The solutions obtained from these

game-theoretic modeis are optimal from the se¡vice providers' perspective in the sense

that they satisfy all the wireless service providers. Using game theory techniques, ra-

dio resource management solutions are obtained considering both coopelation and

competition among the service providers.

In summary, the radio resource management models and solutions for broadband

wireless access networks developed in this thesis are novel, mathematically rigolous,

and provide interesting insights into the system pelformance. These are important

tools which can be used to optimize the network per-formance under given performance

ob.jectives and resource constraints.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows (Fig. 1.4):

o Chapter 2: In this chapter, a radio resource management framewolk is pre-

sented for the WiMAX subscriber stations. This framework is composed of a
queue-arvare uplink bandwidth allocation and a rate control mechanism. At a
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Figure 1.4. Organi,zati,on of the th,esi,s.

subscriber station, by utilizing the queue state information, bandwidth allocated

to QoS-sensitive connections (i.e., polling ser-vice) can be adjusted adaptively.

Aiso, the rate controi mechanism can dynamically limit the transmission rate

of the traffic source to maintain the QoS performance experienced by the sub-

scriber station at the target level. A queueing model is developed to analyze the

proposed radio resource management model, from which various performance

measures can be obtained.

Chapter 3: In this chapter, the r-adio resource management problem at the

WiMAX base station is addressed. A queueing theoretic and optimization-

based resource allocation model is developed which considers both packet-level

and connection-level QoS constraints. The queueing model is used to obtain

the packet-level QoS performance measures. Based on this QoS information,

a joint bandwidth allocation and connection admission control algorithm are

developed. Another queueing model is used to analyze the connection-level per-

formance measures such as connection blocking probability and average number

of ongoing connections. Then, an optimization formulation is used to obtain the

optimai threshold settings for compiete partitioning of the available bandwidth

resources. With this resource allocation model, the connection-level QoS for'

the different types of connections can be maintained at the target level while

maximizing the average system revenue.
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Chapter 4: In this chaptet, a network architecture is presented for integrat-

ing WiPi WLANs with WiMAX-based multihop wireless mesh infrastructure

to relay WLAN traffic to the Internet. A game-theoretic radio resource man-

agement is developed for this integrated network. In particular, a multi-player

bargaining game formulation is used for fair bandwidth allocation and optimal

admission control of different types of connections (e.g., WLAI{ connections, re-

lay connections, connections from standalone WiMAX SSs) in a WiMAX base

station/mesh router.

Chapter 5: In this chapter, a bandwidth allocation and admission control

framework is developed for an integrated WiMAX, WiFi, and cellular network

architecture. This framework is developed based on a bankruptcy game which is

a special type of an N-person cooperative game. A coalition among the different

wireless access networks is formed to offer bandwidth to a new connection.

Shapley ualue is considered as the solution for allocating bandwidth to a new

connection. Subsequently, an admission control algorithm is proposed to ensure

that the QoS performance of the admitted connections in the network can be

maintained at the target level.

Chapter 6: In this chapter) a game-theor-etic framework is proposed for ra-

dio resource management in a heterogeneous wireless network considering the

spatial and temporal variations in the traffic demand in the network. In this

framework, a long-term bandwidth allocation method is used to assign the avaii-

able bandwidth from different networks to the different service areas. For this

long-term bandwidth allocation, a noncooperative game is folmulated and its

solution (i.e., Nash equilibrium) is obtained. Based on this long-term allocated

bandwidth) a resource reservation method is used to prioritize vertical and hor-

izontal handoff connections over new connections. A bargaining game is formu-

lated to obtain the solution for the reservation threshold. Next, a short-term

bandwidth allocation scheme is used to dynamically allocate bandwidth to the

different connections. This short-term ailocation is formulated as a noncooper-

ative game for which two algorithms are proposed to obtain the solution. Then,

based on the short-term allocated bandwidth and the reservation threshold, an

admission control method is presented to ensure the QoS requirements of the
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admitted users in the network.

o Chapter 7: This chapter provides a summary of the results presented in this

thesis and outlines a few issues which can be pursued as an extension of this

research.

The flow of the thesis is as follows (Fig. 1.4). In chapter 2, given the bandwidth

assigned by the WiMAX BS, the SS allocates the bandwidth to the different service

classes adaptively. In this case, the bandwidth assigned to each SS can be obtained

from the radio resource management in chapter 3. This radio resoulce management

is optimized for the optimal allocation for all connections in a celi. This single-hop

WiMAX network is extended in chapter 4 by integrating WiMAX BSs and WiFi-
based WLAN to relay traffic from different sources. Alternatively, WiMAX network

can be integrated with other wireless technologies to plovide heterogeneous wireless

service. In chapter 5 and 6, the r-adio r-esource management frameworks for such

heterogeneous wireless networks are proposed.
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Chapter 2

Radio Resource Management in
WiMAX: Part I

2.1 Introduction

2.L.L Problem Statement

In this chapter, the problem of radio resource management framewor-k for the WiMAX
subscriber station (SS) is considered. This SS accommodates three types of connec-

tions (i.e., UGS, PS, and BE service). The first input of the framework is the amount

of bandwidth assigned by the WiMAX base station (BS). The second input is the

number of connections and their traffic descriptions (e.g., average packet generation

rates). The outputs of this framework are the amount of ailocation bandwidth and

traffic shaping parameters of the connections. The framework should be able to ef-

ficiently utilize the available bandwidth. In this case, the framework must satisfy

transmission requirements the UGS connections while minimizing packet delay of PS

connections.

2.L.2 Contribution

According to the above requirements, a queue-a\Ã/are uplink bandwidth allocation

and rate control schemes are proposed for a subscriber station. These schemes can

be applied for both real-time and non-real-time polling service (PS) as defined in
the WiMAX specifications. Under the proposed bandwidth allocation scheme, the

amount of bandwidth allocated for polling service can be adjusted dynamically ac-
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cording to the variations in traffic load and/or channel quality (and hence the queue

Iength) so that the packet-level QoS performances such as protocol data unit (PDU)

delayl and PDU dropping probability can be maintained at the desired ievel. Also,

rate control is used to limit the transmission rate of the connections under the polling

service class so that the QoS performances can be controlled. The proposed queue-

av/are rate control scheme can be applied to each connection separateiy so that service

differentiation (i.e., prioritization) among the connections can be achieved through

different parameter settings.

A queueing analytical framework is presented to evaluate the performances of the

proposed schemes. This is based on a discrete-time Markov chain which is formulated

by considering a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) as the traffic sources

under polling service. The advantages of using the MMPP are two-fold: first, the

MMPP is able to capture the burstiness in the traffic arrival pattern, which is a
common characteristic fol multimedia and real-time traffic such as voice ovel IP
(VoIP) and MPEG video [14] as well as Internet traffic [15]. Second, for multipiexed

traffic sources, MMPP model can be analytically obtained. The method will be shown

Iater in this chapter.

The proposed radio resource management model for PS consider-s the impact of

higher-priority traffic corresponding to the unsoiicited granted service (UGS) class

for which the bandwidth can be statically or dynamically allocated according to the

connections' transmission rate requirements. An approximate queueing analytical

model for best-effort (BE) service is also presented. With this model, the basic

performance measures (e.g., average delay) for BE traffic can be obtained as well as

the impact of polling service on BE service can be investigated. The simulations is

used to validate the correctness of the analytical model.

The major contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

o A queue-state aware bandwidth aliocation mechanism is proposed for reserving

transmission bandwidth at a subscriber station for polling service. AIso, a
queue-state-based rate control method (both on aggregate and per-flow basis)

is presented to limit the packet generation rate for connections under poliing

iWiMAX medium access control (MAC) uses a variabie length protocol data unit (PDU) along

with a number of other concepts that greatly increase the efficiency of the standard. Multiple MAC

PDUs may be concatenated into a single burst to save physical layer (PHY) overhead.
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service.

A queueing analytical model is developed to investigate the performances (under

both steady state and transient state) of the queue-aware bandwidth allocation

and the rate control mechanisms for polling service.

An approximate queueing model is developed for analyzing the performance of

best-effort traffic in presence of polling service.

Related Work

Radio resource scheduling (i.e., bandwidth aliocation) and admission control are cru-

cial for provisioning QoS in a 802.16 network In [16], QoS-aware packet scheduling

schemes rvere proposed for different types of traffic at the 802.16 base station. A

resource ailocation strategy, namely, enhanced staggered resource aiiocation (ESRA)

method, was proposed in [17] with an objective to maximize the number of concur-

rent transmissions so that the throughput can be maximized. However, the buffer

dynamics at the radio link level queue (and hence the queueing performance) was not

analyzed.

In [18], an admission control scheme for broadband multi-services wireless net-

works was presented to limit the number of ongoing connections so that the QoS for

each connection can be maintained at the desired level. A dynamic resoulce ailocation

scheme for broadband orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) net-

works was presented in [19], where the allocation is performed in two steps, namely,

bandwidth allocation and channel assignment. Also, anMlGlT/K queueing modei

was used to estimate the packet blocking probabiiity based upon which dynamic band-

width allocation can be performed. The QoS differentiation was not considered in

this work. In [20], an adaptive call admission control method using stochastic control

was proposed for BWA.

Although the general problem of radio resource management was studied exten-

siveiy in the literature (e.g., in 121l-1241), the radio link level queueing aspects wer-e

ignored in most of the cases and the queueing dynamics (and hence the packet-ievel

QoS) was not exploited for resource management and transmission rate control in

wireless networks. The problem of optimai polling among several queues was studied
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in the iiterature. In [25], an optimal policy for polling (scheduling) was obtained to

minimize stochastically the amount of unflnished work and the number of customers

in the queues.

Rate control has been widely used in the wired-network environment to limit the

transmission rate of the traffic sources. The performance of rate control mechanism

in ATM networks was studied in [26] by using a queueing model, and the throughput

degradation rvas quantified. Rate control can be implemented through random early

drop (RED) [27] mechanism to block the incoming packets gradually to avoid con-

gestion. A proportional rate control mechanism for wireless networks was proposed

in l27l to stabilize traffic oscillations. In [2S], a theoretical model for wireiess traffic

control was proposed considering the impacts of congestion and error in the wireless

channel. The model was developed based on the rate-controiled eariiest deadline first

(RC-EDF) scheduling framework. However, these works did not consider multipie

classes of connections with different QoS requirements.

The problem of analyzing radio iink level queueing under wireless packet-transmission

was addressed in the liter-ature. In [30], a Markov-based model \Mas presented to an-

alyze the radio iink level packet dropping process under ARQ-based error controi.

In [31], an analytical model for deriving packet loss rate, average throughput and

average spectral efficiency under adaptive moduÌation and coding (AMC) was pre-

sented. The radio link level delay statistics for selective repeat ARQ were analyzed

in [32]. Also, a heuristic algorithm rvas proposed to analyze the application layer

delay performance. However, these queueing models considered only a single user

transmission scenario.

2.3 System Model and Assumptions

2.3.L System Description

We consider an uplink transmission scenario from an SS to a BS (Fig. 2.1) through

the time-division multiple access (TDMA)/time-division duplex (TDD) access mode

and single carliel modulation (".g., * in WirelessMAN-SC) for three traffic types,

namely, UGS, PS, and BE tlaffic (Fig.2.2). For PS, a dedicated queue is used to

buffer the PDUs from the corresponding connections. An SS of type GPSS, for which
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Figure 2.1. Connection between a subscri,ber stat'ion and the base statton.

Figure 2.2. System model.

a certain amount of bandwidth, is reserved by the BS is considered. This allocated

bandwidth is shared among the differ-ent service types in the same SS with UGS

having the highest priority and the BE service having the lowest priority.

For better scalability, the PDUs from all the PS connections are aggregated into a

single queue of size X PDUs. For the PS queue, rate control can be applied to control

traffic at the packet-level and at the connection-level, respectively. If the rate control

parameters for each of the connections are identical, all PS connections experience

the same QoS performance. Since there is no performance guarantee fol best-effort

traffic, the queue size for the best-effort traffic is assumed to be infinity.

The key notations are iisted in Table. 2.1.

-.1

dcÉ
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JJÞäxxo

WiMAX Subscr¡ber Station
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Table 2.1. List of keu notations
Notation Description

brno, The maximum number of MAC PDUs that can be transmitted

per subframe

bun" The bandwidth allocated to UGS

tþa Threshold of bandwidth allocation

B(") Bandwidth allocated to poliing service

Tmint Trnat The rate control thresholds for the number of PDUs

Ào, À*in PDU arrival rate, minimum guarantee PDU arrival rate

¡\/ Number of poiling-service connections

p Average PDU arrival rate at the polling-service queue

rtU Average queue length of polling-service and best-effort service
nrhl PDU blocking probability

rl Queue throughput

6 Average allocated bandwidth to the polling-service queue

p Bandwidth utilization

ã Average queueing delay

x Queue size

0 PDU error rate (PER)

u,^ Probability transition

MMPP

and Poisson arrival rate matrices of

P,Q Probability tr-ansition matrices of polling-service and best-

effort service queues

Ttnt Tst Steady state probability of MMPP and polling-service queue
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2.3.2 Queue-A\Mare Bandwidth Allocation

We denote by b,no, (b^o" e I$) the maximum number of MAC PDUs that an SS can

transmit per uplink transmission subframe. We consider two modes of bandwidth al-

location for PS, namely, compiete partitioning (CP) and complete sharing (CS). With
complete partitioning, a fixed amount of bandwidth bus, (from the total bandwidth

allocated to an SS) is statically allocated for UGS while the remaining bandwidth (i.e.,

b^o, - b,n") is allocated for PS and BE services. In case of complete sharing, when

the bandwidth requirement for UGS traffic is less than b,r", the remaining available

bandwidth will be available for PS. After the required amount of bandwidth has been

allocated to UGS and PS traffic, the left-over bandwidth is allocated to BE traffic.

We plopose an uplink bandwidth allocation scheme for PS, which takes the current

number of PDUs in the PS queue into account. The allocation is done on a frame-by-

frame basis in which the amount of bandwidth is determined for each transmission

frame individuaìly. In this scheme, the set of thresholds for bandwidth allocation is

defined as follows:

Ü : {úr,1þ2,... ,1þa,... ,rþb*o,_-bun"} (2.1)

where ,þu e {I,.'. ,X}, rþu < rþa+r, and b € {1,. .. ,b^o.-bun,}.This set of thresholds

is used to indicate the amount of bandwidth requir-ed in each uplink subframe. In
particular, the amount of bandwidth allocated to polling service is calculated as a

function of the number of PDUs in the PS queue, for complete partitioning and

complete sharing schemes, respectively, as follows:

0, r:0
b, tþa I r 1tþu+t ßçs(x) :
b^o, - bugr, 'IÞb^o,_.bun" I r

(2 2)

2.3.3 Queue-Aware Rate Control

We propose a queue-aware rate control mechanism for PS connections, in which the

PDU arrivai rate is controlled according to the number of PDUs in the queue. This

rate control can be implemented either at the traffic source or at the PS queue. In the

former case, the SS informs the traffic soulces of the queue status. Note that since

( o, r:o
I

1 ö, tþa1r1tþu+t

I b-o", IÞb^o,-bun" 1 tr.
U"rrO:{
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the SS and the traffic sources are in the same local network, the delay incurred for'

updating queue status is ignored. In the iatter case, rate control can be implemented

similariy to the random early detection (RED) mechanism l27l in an Internet router,

in which some PDUs received at the PS queue are randomly dropped.

Let T,r¿n,T^o, € hl denote the rate control thresholds for the number of PDUs

in the queue and À,n¿n denote the minimum guaranteed arrival rate. Speciflcally, the

transmission rate of traffic source under PS cannot be reduced below À-¿,. Then,

with a PDU arrival rate of Ào, the rate control policy can be expressed as a function

of the number of PDUs in the PS queue (r) * follows:

(2.3)

where À(.) is the controlled arrival rate, and F(À,r) is a non-increasing function of z

with the constraint À*¿n I f (À,r) < À..

The rate control mechanism can be applied on either an aggregate or a per-flow

basis. In the former case, PDU arrival rates for all connections under PS are controlled

using the same values of T,n¿n, r^or, and À*¿n. In the latter case, different parameter

settings for rate control are used for- each connection (i.e., r,n¿n(i,), ,r.or(i), and À*¿n(i)

for connection z). While per-flow rate control is able to differentiate the QoS among

different connections, aggregate rate control is simpler to implement and applicable

when all connections have the same QoS requirements.

2.3.4 Error Control

To ensure the reliability of PDU transmission from SS to BS, an infinite persistent

ARQ-based error recovery is used. That is, the erroneous PDUs will be re-transmitted

until they are successfully received at the BS. If I denotes the PDU error rate (PER),

assuming an independent error process, the probability that n PDUs out of r¿ trans-

mitted PDUs are successfully received can be obtained as follows:

_ l^", r1r*¿n
À(2,Ào, À^¿n) : 

\ 
fç5.,"¡, r*¿n 1 r 1 rmax,

|. À-0"" T^o' 1 I

/*\0n,*: ( ; / 
(1- 0)" (0)^-", tu €{0,1,. ..,rn}. (2 4)
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We also assume that the transmission status for the PDUs transmitted in the previous

frame time is made available to the transmitter before transmissions in the current

frame time start.

2.4 Queueing Analytical Model for Polling Service

(PS)

2.4.I PDU Arrival Process for PS Connections

We assume that the PDU arrival process for each PS connection follows an MMPP

model. An MMPP model is more general than a traditional Poisson model and is able

to capture burstiness in the traffic arrival process. With MMPP, the PDU arrival rate

À" is detelmined by the state s of the Markov chain, and the total number of states

is ^9 (i.e., s : 1,2,.'.,,9). The MMPP process for connection i can be lepresented

by U(z) and Â(z), in which the former is the transition probability matrix of the

modulating Markov chain, and the latter is the matrix of Poisson arrival rate. These

matrices are defined as follows:

(2 5)

A discrete time MMPP (dMMPP) [33] is equivalent to an MMPP in the con-

tinuous time. In this case, the rate matrix Â(z) is represented by diagonal prob-

ability matrix Â"(i) when the number- of PDUs ar-riving in one frame is ¿. Note

that ¿ € {0,1,-..,A}, in which A is the maximum batch size for PDU arrival (e.g.,

7 < A < oo) . Each diagonal element of A"(z) can be obtained from

"f,(À") 
: e-À"7(À"?)"

(2.6)
a!

where /"(À") is the probability that ¿ Poisson events occur during time interval ?
(i.e., frame length) with mean rate À".

In the case of aggregated traffic from two users (e.g., user 1 and user 2), the matri-

ces corresponding to state transition and PDU arrival probability fol this multiplexed
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source can be calculated as foliows:

u : u(1) su(2)

^.o 
: Ð n,(t) Ø Lj(2), i,,¡ e {0,7,. .. ,A}

i.+j:a

(2 7)

(2 8)

for ¿:0,1,.. - ,24, where I denotes the Kronecker product. For the case with more

than two users) these two matrices can be obtained in a similar r¡/ay. The average

PDU arrival rate for connection i is obtained as follows:

(2 e)

where r^(i) is obtained by solving r*(i)U(i,) : ¡r,"(i) and r*(i)I: 1. lrlote that 1

is a column matrix of ones. Therefore, with a total of Iy' connections the total average

PDU arrival rate at the PS queue can be obtained as follows:

(2.10)

and r,n is obtained from

2.4.2 PDU Arrival Process for UGS Connections

For modeling the PDU arrival process for UGS connections, a multistate on-off model

which is a special type of dMMPP, is considered. The maximum number of states

for each connection is C, and the number of PDU arrivais when the source is in
state c is c. Whiie the state transition matrix V(i) of the multistate on-off model

for connection ¿ is similar to that of MMPP, the PDU arrival probability matrices

diagonal elements of these matlices are defined as follows:

rr-ri)l :['' i:c+7
L w\ /JJ'J 

I o. otherwise
(2.rr)

fol c € {0,1,' .. ,C} wher-e the first rovi corresponds to the case of no PDU arrival,

and [I"(z)]¡,6 denotes the element at row 7 and column k of matrix I'"(i) If there

are multiple UGS connections, the state transition matrix V and the PDU arrival

p(i) : n^(i) (É,"",,;,) t

P:..^(ä,^") t

'ÍfrrU : rrn and zr'l-: I.
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probability matrices I" of the multiplexed connection can be obtained from (2.7)

and (2.8). Note that b,n" denotes the maximum total bandwidth for UGS, where

busr: MC for a totai of -V1 multistate on-off sources.

2.4.3 Formulation of the Queueing Model for Polling Service

In our queueing model, the state of the PS queue (i.e., the number of PDUs in the

polling service queue) is observed at the beginning of each frame time. A PDU

arriving during frame time / will not be transmitted until the next frame time / + 1

at the earliest. The state space of the queue can be defined as follows:

L: {(9,€,9'), ,r <,y < ¡/,s,7 <€ < M,0 < g' < x}, (2.12)

where 9 ts the state of dMMPP traffic sources, € ís the state of multistate on-off

sources, and %' is the number of PDUs in the PS queue. While the states of dMMPP

and muitistate on-off models are independent for all connections, the number of PDUs

in the queue depends on the dMMPP arrival probabilities, the bandwidth usage for

UGS connections, and the service rate at the PS queue (and hence the amount of

allocated bandwidth). Also, the amount of allocated bandwidth depends on the

number of PDUs in the PS queue and the set of thresholds ü. Note that in case of

complete partitioning, the model does not need to maintain the state of any multistate

on-off source) and therefore, €: {Ø}.
The transition matrix P of the queue can be expressed as in (2.13) where the rows

of matrix P correspond to the number of PDUs in the PS queue (i.e.,9{').

Po,o

:

Pu^".,0P_ (2.13)

Pa,a.-b*o, 
. . 

Pv,a+AN

Matrices p",", r€pr€sent the changes in the number of PDUs in the queue (i.e.,

there are r PDUs during the current frame time and it will be r' during the next

frame time).
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2,4.3.7 Arrival Process under Rate Control

With queue-aware rate control, the matrix for the Poisson arrival process Â(z) in the

MMPP modei for connection z depends on the number of PDUs in the PS queue.

Therefore, this matrix can be expressed as follows:

À(2, À1 , À*¿n)

¡(")12) : . (2.14)

Then, the matrix 
^t')(¿) 

is obtained by using (2.6). If there are multiple traffic

sources) (2.7) and (2.8) are used to obtain the complete PDU arrival process (i.e.,

U and nf)¡ ut the PS queue. l{ote that (2.I4) can be used for both aggregate and

per-flow-based rate control.

2.4.3.2 Tþansition Matrix for Complete Partitioning (CP) Model

In case of complete partitioning, the PDU arrival pr-obability and dMMPP state

transitions are given by U and At'). However, the PDU departure pr-obabilities

corresponding to all arrival states of dMMPP ale identical and depend only on the

number of PDUs in the queue and the PDU tlansmission error rate. Therefore, the

probabiiity of departure of n PDUs (n e {0,1,. ' . ,bn.,o, - b.n"}) when there are z

PDUs (z e {0,7,.--,X}) in the queue is obtained as follows:

[DÍi)]r,, : on,Bcp(,) (2 15)

where j e {1,2,...,^9N}. Note that every matrix nf) nur the same size as that of

U. Each elemert pø,ø, of matrix P in case of complete partitioning is obtained as

follows:

i(2, Às, 
^-,,, ]

Pr,t-g : U

Pt,r+h : U

(n!"1 x Pt"l¡

(nfr x Pt"r¡

(2 16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

{n,ala-n:h}

p,* : u t (nflxpt'l¡
{n,aln:a)
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for g: {1,...,G} and h: {7,--',AN} where ne {0,..',G} and a € {0,...,AN}
represent the number of departed PDUs and the number of PDIJ arrivals, respectively.

Considering both the arrival and the departure events, (2.16), (2.I7), and (2.18)

above represent the transition probability matrices for the cases when the number of

PDUs in the queue decreases by g, increases by ñ., and remains unchanged) respec-

tively. Since the maximum totai allocated bandwidth can be greater than the number

of PDUs in the queue) and the decrease in the number of PDUs cannot be less than

the number of PDUs in the queue) the maximum amount, by which the number of

PDUs in the queue can decrease, is obtained from G : min (b*o" - bus",r).

2.4.3.3 Tþansition Matrix for the Complete Sharing (CS) Model

In this case, transmission of multistate on-off traffic for UGS connections, which have

higher priority and affect bandwidth allocation for the PS traffic, must be consideled.

The departure probability matrix for the multistate on-off sources (corresponding to

the UGS connections) can be estabiished as follows:

(2.1e)

where c € {0,1,.'. , b,r"}. Note that every matrix pf) nas the same size as that of

V. For the CS case, each element p¿.ø, of matrix P is obtained as follows:

Pr,r-s : UØV (n!'r ø nfr)
{n,aln-a:g)

pr,z+h:uøv t (nfløoft)
{n,ala-n:h)

P"," : u8v D (n!"1 øeft)
{n,aln:a)

where r¿ € {0,7,2,...,G}, ø e {0, !,2,'.. ,AN}, and G: min (b*o,,r).

2.4.3.4 PDU Blocking Process

If the PS queue does not have enough space to accommodate all of the incoming

PDUs, some of the PDUs will be blocked. In this case, the bottom part (i.e., the

rows corresponding to the condition (,4¡/) + r > X) of matrix P has to capture the

rr,(¿).r I 0,,*, m: min(ßcs(r),b^o, - c)
LDà'lc+l,c+t - I O, otherwise

(2 20)

(2.21)

(t t9\



PDU blocking effect. Therefore, (2.17) and (2.27), which correspond

the CS cases, respectively, become

AN

Pr,c+å : t þr,z+¿ for z-f h> X
i:h

and for t : X, (2.18) and (2.22) become

AN

P','Ê"," + t þ,,,+¿ fot r: X
i.:l

where Þ,," is obtained from the case v/ithout PDU dr-opping.
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to the CP and

(2.23)

(2.24)

2.4.3.5 Steady State Probabilities

The queueing performå.nce measures for ihe PS traffic can be obtained from the steady

state probability matrix zr"¿ which is obtained by solving the equations

7T"¿P : 1T"¿, 7f 
"¿7 

: I (2.25)

where 1 is a column matrix of ones. The matrix zr"¿ contains steady state probabilities

for- the feasible combinations of the state variables 9, €, and ,%' . This matrix can be

decomposed into "jl")(", c, z), which is the steady state probability that the dMMPP

source is in state s, the multistate on-off source is in state c, and there are r PDUs

in the PS queue. Note that zr"¿ is a row matrix and [zr"¿]o indicates the element at

column z of matrix ur"¿. Since in the case of complete sharing, the system state does

not keep track of multistate on-off sources, this steady state probabiÌity is reduced to
(CP\,

Tàt 'ls,r).

2.4.3.6 Tbansient State Probabilities

In this section, the system behavior-in the tlansient state is investigated. A system

exhibits transient behavior when it is not in the steady state, i.e., during the transi-

tion period until the system reaches an equilibrium state [29]. Tt'ansient analysis is

important to observe the system behavior-with changes in inputs or in system param-

eters, especiaiiy in a time-varying system which may rarely reach the steadv state.
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Based on the Chapman-Kolmogorou equations, the probability matrix of system states

during frame time / can be obtained from

nt,(f) : rb(f - 1)P(/) (2.26)

where P(/) is the transition matrix during frame time /. The transient state proba-

bilities n[lt)þ,c,:x,f) una"llP)(s,r,f) can be obtained in the same way as that for

the steady state probabiiities.

2.4.4 QoS Measures for Polling Service

Since the QoS measures for PS in both steady and transient states can be obtained

in the similar way, r(cs)1s,c,r) und n(cP)(s,r) denote the complete sharing and the

complete partitioning cases) respectively, representing the general probability that

the dMMPP is in state s, the on-off source is in state c, and there are z PDUs in the

PS queue.

2.4.4.L Average Queue Length

The average queue length for the CP and the CS cases can be obtained, respectively,

as follows:

(2.27)

(2.28)

2.4.4.2 Average

For the CP and the

foilows:

for connection z as

x lsN \
rQP) : t" ( !zr{cP)(s,r) )

¿:o \ s:t /
x f sN @,n"+t) \

x:çs) : Ir(t t ,.(cs)(s,r,*)1.
¡:o \ ":1 c:I /

PDU Arrival Rate

CS cases, this can be calculated, respectively,

i('-,,, (å,"*',',) ')

Éþ-,,, (Ð,"*',,,) ')

p(cP)(ù:

p(cs) (ù :

s¡/

I r(cP)(s, z)
s:1
,5N (b"r"11¡

t t,r(cs)(s,c,r). (2.30)
s:1 c:7

(2.2e)
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The total average PDU arrival rate at the PS queue for the CP and the CS cases are

calculated, respectively, as follows:

NN
p(c P) - Dp(n)r 

rr , p(c P) : Ðp!)t r¡ 
.

i:I i:l

2.4.4.3 PDU Blocking Probability

(2.31)

To obtain the PDU blocking probability, the average number of biocked PDUs per

fi'ame time [30] is first calculated. Given that there are r PDUs in the PS queue and

the queue size incleases by h, if h I r > X, the number of blocked PDUs during

one frame time is h - (X - r), and zero otherwise. The average number of blocked

PDUs per frame time for the complete partitioning and the complete sharing cases

are obtained, respectively, as follows:

o(CP)rht

2.4.4.4 Queue Throughput

:(cP) _(cs)rut oQS) rat

-p(cÐ, rb¿ -ÑÐ (2.33)

PDUs per frame time. We calculate

is not blocked upon its arrival, it will

throughput (number of PDUs/frame

SN _y S.n-r_6çp(r) / SN \

tt t nQP)(s,") ( Ilp,,,+r,1",¡ I tn- (x - "))s:l ¿:0 h:X-x*7 \;:l /
sN (óus"*l) x sN-Bçs@) f sN+]b,n"+t) \
t t t t n@s)(s,r,r)l t [p","*r,]",¡f
s:l c:'1. r:O h:X -¡.*t \ j:I /
'(h-(x-"))

(2.32)

The terms (fif, [n","*nJ",¡) in e.Jz) ""a (fi1,-(b'g"*1) [R,,"*nì",r) indicate the

total probabiiity that the number of PDUs in the queue increases by h al every state of

the dMMPP and the multistate on-off sources. After caiculating the average number

of blocked PDUs per frame time, the probability that an incoming PDU is blocked

can be obtained, for the CP and the CS cases) respectiveiy, as follows:

This gives the avelage number of transmitted

the throughput by using the fact that if a PDU

be transmitted eventually. Hence, the queue
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interval) for the complete partitioning and the compiete sharing cases can be obtained,

respectively, from

q(cP) : p(cP)e - p[|or), n(cs) :p(cs)G - plf t)) (2.34)

2.4.4.5 Average Allocated Bandwidth

For the proposed adaptive queue-aware bandwidth allocation, the average bandwidth

allocated for the complete partitioning and the complete sharing cases can be ob-

tained, respectively, from

(2.35)

(2 36)

2.4.4.6 Bandwidth Utilization

This performance measule indicates the utilization of allocated bandwidth and can

be obtained from

boP) : f{n"r{*)) lË'tcer1s,"))
¿:o \ã /

^@P\ ^@S\,,(cP) _ tt' ,,(cs) _ tt
t'* 

EGp), 
t'" - 

bes)'

-v (ò"s"+I) / SN \
b(cs) : t t (ftnrrlr)-(c-1))?ï(cs)(s,c,z) ).

¿:0 c:l \ã /

(2.37)

2.4.4.7 DelayStatistics

Delay for a PDU is defined as the time interval (in terms of the number of frames) since

the PDU has arrived at the queue until it is successfully transmitted. By applying

the Little's law, average delay is obtained from

_ln D\
-(cP) t\vt ) -(cs)CL : --7ã61 ¡ d, :

n\vt )

V@s)

nQS)'
(2.38)

2.5 Queueing Model for Best-Effort (BE) Service

In this section, we present a model for approximate analysis of the basic perfot'mance

measures (e.g., average queueing delay) for best-effort service, which has the least

priority among the three service classes. Since the ailocated bandwidth for the BE
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queue depends on the state of the UGS and PS connections, and the number of PDUs

in the PS queue, the state space for the BE queue can be expressed as follows:

LBE: {(9,€,,%',9),0 < g' < x,g >0} (2 3e)

where I' is the number of PDUs in the BE queue with infinite buffer size. However,

maintaining all these states will make the model quite complicated. Therefore, we

present an approximate model with the simplified state space for the BE queue as

follows:

LBB:{(g),9>0),i>0. (2.40)

The model is approximate in the sense that the correlation among multistate on-

off sources, dMMPP sources) and the number of PDUs in the PS queue is ignored.

However, we will show iater in this chapter that the basic performance measules

obtained from this approximate modei are close to those obtained from simulations.

The presented modei is for the compiete partitioning case. However, the model for

complete sharing can be developed in a similar v/ay.

We assume that the PDU arrival process is Poisson with average rate À6¿. The

maximum bandwidth that can be allocated to the BE queue is denoted by B :
b*or- b.,r". The transition matrix Q for this model can be obtained as in (2.41).

Q: (2.41)
QB,o Qn,n+.q

:::

Note that since this matrix Q is used to represent the number of packets in the BE

queue which is infinite, the structure of Q is different from P in (2.13).

Element Çy,u, indicates the plobability that the BE queue has y PDUs during

the current frame time and it becomes yt in the next frame time. To obtain this

probability, we calculate the probability of departure of a PDU from the BE queue

based on the number of PDUs in the PS queue as follows:

'î'(Ë","",,","))
r:zh \":r

b-tún 
-

(2.42)
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{0, 1, . '. , B} and zero
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otherwise. Then, each element qo,o, is

Ça,a-s :

Qv,a+h :
{n,aln-a:g}

f"(Àen)k"

f"(Ànn)k"

(2 43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

{n,ala-n:h}

Qs,a : t Í"(ÀBn)k*
{n'aln:a)

for g:1,2," ',G and h: I,2,...,,4, where G: min(B,a). lt{ote that (2.43),

(2.44), and (2.45) represent the transition probability matrices for the cases when the

number of PDUs in the queue decreases by g, increases by å, and does not change,

respectively.

Since the size of matrix Q is infinite, we apply lhe matri,r-geometric method 134)

to obtain the steady state probabilities. For this, we re-block matrix Q to obtain the

transition probabiiity matrix in the following form:

R(,k + 1) : No + R(k)Nl + R2(k)N2 (2.47)

: 10-e). Next, we calculate (¡ and (t by

, [(0, (t] : [(0, Ct]B[R] (2.48)

(2 4e)

(2.46)

ôN, ô1 : 1, and

mal non-negative

r : (rR wher-e Ç

PDUs in the BE

[x L I
ItN,N^ Iol I'l Nz Nr No ItJ

When the stability condition, namely, ôN21 > ôN01, where ô :
N : No t Nr + N2 is satisfied, then the matrix R, which is the mini

solution of RNo + RN1 I R2N2, can be determined such that Ça
contains steady state probabilities corresponding to the number of

queue. This matrix R can be obtained iterativelv from

until lR(Æ + 1) - R(k)ln,¡ < e, Vi,j (".s.,,
solving the foliowing equations:

"L*t 
: [1' lvr Nr+RNzl

(01+ (,(I - R)-1L : 1.
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Since Ç consists of A- l states of different number of PDUs in the BE queue, the

steady state probabiiity of g/ PDUs in the BE queue ((g) can be extracted as follows:

C(a):[eu]*tro,or, whele col(i,y):i'(A- 1) + a+7. (2 50)

In this case, the calculation needs to be tr-uncated at Y¿ PDUs such that 1-t.v:^ 4ù <
€.

Then, the average number of PDUs in the BE queue yuB and the average delay

ã68 f.or a PDU in the BE queue can be simplv obtained from

Y¡

unø:luC(ù,
y:0

= UeeUBE: \ABE
(2.51)

2.6 Performance Evaluation

2.6.7 Parameter Setting

We consider a TDMA/TDD-based uplink transmission scenario from a particular SS

to the BS. The SS under consideration is stationary and works in GPSS mode. The

communication between SS and BS uses rate ID 0 [35] (i.e., QPSK with code rate

712). The PDU arlival process for each PS connection is assumed to be identical and

foiiows a two-state MMPP model (i.e., S: 2) with the following parameters

(2.52)

where a indicates the traffic intensity, and the maximum batch size of PDU arrival

is 20 (i.e., A : 20). When a : 7, the average PDU arrival rate of this dMMPP
connection is p(z) :1.9818. The PDUs from alÌ PS connections are aggregated into

the PS queue) and the size of this queue is assumed to be 100 PDUs (i.e., X:100).
The transmitter serves the PS queue in a first-in-first-out fashion.

In our performance evaluation) we use a:1.5, bandwidth allocated to SS is 12

units (i.e., b*o":72), the number of connections under PS is 2 (i.e., l/ : 2), and

probability of successful transmission of a PDU is 0.995 (i.e.,0: 0.005) For UGS

",,, 
:[3] 

33] ^(i) 
:"[å :,), i:7, ,¡y'
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traffic, \Me use a 3-state on-off source with the transition matrix defined as follows:

Ios o.T oo'l
v: I oz ob 03 I

Loo ob orl
(2 53)

Therefore, this source requires bandwidth of 7.1667 units on average andbun" is set to

2. Note that we vary some of these parametels according to the evaluation scenarios,

whiie the rest remain fixed according to the aforementioned setting.

For queue-aware bandwidth allocation, we consider sets of thresholds which are

uniformly located over the range of buffel size. We use the notatiorr €1 '. (e) for

the set of thresholds V{e1, €1 I e,e1 * 2e,... ,et i (b^o* - b,n")"}. For example,

7 : (e : 5) represents the set ü : {1,6, 11,16,27,26}, where (b*o, - bun,) : 6.

For queue-aware rate control, we assume that the minimum guaÌanteed rate is a

function of the originai rate and is defined as follows: À^in: À.f 2. .Nlso) we assume

f(Ào,r) :Ào -+*-ry+L\t mar t m1n I

2.6.2 Simulation Environment

A time-driven simulator, deveioped tn MATLAB, is used to evaluate the performance

of the proposed queue-â,ware uplink bandwidth allocation and rate control algorithms

and also to validate the correctness of the analyticai model.

The PDU arrival and transmission events occur on a time-slotted fashion in which

the length of a time-slot is equal to one frame inter-val. In the simulator, informa-

tion on the states of a multistate on-offsource (i.e., dMMPP for each connection) is

maintained separately for each connection. The number of PDUs in the PS queue

is calculated by considering the number of incoming PDUs for every time slot ac-

cording to the state of dMMPP sources. In one time slot, the amount of bandwidth

allocated to UGS service is determined based on the state of multistate on-off source.

The remaining bandwidth is allocated to PS. Then, according to the threshold for

bandwidth allocation setting (i.e., ú), the bandwidth left from PS will be allotted to

BE service.

For queue-aware rate control of traffic arr-iving into the PS queue, some of the

arriving PDUs ale randomly blocked so that the arrivai rate for the PS connections

conforms to the desired setting (i.e., Ã(r, Ào,À*¿n)).
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An independent packet errol process is simulated for each wireless transmission.

We repiicate each simulation 10 times and for each replication the length of the simu-

lation time is 200,000 time slots. We obtain the performance results for the bandwidth

allocation (i.e., CP and CS schemes) and rate controi scheme under varying traffic
intensity, different settings of the bandwidth adaptation threshoids, and different rate

controi thresholds. AIso, the performances of the proposed queue-a\Mare bandwidth

allocation schemes are compared with those of static ailocation.

2.6.3 Numerical and Simulation Results

2.6.3.L Queue-Length Distribution and Average Delay

Typical results on queue length distributions and average queueing delay for both

the CS and the CP cases are shown in Fig. 2.3. As expected, the length of the PS

queue grows with the number of connections. Also, since the PS traffic can use the

unused bandwidth from UGS traffic (e.g., when the muitistate on-off source is in
the off state), with the same number of PS connections, the queue length for the

CS scheme is smaller than that for the CP case. However, for a small number of
PS connections (e.g., N :2), the queue-length distributions become very close to
each other (Fig. 2.3(a)) since the transmission rate is high enough to accommodate

arriving PDUs. We observe that the simulation results follow the analytical results

very closeiy, which confirms the correctness of the analytical model.

The average delay increases with the number of PS connections (Flg. 2.3(b)). The

average delay of the CS scheme is better than that of the CP scheme since with CS the

bandwidth which is not used by UGS will be yielded to polling service. We observe

that when the traffic intensity is low and the number of PS connections is few, average

delay remains constant since the transmission rate is high enough so that the delay

remains constant ovel a range of values of traffic intensity.

However, when the traffic intensity reaches a certain point, which we call a criti,cal

rate, average delay increases rapidly to the maximum delay. This steep rise occurs

when the queue status changes from stable to unstable since the PDU arrivai rate

becomes larger than the service rate.

As expected, the average PDU transmission delay for BE traffic increases as the

PDU arrival rate at the PS queue increases (Fig. 2.a). With higher PDU ar-r'ival rate,
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Figure 2.3. (a) Queue dzstributzon and (b) auerage delay for the PS queue.

since the PS queue requires more transmission bandwidth, the bandwidth allocated

to the BE queue becomes smailer. Again, the simulation resuits closely follow the

numerical results.

2.6.3.2 Performance of Queue-Aware Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation

The probability distributions for the allocated bandwidth to PS under different set-

tings of the bandwidth adaptation thresholds (i.e., e) are shown in Fig. 2.5. As is

evident, the distribution with smaller e results in higher variance than that with

larger e. The higher variance indicates more fluctuations in the allocated bandwidth

for PS.

Fig. 2.6(a) illustrates how the different threshold settings for dynamic bandwidth

adaptation impacts the avelage delay for the PDUS in the PS queue. Specifically,

larger e leads to higher average delay when the traffic intensity is low. The results

for static bandwidth allocation are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 2.4. Aaerage delay for the BE queue.

Figure 2.5. Probability mass function for allocated bandwi.dth under different thresh-

old setti,ngs.
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With static allocation, delay at low traffic intensity is always one. The critical
rate and the maximum average delay (i.e., average deiay when the queue becomes

unstable) depend on the amount of allocated bandwidth (r.e., b*o,) to the SS. Inter-
estingly, the proposed bandwidth allocation scheme with complete partitioning can

maintain constant delay when the traffic intensity is low, and the critical rates as

well as the maximum average delay are equal to those for the case of static aliocation

when the traffic intensity is high. In case of complete sharing, the PS queue benefits

from the off periods in the multistate on-off sour-ce, and therefore, the critical rate is

higher and the maximum average deiay is lower (e.g.,2.75 and g frames, respectively,

in Fig. 2.6(a)). Also, we observe that the queue-aware allocation always achieves

700% úilization of the bandwidth (Fig. 2.6(b)).
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Figure 2.6. Variations zn (a) aueT'o,ge delay and (b) bandwidtlt uti,li,zat'ion under

u ary i,ng traffi c intensi,ty.
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again, it should not be too small so that the high variability in the allocated bandwidth

to the PS queue can be avoided (Fig. 2.6(a) and Fig.2.5). The desired setting can

be determined by using the analytical model.

2.6.3.3 Performance of the Queue-Aware Rate Control Scheme

Fig. 2.7(a) shows typicai variations in the controlled PDU alrival late for three dif-

ferent connections when the traffic intensity (per connection) increases. In this case

we set Tn,at: : 70 and yãr! T^¿n. With variation in traffic intensity, the controlled

arrival rate decreases when the queue length becomes larger than the threshold r-¿,r.

However, according to the modeling assumption, the controlied arrival rate can not

be reduced beiow the minimum guaranteed rate which is half of the trafifrc intensity

in this case. This explains the "ripple"-like behavior of the controlled arrival rate.

Note that the threshold settings determine the values of the traffic intensity at which

the slopes of the envelope of the controlled arrival rate change and the minimum

guaranteed rate is achieved.

Typical variation in average delay under different rate control threshold settings

for the PDUs in the PS queue is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). Even though the average

delay increases with increasing traffic intensity, due to rate control, the average delay

does not approach maximum delay very rapidly as in the case without rate con-

trol. However, as the traffic intensity increases to a certain point (".g., À:5.5 in

Fig. 2.7(b)) there is no difference between any rate control threshold setting since the

traffic sources reach their minimum guaranteed rates. Therefore, the average delay is

close to the maximum delay which indicates that the queue is full most of the time.

Also, smallet r,n¿n results in iower delay since the PDU arrival rate is controlled earlier

compared to the case with larger r,n¿n.

2.6.3.4 tansient Analysis

For transient anaiysis of the QoS performances of the adaptive bandwidth allocation

and rate control schemes, we assume that the PS queue is empty at time zero (i.e.,
f t.

zr¿,(0) : 
L 
1 0 ... 0 l). We vary the number of PS connections during different

time periods (e.g., ly' : 3, 4,5,6,7,5 during time periods 1-40, 41-80, 81-120, 721-160,

161-200, and207-240, respectively, in Fig. 2.8). We consider the complete partitioning
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Figure 2.7. Vartatzons zn (a) controlled PDU arrzual rate for a PS connection and

(b) auerage delay under different rate control threshold settings.

case her-e withb^o,:12 and set the traffic intensity parameter to one (i.e., a: 1).

Typical variations in queue length, amount of allocated bandwidth, controlled

PDU arrival rate, and average delay with time ale shown in Fig. 2.8. For controlled

PDU arrival rate, we observe only frrst thr-ee connections each of which has a different

threshold settings (i.e., r*¿n: 30,40,50 and Tma:r:70). For the other connections,

we assume Tm¿n:40 and rrnor:70.
The PS queue length increases asymptotically (towar-ds the average number of

PDUs at steady state) with increasing number of PS connections (Fig. 2.8(a)). With
the queue-arvare bandwidth allocation, when the number of PS connections becomes

more than five (so that the sum of PDU arrival rates becomes larger than b^o"),

the allocated bandwidth reaches the maximum available bandwidth at which point

the transmission rates for the connections are controlled (as shown in Fig. 2.8(b)).

In this case, since different connections have different rate-control threshold settings,
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the arrival rate is controlled differentiy for each conection.

We observe from Fig. 2.8(b) that, when the number of connections is less than

five, the average delay remains constant. However, when the queue becomes unstable,

average delay is less than maximum average delay since the arrival rate for each of

the connections is controlled. Note that the discontinuities in the variation in average

delay are due to the change in the number of PS connections which results in a sharp

change in the PDU arrivai rate into the queue. This causes transient variations in

the amount of bandwidth allocation. Since the durations of these discontinuities are

typically only a few frame intervals, the impact on overali performance would be

negligible.

2.7 Chapter Summary

We have presented a queue-aware adaptive uplink bandwidth allocation and rate con-

trol mechanism for polling service in WiMAX broadband wireless access networks.

This scheme is designed for a WiMAX SS. By utilizing the queue state informa-

tion, the proposed mechanisms can maintain the packet-level QoS performances at

the desired level. We have presented a comprehensive queueing analytical model to

investigate the performances of the proposed schemes in both steady and transient

states. An approximation model fol the best-effort queue has been presented. Per-for-

mance evaluation of the proposed radio resource management model has been carried

out extensively which reveals the inter-relationships among the different performances

measures. The corr-ectness of the analytical model has been validated by simulations.

Part of this chapter has been published in [9].
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Chapter 3

Radio Resource Management in
WiMAX: Part II

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Problem Statement

In this chapter, the problem of radio resource management framework for the WiMAX
base station (BS) is considered. This BS accommodates multiple connections with
different types (i.e., UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE service). UGS connection requires

fixed bandwidth for its transmission. rtPS and nrtPS connections have delay and

throughput requirements. The first two inputs of this framewolk are the traffic de-

scription and the QoS requirement of the connection. The third input is the channel

quality of the connection from the SS to BS. The first output of this framework is the

decision on the accepting or rejecting ne\M connection. If the connection is accepted,

the second output of this framework is the amount of allocated bandwidth to the

accepted connection. The objective of the framework is to maximize the satisfaction

of the connections. The QoS requirements in both connection-level (e.g., new con-

nection blocking probability) and packet-level (".g., delay and throughput) must be

satisfied.

3.L.2 Contribution

A joint bandwidth allocation (BA) and connection admission contlol (CAC) frame-

work is proposed which can guarantee both the packet-level and the connection-level
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QoS requirements for the different types of services (i.e., bandwidth, delay and trans-

mission rate for UGS, rtPS and nrtPS, respectively, and connection blocking proba-

bility for BE service), and thereby, maximizes the system utility while at the same

time maximizes the system revenue. We propose two approaches, namely, the optimal

and the iterative approaches for joint bandwidth allocation and connection admission

control. For the optimal approach, an assignment problem is formulated and solved

by using binary integer linear programming. However, this optimal approach incurs

a huge computational complexity, and therefore, may not be suitable for on-line exe-

cution. On the other hand, the itelative approach, which is based on the water-filling

method, is an implementation-fi-iendly one.

To analyze the connection-level perfolmances (i.e., connection blocking probability

and average number of ongoing connections), a queueing model is developed assum-

ing a complete partitioning of the bandwidth lesources among the different types of

services. The optimal values of the partitioning thresholds are obtained by solving an

optimization formulation with an objective to maximizing average system r-evenue un-

der connection-level QoS (e.g., connection blocking probability) constraint. Note that

this optimization formulation can be solved off-line (e.g., by an enumerâtion method)

to obtain the optimal thresholds which are used in the joint BA and CAC algorithm.

Another queueing analytical model is developed to analyze the packet-level perfor-

mance measures (e.g., PDU dropping probability, delay statistic and throughput) for

a connection in a particular service category under adaptive modulation and coding

as specified in the WiMAX standard. Based on the queueing and the optimization

models, performances of the proposed radio resource management approaches are

evaluated and the analytical results are validated through extensive simulations.

3.2 Related Work

Inl2\, a bandwidth allocation and admission control scheme was proposed for TDMA

and FDMA-based cellular wireless systems in which the amount of allocated band-

width to an ongoing call is dynamically varied depending on the traffic load to accom-

modate more number of cails so that the call blocking probabiìity can be minimized.

Most of the CAC algorithms for celiular wireless networks proposed in the literatule
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analyzed the connection-level performances only without consideling the packet-level

performances resulting from the different radio resouÌce management schemes. For

example, in [36], a rate adaptation and admission control method was proposed for'

CDMA systems which maintains the signal-to-interfer-ence ratio (SIR) at the receiver

at a target level while maximizing the transmission late. To guarantee packet-level

QoS, the CAC mechanism shouid take the packet-level performances into account. A

QoS-aware scheduling scheme for WiMAX networks was presented in [37]. Specifl-

cally, a deficit fair priority queue scheduling algorithm was used to provide services to
different types of flows in both uplink and downlink directions. The bandwidth allo-

cation framework was organized in a hierarchical structure so that wireless resources

can be managed efficiently, and QoS requirements can be met. An admission control

strategy based on the available bandwidth was proposed as well.

For wireless mobile networks, the problem of providing packet-level QoS was stud-

ied quite extensively in the literature. A scheduling mechanism for downlink transmis-

sion was proposed in [38] to provide delay guarantee. In [39], a dynamic fair resource

allocation scheme was proposed to support real-time and non-real-time traffic in cellu-

lar CDMA networks. Based on the principle of generalized pr-ocessor sharing (GPS),

the proposed traffic scheduier assigns rate and porver resources to the mobiles accord-

ing to their weights. Performances of the proposed scheme in terms of fairness and

packet-level QoSs were evaluated in this chapter. An adaptive cross-iayer scheduler

was proposed in [a0] for multiclass data services in wireless networks. The proposed

scheduler uses the queueing information as well as takes the physical iayer parameters

into account so that the required QoS performances can be achieved. The capacity

of TDMA and CDMA-based broadband celiular wireless systems was derived in [41]

under constrained packet-level QoS.

3.3 System Model

We consider a single BS serving multiple connections (from SSs) through a TDMA/TDD
access mode using single carrier modulation (e.g., as in WirelessMAl\-SC). Fol each

of the rtPS and nrtPS connections, a separate queue (with size of X PDUs) is used

for buffering the PDUs (as shown in Fig. 3.1). In particular, for one connection there
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are two queues for uplink and downlink transmissions from the SS and the BS, re-

spectively. We consider an SS of type GPC. Therefore, during bandwidth allocation

and connection admission control, a certain amount of bandwidth is reserved for each

connection through that SS.

WIMAX
Base Station

Upl¡nk transmiss¡on

Figure 3.1. W¿MAX system model

The key notations are listed in Table. 3.1.

Adaptive moduiation and coding is used to adjust the transmission rate adaptively

in each frame according to the channel quality. The joint bandwidth allocation and

admission control algorithm is executed at the BS in a centralized manner.

The radio resource management model with the proposed joint bandwidth alloca-

tion and admission control framework is shown in Fig. 3.2. In this model, there are

two levels of optimization - one at the connection-level and the other at the packet-

level. While the connection-level optimization is used to obtain the optimai setting

for the complete partitioning thr-esholds for bandwidth allocation under connection-

level QoS constraints, the packet-levei optimization is used to allocate the available

bandwidth among the ongoing and the newly arriving connections (when admitted) so

that the corresponding packet-ievel QoS lequirements can be satisfied. In this chap-

ter, bandwidth ó is defined as the number of PDUs that can be transmitted in one

frame using rate ID n : 0. Queueing analytical models ar-e used to estimate the aver-

age amount of allocated bandwidth per connection and to calcuiate connection-level

and packet-level perfolmance measures.
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I'able 3.7. List o notatzons.

X Queue size

b Amount of bandwidth assigned to a connection

by,ä}, ¿(reo),

,('el)

QoS requirements (i.e., bandwidth unsolicited granted service

(UGS), average delay for real-time polling service (rtPS) and

average throughput for non-realtime poiling-service (nrtPS))

À PDU arrival rate

7 Average SNR of the receiver

g, h Parameters of the Sigmoid utility function

C,M Total bandwidth,

station

total number of connections of subscriber

(t- A set of connections of different services

It Amount of bandwidth reserved for different services

F,X Column matrix of cost function, column matrix of bandwidth

assignment

G,H,J,K Matrices of the constraints of bandwidth assignment

P Probability transition matrix of the queue

1ft,1fo Steady state probability of the connections and batch Marko-

vian arrival plocess

Pu¿,7 Connection blocking probability, average number of ongoing

connections

K System revenue from different services

T Average transmission rate

¡/ The total number of states of FSMC

1Tç, 1l Steady state probability of FSMC and queue

r, Pdrop Average number of PDUs in queue, PDU dlopping probability

11 ,ú Queue thr-oughput, average queueing delay

b Average allocated bandwidth per connection
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average allæated bandwidth per cmnælim

connect¡on-level
optimizat¡on to

maximize fevenue

Figure 3.2. Radio resource nlanageTnent model with tl¿e proposed joint bandwidth

allocat'ion and admission control.

3.4 Radio Resource Management FYamework for
Joint Bandwidth Allocation (BA) and Con-

nection Admission Control (CAC)

3.4.L Methodology and System Parameters

The objective of the joint bandwidth allocation and connection admission control

framework is to allocate the available bandwidth in a cell among the connections

from different SSs and make decision on the admission of newly arr-iving connections

such that the QoS requirements (i.e., bandwidth U$[], uu"tuge deiay ¿î'ù, average

transmission rate ,îuu) ¡6¡ UGS, rtPS and nrtPS, respectively) for both uplink and

downlink transmissions cå,n be met. Also, since users' utility (i.e., level of satisfaction)

should be maximized, an optimization problem is formulated and solved to obtain the

amount of allocated bandwidth for all of the ongoing and the newly arriving connec-

tions (assuming that they are admitted into the system). Admission control decision

is made based on the results of the optimization formulation. Specifically) a new

connection is admitted if, upon admission of that connection, the QoS requirements

of all the connections can be satisfied. l{ote that since the optimal approach incurs

exponential time complexity) we present an iterative approach to obtain the solution

which incurs significantly iess computational complexity.
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The bandwidth aliocation is performed based on the in-connection level queueing

performances of the rtPS and nrtPS connections. For- an rtPS connection, the average

deiay requirement for uplink and downlink transmission is denoted by d\"e'"ò ãnd

dfdo'"ø) , respectively. Similarly, for an nrtPS connection , ,!uo''"n) and, ,!do''"n) denote

the transmission rate (i.e., maximum queue throughput) requirements for uplink and

downlink transmissions, respectively.

When a new connection arrives, the BS is informed of the traffic source descriptor

(e.g., PDU arrival rates Àj"p) and À{do)r for uplink and downiink, respectively) and

the QoS requirement (i.e., delay requirement and transmission rate requirement for

rtPS or nrtPS connections, respectively). Then, the BS measures the channel quality

(i.e., average SNR at the receiver, To) corresponding to that incoming connection.

These parameters are provided to the bandwidth allocation module (in Fig. 3.2) to

compute the required amount of bandwidth as well as the user's utility for the in-

coming connection. Aiso, re-aliocation of bandwidth among the ongoing connections

is performed if necessary. The results of this computation is used to decide whether

the new connection can be admitted or not.

Note that when a connection terminates, the bandwidth allocation algorithm is

invoked again to re-allocate the released bandwidth among the ongoing connections.

3.4.2 Utility F\rnctions

We use utility functions to represent the level of users' satisfaction on the perceived

QoS for the different ser-vice types. In the system under consideration, utility for

connection i depends on the amount of allocated bandwidth, delay statistics (e.g.,

average deiay), throughput and admission control decision for the IJGS, rtPS, nrtPS,

and BE connections, respectively. Specifically) we use the following functions to

represent the utility for UGS and BE connections:

( t, bo> by,ZI
U¡¡6;s(b¿) : I" v vo \" 1't 

I o, otherwise 
) (3 1)

The utility for a UGS connection is the highest (i.e., one) if the amount of allocated

bandwidth (b¿) for connection z is higher than or equal to the required bandwidth

( t. b,>I
UBp(b¡.) : I

|. 0, otherwise.

lWe use (up) and (do) to denote variables for uplink and downlink, respectiveìy.
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(bg\Ð while the utility for a BE connection is the highest if the connection is admitted

into the network. For rtPS and nrtPS connections, we use the modified sigmoid

function [a2] Lo obtain utility as a function of the packet-level performance measures.

The utility for rtPS and nrtPS connections (in both uplink and downlink) can be

expressed as functions of the allocated bandwidth as follows:

U*ps(b¿) : 1 -
1 + exp (-n,r{a{r,¡, öo) - aÍ"ù - n,r))

1
U,*ps(bn) :

where d(j,^,b) and T(7,^,b) denote average delay and transmission rate as func-

tions of PDU arrival rate (À) and average SNR (7) when the amount of allocated

bandwidth is b. A sample plot of this sigmoid utility function Un rps(b¿) is shown in

Fig. 3.3. These utility functions can be calculated based on the queueing analysis to

be presented later in this chapter'.

Figure 3.3. Sigmoid uti,h.ty functi,on.

Note that grtt gnrt¡ hr¿ aîd hn7¡ ãre the parameters of the sigmoid function. Specif-

ically, while g,¿ arrd gn ¿ determine the steepness (i.e., sensitivity of the utility function

to delay or throughput requirement) , h7¿ ànd à2,¿ r€pr€sent the center of the utility
function. From a service provider's perspective, these utilities represent the satisfac-

tion level for the offered service. Therefore, the objective should be to maximize the

sum of the utilities for all connections.

1 * exp (-n,,r{r17, À,bo) - ,}"ù - h,,r))
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3.4.3 Optimization Formulation

We formulate the following optimization problem to allocate the total available band-

width of C units among M (ongoing and incoming) connections:

Maximize: t (uu.rþ["')) + uu"r(ój*))) +
?eq,UcS

t (u""'þÍ"')) + un',(ói*')) *
ztq_rf pS

Ð (u**rrþÍ"')) + (Jn rp"(¿io'))) +
'i€Cnr¡p g

t (uuuþÍ"Ð) + ua"çuld't¡)
¿euBE

subject to: 6\"ù - bgå:;"') ,b:où : b[jîiù for z e cucs

d,(70,^Í"r) ,b:"r)) < d\un''"ø) ,

d,(70, À[0.) ,uÍ0.)) a ¿(do,reø) for ¿ e Crtps

,(70, Àl"o) ,bÍ"ù) > ,(un,"o) ,

,(jn,ÀÍ0.),uÍ0")), ,(do,reu) for i € Cnrtps

b["n) : b:où :1 for i. e cBø

b,n¿n 16\"n) ,6@ù l brnar vi

Ðu\*t +f bf").c
V¿ Vi

t b¿ 1Íu6s, t b¿ 1,r,tps,

(3.2)

ztÇucs ?e\-r¿PS

t b¿1Ín¿ps,Ð,n1tpn
ieCnrtps ZE\LBE

where Cucs, Crtps¡ Cnrtps¡ and C3¿ represent the sets of IJGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and

BE connections, respectively, b^¿n and b^o, denote the minimum and the maximum

amount of bandwidth that can be allocated to a connection, and bgå:[') ana Ufffifq)

denote the bandwidth requirements for a UGS connection for uplink and downlink

transmissions, respectively. The thresholds Íuçs, 'Çtps, Ínrtps¡ and ÍpB represent

the amount of bandwidth reserved for UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE connections, re-

spectively. The total available bandwidth is shared among the different services us-

ing a threshold-based complete partitioning approach. Note that prioritized band-
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width allocation among the different types of services can be performed by setting

these thresholds appropriately. An optimization-based scheme to obtain the optimal

threshold setting under connection-level QoS constraints will be presented later in
this chapter.

3.4.4 Optimal Approach for Bandwidth Allocation and Con-

nection Admission Control

To solve the above optimization problem) we use binary integer programming by

reformulating the problem as follows:

Minimize: FTX

Subject to: GX < H

(3 3)

JX: K
lxl¡ € {0,1} vj

where F is the column matrix of cost function which corresponds to negative value

of users' utility, X is the column matrix of bandwidth assignment, G and II are

the constraints on bandwidth, delay and transmission rate requirements for both

uplink and downlink, and J and K represent the constraints on total amount of

bandwidth and the thresholds to limit the amount of bandwidth allocated to each

type of service. The solution of this binary integer programming formulation can be

obtained by linear programming-based branch-and-bound algorithm [43]. l{ote that
the gross upper bound time complexity of this algorithm is O(zcz(tbY) l44l where

Aö : br,o, - brn¿n * 1. l{ote that the cost F is nonlinear function of the amount of

bandwidth. Therefore, we transform this objective function in to the assignment of

amount of bandwidth which is linear to the cost (i.e., negative of utility).
If the solution is feasibie, matrix X will indicate the amount of bandwidth allo-

cated to each connection. We can establish the bandwidth assignment matrix Y as

follows:

":f
[x],
[X]ou*,

[xl11rr-r¡ou¡*, lx)trou

(3 4)
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where row ? and column j of matrix Y correspond to a connection and the amount of

bandwidth allocated to that connection, respectively. In particular, row i and M + i
correspond to uplink and downlink transmissions for connection i, respectively. The

first and last columns of this matrix Y correspond to bandwidth bn ¿n and b*o", re-

spectively. The optimal amount of allocated bandwidth ô¿ to connection i is obtained

from

b¿: j i b^¿n - 7, if [Y]n,, : 1 (3 5)

where [Y]n,, denotes the element at row i and column j of. matrix Y. Note that each

row of Y contains only one non-zero eiement.

If the solution of the optimization ploblem is infeasible, there is no bandwidth

allocation scheme for which the delay and the transmission rate requirements for the

connections (upon admission of the ne\Ã/ connection) can be satisfied. Therefore, the

incoming connection is blocked; otherwise, the connection is accepted.

Since the joint BA and CAC algorithm is required to be executecl in an on-line

manner, the computational complexity of the above approach may be prohibitive from

implementation point of view. Therefore, \Ãie propose an iterative approach which has

less computational complexity, and therefore, more implementation-friendly.

3.4.5 Iterative Approach

The iterative approach (in Aigorithm 1) is based on the water-filling method. In
this case, the available bandwidth is first allocated to satisfy the target QoS (i.e.,

minimum bandwidth, delay and transmission rate) requirements. Then, the available

bandwidth is allocated to the connection with the lowest utiiity such that the total

utility can be increased in a fair manner. The algorithm terminates when either all

available bandwidth is allocated or each of the connections receives the maximum

possible bandwidth b-o". l\ote that the computational complexity of the algorithm

is O(C). This complexity can be determined from the Algorithm 1 for which the

number of iterations depends on the total number of connections.

If the iterative algorithm is unable to find a feasible solution, the incoming con-

nection is blocked; otherwise, the connection is accepted.
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Algorithm
1: for i e Cy6s do

2: 6l"n) - bgå'ïn) , blo") - bll\;"n) I I assign bandwidth to uGS connections first

3: end for
4: for i € C,¿ps do

5: 6\"n) * min6 (d(7¿, 
^Í'r),a) 

< d\"n''"0)r, bÍoo) * min6(d(7¿, slo"),u) < dldo'""q)¡ // assign

bandwidth to rtPS connections

6: end for
7: fovi € Cn ¿pg do
g: 6\"n) * minö('(Ti, xÍ"'),b) > r!uo''"ø)¡, b:o') * min6(z(7,, x[0"),u) > ,!do'reø)¡ // assign

bandwidth to nrtPS connections

9: end for
10: for i e CBB do

1l: 6\uo) - L, 6\d") * | // assign bandwidth to BE connections

12: end for
13: if (D,.or"" b¿ > 'Íucs) or (D'.o,,"" b¿ > 'r,.tps) or (D¿ec.,,"" b¿ > 'h,tps) or

(Do.o,, b¿ > tsB) t},en
14: return (solution infeasible) I I Reject new connection

15: end if
{// Aìlocate available bandwidth in order to maximize the utiiity}

16: Co¿¿o + Cucs U Cr¿ps lJ Cnrtps U Cna

17: while (Dobo < C) and (b¿ 1 b*o, 3z) and (CaL" * Ø ) do

18: ium: atïmin¿(t/(ó¿)) f f search for the connection with lowest utility
19: b¿-,^ - b¿-^ -l 1 // increase bandwidth of that connection

20: if (bi-^:: b-o,) then
2I: CatLo + Catro - i"^ /l discard that connection with maximum allocated bandwidth

22: end if
23: if (Iu.c,"" b¿ --: 'fucs) tlnen

24: Cørro + CarLo - Cucs l/ discard that connection if threshold for UGS service is reached

25: end if
26: if (Ð,.o",", b, :- %res) then
27: Cauo + Cailo - C,rps // discard that connection if threshold for rtPS service is reached

28: end if
29: if (Dr.o,.","" b¡ :: 4,r¿ps) then
30: Carro + Cørb - Cnrtps // discard that connection if threshold for nrtPS service is reached

31: end if
32: if (Do.co, bt:: '7"t¡ ,6"n
33: Caüo + Cauo - Can // discard that connection if th¡eshold for BE service is reached

34: end if
35: end while

36: return (feasible solution) I I Accept new connection
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3.5 Queueing Model for Connection-Level Perfor-

rnance Analysis

In order to obtain the connection-level performances (e.g., connection blocking prob-

ability and average number of connections) for each type of service, and subsequently,

to obtain the optimal threshold settings for resource reservation under connection-

level QoS constraints, we develop a queueing model2. Since the available bandwidth

is to be shared based on a complete partitioning approach, we have

Íucs I %tps I ÍnrtpS I ÍBs: Ç. (3 6)

For a given threshold Í (i.e.,l e {'fucs,'T,.tps,Ínrtpst,Tpn}), the average amount

of allocated bandwidth per connection 6 in both uplink and downlink, connection ar-

rival rate a, and connection holding time If p, of a particular service type, a continuous-

time Markov chain (CTMC) can be established for each service type to obtain the

connection-level performance measures. Note that, the developed model can be ap-

plied to each service type separately as long as the condition in (3.6) holds.

The state space for this CTMC is A : |á;O < '// < ltt¡ where ,z// represents

the number of ongoing connections in a particular service type and nt : lt¡õl rs

the maximum number of ongoing connections for threshold Í. The transition matrix

of this Markov chain is defined as follows:

Q:

-a ù.

p -p-a a

cp -cþ-a Q.

tuI p -M ¡,t

(3 7)

The steady state probability rr¿ of this Markov chain is obtained by solving zr¿Q0

and r¡L: 1 where

(3 8)

2Note that the threshold settings are required for the joint bandwidtìr allocation and admission

control algorithm desc¡ibed befo¡e.
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Note that 1 is a column matrix of ones and z'¿(c) represents the steady state probabil-

ity that the number of ongoing connections is c. The connection blocking probability

can be obtained from

Pat: ¡rt(i[)

and the average number of ongoing connections is calculated as follows:

ñt

¿: t cn¿(c).
c:7

(3 e)

(3.10)

We can formulate an optimization problem to maximize system revenue whiie

the connection-level QoS (i.e., connection blocking probability) is maintained at the

target level. By adjusting the thresholds Øy6s, %tps, Ínrtpst and'TBB, this objective

can be achieved under given constraints. To calculate system revenue, we consider

flat rate pricing in which the rates Rucs,IItps, ßr¿rtpst and \pB âpply for UGS, rtPS,

nrtPS, and BE connections, respectively. in this case, the average number of ongoing

connections and the connection blocking probability are defined as functions of the

corresponding threshold (e.g., cucs(,Íucs) and P[Ï"t)(,fr.s)) and the optimization
formulation can be expressed as follows:

Maximize: Rucscucs('Tucs) * Iltpsc,tps('T,tps) -f

Snrtp s cnrt p s (Írrt p s) -l ß,8 øc n n (ÍB n)

Subject To: P(ucs) (rucs) . þ:y"t)

P#t") (,r,rr") . Prl"tt")

p@rtPs) (Í*nrr) a þ(nrtPs)

P[f u) (r"") < Þ:f ')

where Þ(ucs) , P#'ot), Þf"") , aa e[f u) are the target connection blocking prob-

abilities for UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE connections, respectively.

Note that the above optimization problem can be solved off-line and the threshold

settings thus obtained could be used in the joint bandwidth allocation and admission

control algorithm in an on-line fashion.

(3.11)



3.6 Queueing Analytical Model for Packet-Level

Performance Analysis

3.6.1 Tlaffic Source and Arrival Probability Matrix

The PDU arrival process is modeled as a BMAP (Batch Markovian Arrival Pro-

cess) [45]. The BMAP is associated with an ,9-state Markov chain and the proba-

bility of PDU arrival depends on the state of this Markov chain. A BMAP can be

represented by matrix Ao (where a e {0,1,...,,4}) which is the transition probabil-

ity matrix corresponding to arrival of a PDUs and A denotes the maximum arrival

batch size. In particular, the element at row 7 and column 7' of matrix Ao denotes

the probability of arrival of a PDUs when the phase of the BMAP changes from j in

the current frame period to j'in the next frame period. We can obtain the expected

packet arrival probability from

T - \- aQr"A"L) (3.12)t,
where zro is obtained by solving roL - zro and TroL :1, A : D::rAo, and 1 is a

column matrix of ones.

3.6.2 Channel Model and Tþansmission Probability Matrix

We consider a finite state Markov channel (FSMC) model which is a useful model

for analyzing radio channel with non-independent fading (and hence bursty channel

errors). A slowly varying Nakagami-rn fading channei is represented by the FSMC

model and each state of the FSMC corresponds to one transmission mode for AMC.

With AMC, the SNR at the receiver is divided into multiple non-ovellapping intervals

(i.e., l/:6 denotes the highest rate ID in the WiMAX specifications) by thresholds

l* (n € {-1,0,1,.. ,¡r/})t where l-r :0 < fo ( f1 ( ... < f¡¿+l : oo. The

channel is said to be in state n, if f, < 7 ( l,+r (i.e.. rate ID n will be used and 1,,

bits can be transmitted per symbol). To avoid possible transmission error, no PDU is

transmitted when 7 < fo. Note that these thresholds correspond to the required SNR

3We use n: -I to indicate the channel state when no transmission occurs (i.e., 1-, :9¡
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at the receiver as specified in V/iMAX standard, i.e., 16 - 6.4,1t:9.4,...,f¡¡
24.4. With l{akagami-m fading, the probability of using rate ID n (i.e., Pr(n))

given bv

Pr(n) : l(rn,rnl^f1) - f (^,m|"+t17)
(3.13)r(-)

where 7 is the average SNR, rø is the Nakagami fading parameter (rn > 0.5), f(rn) is

the Gamma function, and l(nz,7) is the complementary incomplete Gamma function.

Assuming that the channel is slowly fading (i.e., transitions occur only between

adjacent states), the state transition matrix for the FSMC can be expressed as fol-

Iows [18]:

e:

(-r,-r (-r,o

(0,-, (o,o (o,o

(3.14)

(¡¿-r,¡¿-z (¡o-r,¡¿-r (¡u-t,¡o

(¡¿,¡¿-r (¡¿,¡¿

where each low of ( corresponds to a rate ID. Note that for the state corresponding

to the row denoted by n - -1, since the SNR at the receiver- is very low, to avoid

possible transmision elror') no PDU is transmitted (i.e.,In-- 0, n < 0).

Again, bandwidth b is defined as the number of PDUs that can be transmitted in

one frame using rate ID n :0 (i.e., with 0.5 bits per symbol). For a given amount

of bandwidth and a transmission rate ID, the number of transmitted PDUs can be

calculated from the number of information bits per symbol. For example, with b : 7,

if rate ID n : 0, one PDU can be transmitted in one frame. if rate ID n : 1, two

PDUs can be transmitted in one frame. Similarly, with the highest rate ID (i.e.,

n:6),9 PDUs (i.e.,2 x 4.5) can be transmitted in one frame. We assume that the

channel condition for a connection (during both uplink and downlink transmissions)

remains stationary over a frame interval (< 2 ms) and all the PDUs corresponding

to a connection transmitted during one frame period use the same rate ID.

We can define matrix D¡ whose diagonal elements (at row n*2 and column n+2)
correspond to the probability of transmitting k PDUs successfuily during one frame

when rate iD n is used. This matrix D¡ câ,n be defined as follows lDrl,+^n+z: ?zr^b,¡

where k e {0, I,... ,2INb},lD*)¡,¡, denotes the element at row j column j/ of matrix

:
is
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D¡, and

(3 15)

for k ( 2I.b and zero otherwise, where 2Inb denotes the maximum number of trans-

mitted PDUs and 0 - 1 - PER* is the probability that a PDU is successfully trans-

mitted.

With b units of bandwidth, the average transmission rate for a connection can be

obtained as follows:

, :îrc (a-çD¡t)t,
where zcq is obtained by solving ree : zrç and r.çL : 7.

(3.16)

3.6.3 State Space and TYansition Matrix

For rtPS and nrtPS connections, the state of the queue is observed at the beginning

of each frame. We assume that connection i is allocated with b¿ units of bandwidth

and a PDU arriving during frame per-iod / will not be transmitted until frame period

f + 1 at the earliest. The state space of the queue for a tagged connection can be

defined as follows:

þ: {(%,Ø,9)t 0 < g' < X,I <.ø <,9, -1 < ,q < N} (3.17)

where % , Ø, .Ø represent the number of PDUs in the queue) state of the BMAP,

and channel state of FSMC, respectively. The transition matrix P for the queue can

be expressed as follows:

ox^b,t : (";') ,-,r - Q)Qr^u¡-n

Po,¿

P-
Pu,o Pu,u

Pn,:r-U P",t

Pu,u+,+

Pr,r+A

(3 18)

Px,x-u Px,x

The rows of matrix P represent the number of PDUs in the queue and element p,,r,

inside this matrix denotes the transition probability for the case when the numbel of
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PDUs in the queue changes from r in the current frame to r'in the next frame. This

element pø,2, âlso represents the transition of BMAP and FSN4C states.

Since in one frame several PDUs can arrive and be transmitted, this matrix P
is divided into three parts. The first part, from row 0 to U - 1, where [/ is the

maximum total PDU transmission rate \¡i ith bi units of bandwidth (U : 2I ¡,¡b¿ in our

model), indicates the case that the maximum total transmission rate is greater than

the number of PDUs in the queue and none of the incoming PDUs is dropped. The

second part, from row U to X - A, represents the case in which the maximum PDU

transmission rate is equai to or less than the number of PDUs in the queue and none

of the incoming PDUs is dropped. The third part, from row X - A+ 1 to X, indicates

the case that some of the incoming PDUs are dropped due to the lack of space in the

queue. Let Df) denote the transmission probability when there are z PDUs in queue

which can be obtained from

D,r, k < u'

Ðl:r,D*, k: (J'

0, otherwise

P,*-u: t A"s((tDÍ"))
\k,alk-a:uj

P:t,r+u : t A"s((tDt"')
{k,ala-k:a}

P,,,: t A"s(C"DÍ"')

rf': 
{

(3 1e)

(3 20)

(3 21)

(3.22)

where Ut : min(*,U). Note that the maximum number of t-,-ansmitted PDUs cannot

be iarger than the available number of PDUs in the queue.

The elements in the first and the second part of matrix P can be obtained as

follows:

{k'alk:a}

f.or u:1,...,U' andu:I,...,A where k e {0, I,2,...,U') and a € {0,1,2,...,A}
represent the number of departed PDUs and the number of PDU arrivals, respectively,

and I denotes Kronecker product.

Considering both the PDU arr-ival and the PDU departure events, (3.20), (3.21),

and (3.22) above represent the transition probability matrices for the cases when the
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number of PDUs in the queue decreases by z, increases by u, and does not change,

respectively.

The third part of matrix P ({" - X - A+I,X - A+2,...,X}) has to capture

the PDU dropping effect. Therefore, for r I u ) X, (3.21) becomes

and for tr : X, (3.22)

A\-^
Pr,r+u : )-Pz,r+a

a:1)

becomes

A
^ \-^

P¿,¿ : Þ",' * ) Ê","*o for r : X

forr+ u)X (3.23)

(3.24)
a:1-

where Ê,,", is obtained for the case without any PDU dropping. Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24)

indicate the case that the queue will be full if the number of incoming PDUs is greater

than the available space in the queue. In other words, the transition probabiiity to

the state that the queue is full can be calculated as the sum of all the probabilities

that make the number of PDUs in queue equal to or larger than the queue size X.

3.6.4 QoS Measures

To obtain the pelformance measures, the steady state probabilities for the queue

would be required. Since the size of the queue is finite, the plobability matrix zr is

obtained by solving the equations zrPzr and zc1 : 1, where 1 is a column matrix

of ones. The matrix zr contains the steady state probabilities corresponding to the

number of PDUs in the queue, the state of the BMAP, and the channel state. The

steady state probabilities r(r,b,n) corresponding to the number of PDUs in queue is

r, phase of BMAP is b and channel state is n car. be extracted from a matrix zr. Using

the steady state probabilities, the various performance measures can be obtained.

3.6.4.L Average number of PDUs in the queue

For a connection, the average number of PDUs in the transmission queue is obtained

as foilows:
X

o:D" Ð r(r,b,n).
r:1. Vb,Yn

(3.25)
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3.6.4.2 PDU Dropping Probability

It refers to the probability that an incoming PDU will be dropped due to insufficient

buffer space. We flrst calculate the avelage number of dropped PDUs per frame and

then the PDU dropping probability can be obtained following the procedure in [30].

Given that thele are r PDUs in the queue and the number of PDUs in the queue

increases by u, the number of dropped PDUs is u - (X - ") for u > X - r,and zero

otherwise. The average number of dropped PDUs per frame is obtained as follows:

P A /r \
rd,op : t t trl, (Dlp,.,t,),rrt,)*"),-¡r¡,1,,r)rr-@-x)) (3.26)

¡J ":.x-r¡l \n:r " "' ' /
where p : (X + 1).9(¡/ * 2) and r : S(N * 2) denote the sizes of the matrices

P and p",",, r'€sp€ctively. lt{ote that we consider probability p,,,+u rather than the

probability of PDU arrival since we have to consider PDU transmissions during the

same frame as well. After calculating the average number of dropped PDUs per frame,

we can obtain the probability that an incoming PDU is dropped as follows:

n Tdrop
r d.rop - 

- ^

(3 27)

where À is the average number of PDIJ arrivals per frame (as obtained from (3.12)).

3.6.4.3 Queue Throughput

This measures the number of PDUs transmitted in one frame, which is caÌculated

based on the fact that if a PDU is not dropped upon its arrival, it wiil be transmitted

eventually. Hence, the queue throughput (PDUs/frame) can be obtained from

?i:À(1 -P¿,or)' (3.28)

3.6.4.4 Average Delay

The average delay is defined as the number of frames that a PDU waits in the queue

since its arrival before it is transmitted. This is obtained as follows:

I

w--
rl

(3.2e)

where 4 is the thr-oughput (same as the effective arrival rate at the queue) and 7 is
the average queue length.
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3.6.5 Average Amount of Allocated Bandwidth Per Connec-

tion

The average amount of allocated bandwidth per connection is required to estimate

the connection-level performance measures by using the queueing analytical model

presented in Section V. In this case, we consider rtPS and nrtPS connections for

which the amount of allocated bandwidth is not fixed and it depends on the channel

quality and the corresponding PDU arrival rate. Let ñ6 denote the probability that

a new connection requires b units of bandwidth to satisfy the corresponding QoS

requirements. The average allocated bandwidth per connection is then obtained as

follows:
b*o"

i: Ð uru.
b:bm¿n

(3.30)

3.7 Parameter Setting and Simulation Environment

3.7.L Parameter Setting

3.7.I.I 'Wireless Channel and Radio Tþansmission

We consider-a TDMA/TDD-based transmission scenario from multipie SSs to a BS.

That is, multiple SSs access the uplink channel in TDMA mode and the downlink

transmissions share the same frequency channel in TDD mode. The SSs work in

GPC mode. The transmission bandwidth is 25 MHz, the tr-ansmission frame size is

2 ms and the length of a MAC PDU is fixed at 100 bits. AMC is used in which the

modulation ievei and the coding rate is increased if the channel quality permits. The

maximum number of PDUs that can be transmitted (i.e., total amount of bandwidth)

in one frame period is 200 units per- frame. The average SNR at the receiver is 15 dB

and Doppler frequency is 15 Hz (i.g.,7: I5 and f¿: 15). We vary some of these

parameters according to the evaluation scenarios while the rest remain fixed.

3.7.I.2 Tlaffic Source

The PDU arrival process for each of the poliing service connections follows a Malkov

Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) and the maximum batch size of arrival is 50 (i.e.,



.4 : 50) The PDUs from rtPS and nrtPS

queues (in both uplink and downlink) and

assumed to be 200 PDUs (i.e., X : 200).

For performance evaluation, we use

I o.g 0.1 ITT ' I ,"-Lo.t o.2)

where rc indicates the PDU traffic intensity

the packet-level queueing performances.
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connections are buffered into separate

the queue size for each connection is

(3.31)

parameter to observe

n:^[tr]

and we vary this

3.7.I.3 QoS Constraints and Utility F\rnctions

The QoS constraints for UGS, rtPS and nrtPS connections are assumed as follows:

u?Pr: bÍj]r:2 units per frame, ¿@n'reo) - ¿(do'reø): 5 frames vz e c,¿ps and

,(un'reo) - r(do'reo): i5 PDUs per frame Y,i e Cn ¿ps (i.e., 15,000 PDUs per second).

The parameters for the sigmoid utility function are set as follows: grt: gnrt:2 and

h,t : hn t: 0. The minimum and the maximum amount of bandwidth allocated per

connection are 1 and 10 units (i.e., b*¿n: 1 and b*or:10), respectively.

3.7.2 Simulation Environment

We use an event-driven simulator to evaluate the network performance under the

proposed joint BA and CAC framework. The connection inter-arrival time and the

connection holding time are assumed to be exponentially distributed. In particular,

the average connection holding time for UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE connections is

assumed to be 10, 15, 20, and 25 minutes, respectively. We vary the connection

alrival late to observe the system performance under different tr-affic load scenarios.

The joint bandwidth allocation and admission control algorithm (optimal or iterative)

is invoked when a connection alrives or depar-ts. For each data point, we run the

simulation for 5000 connections. A separate queue is maintained for each of the rtPS

and nrtPS connections and the queue state is observed at the beginning of each frame.

We compare the performance of the proposed scheme with that of each of the static

bandwidth allocation and the adaptive bandwidth allocation schemes. For the static

scheme, the amount of bandwidth allocated to each of the rtPS and nrtPS connections
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is 3 units per frame (i.e., b:3) for both uplink and downlink transmission and 2

and 1 units for UGS and BE connections, respectively. For the adaptive scheme, we

consider bandwidth allocation and admission control similar to that in l2al in which

the amount of allocated bandwidth is dynamically adjusted according to the number

of ongoing connections. Specificaily, after dividing the available bandwidth equally

among the connections, the remaining bandwidth (i.e., C - lClMl) is randomly

allocated to the ongoing connections. For the adaptive scheme, we set the minimum

amount of allocated bandwidth to a connection to one unit per frame (i.e., for uplink

and downlink transmissions), and therefore, the maximum possible number of ongoing

connectionsis200f2: 100. With these static and adaptive algorithms, there is no

QoS guarantee for the different types of connections in the network.

|Iote that for all the bandwidth allocation and connection admission control

schemes, an incoming connection is blocked if the average SNR at the r-eceiver for

that connection is below 7 dB.

3.8 Numerical and Simulation Results

3.8.1 Connection-Level Performance and Impact of Thresh-

old Setting

With the bandwidth reservation thresholdsa ÍuGS : 20, 'Çtps - 40, tÇ,¿rtps - 25,

and 'ÍBB - 15, variations in average number of ongoing connections and connection

blocking probability with connection arrival rate are shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and (b),

respectively. Based on measurement, the average amount of allocated bandwidth for

the different types of connections is observed to be as follows: 6r"r:2,6,tps:3.5,
ãn tps:3, and õ"":1. It is evident that the numerical measures obtained from the

analysis follow the simulation results very closely.

To demonstrate the impact of threshold setting, we fix the connection arrival rate

to 0.4 connections per minute and the bandwidth reservation thresholds for UGS

and BE connections ar-e set as follows: TuGS : 20 and ÍBn : 75. We vary the

thresholds for rtPS and nrtPS such that 'T,tps I Ínrtps : 65. The average number

aThese threshoids are used for uplink transmission.
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Figure 3.4. Variat'ion i,n (a) auerage nunxber of ongoing connect'¿ons and (b) con-

nect'i,on blocking probabi,li,ty wi,th connection arriual rate.

of connections for rtPS, nrtPS and the sum of them are shov¿n in Fig. 3.5. When

the threshold for rtPS increases, the average number of r-tPS connections increases

while that of nrtPS decreases. We observe that there are many local maximum points

for the sum of the average number of connections. Therefore, a general optimization

technique would not be efficient to obtain the global maximum. Fortunately, the set

of feasible soiutions for the threshold settings is not too large and the computational

complexity of the proposed queuing model is small. Also, this optimization probiem

can be solved off-line. Therefore, the solution of the optimization problem defined

in (3.11) can be obtained by enumeration.

To illustlate this, we vary the arrival rate of UGS connections while fixing the

arlival rate of rtPS, nrtPS and BE connections to 0.4 per minute. The connection-

level QoS constraints are set as follows: Þ@GS) - 0.1, Þ(rtPS) :0.2, þ@rtPS) :0.2
ana e{f ø) : 0.5. The amount of revenue per connection for the difierent selvices is
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Figure 3.5. (a) Total number of ongoi,ng connect'ions under different tl¿reshold set-

ting and (b) threshold adaptatzon.

assumed to be: Rucs:!, ÍG¡ps - 1.5, Rr¿rtps:1, and ß,8ø:0.5.
With the above setting, the variations in bandwidth reservation threshold, con-

nection blocking probability, and average revenue are shown in Fig. 3.5(b), Fig. 3.6(a)

and (b), respectively. As expected, when the traffic load due to UGS connections in-

creases, the joint BA and CAC algorithm requires a larger value of Íuæ (Fíg.3.5(b))

to satisfy the connection blocking probability constraint (Fig. 3.6(a)). At the same

time, the value of ÍBB decreases since the levenue per connection is the smallest for

BE service.

Fig. 3.6(b) shows the variations in average revenue under different constraints (e.g.,

indicated by the numbers in the legend which correspond to UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and

BE connections, respectively). As expected, as the QoS requirements become tighter,

the average revenue becomes smaller. Aiso, with tighter- QoS requirements, there

is no feasible solution for the formulated optimization problem when the connection
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amivai rate of UGS is higher than 0.9 connections per minute.

Figure 3.6. (a) Connectzon blocking probabi,li,ty and (b) auerage reaenue under

th.resh old adaptation.

3.8.2 Packet-Level Queueing Performances

Fig. 3.7 shows the impacts of wireless channel quality on the packet-level queueing

performances of an rtPS connection. The queue thloughput increases as the channel

quality improves (Fig. 3.7(a)). Consequently, the PDU dropping probability decreases

(Fig.3.7(b)). Also, when the channel fading is more correlated (i.e., smaller f¿),

the dropping probability is higher, since the probability that the wireless channel

undergoes deep fading for- a long period of time is higher in this case. In contrast,

when the channel fading is less correlated (i.e., higher Í¿), the probabiiity that the

queue is full becomes smaller.
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Figure 3.7. (a) Auerage delay under di,fferent traffic intensiti.es and, (b) PDu drop-

pzng probability under different channel quali,ti,es.

3.8.3 Performance of the Joint BA and CAC Algorithm

3.8.3.1 Comparison Between the Optimal and the Iterative Approaches-
System Utility and Computational Complexity

Fig. 3.8(a) shows the variations in total system utility with the number of connections

for both the optimal and the iterative approaches. It is evident that, the total system

utility is pretty much the same for both the algorithms. The computation time5

for these two algorithms is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). We observe that the computation

time for the optimal approach increases exponentially with the number of connections

while that for the iterative approach increases only lineally. The proposed iterative

approach would be suitable to perform bandwidth ailocation and admission control

in an online fashion. We also observe that optimizing the system with only rtPS and
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sUsing Matlab in a Pentium III2.0 GHz PC with 512 MB RAM.
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nrtPs services (i.e., indicated by iegend "Optimal (without UGS and BE)") incurs

higher computation time. Since the utility for a UGS and a BE connection can be

either one or zero, assignment of bandwidth to UGS and BE services is simpler than

that of rtPS and nrtPS services.

- 

Optimal

=t30

oF

Number of connect¡ons

(")

(b)

Figure 3.8. (a) Total uti,Iity and (b) computation time for optimal and iteratiae

bandwi,dth allocati,on approaches under uary'ing number of connections.

3.8.3.2 Comparison Among the lterative, Static and Dynamic Algorithms-
Connection-Level Performance

The variations in the average number of ongoing connections for UGS, BE, r'tPS and

nrtPS are shown in Fig. 3.9. As expected, the average number of ongoing connections

increases as the connection arrival rate increases. However, at some point, due to

admission control, the average number of ongoing connections saturates.

Figs. 3.10(a) and (b) show the connection blocking probability for the proposed

iterative joint BA and CAC algorithm under different connection arrival rate. In

20

---Jk- lterative
---€- Optimal
---v- Optìmal (without UGS,BE
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Figure 3.9. (a) Auerage number of ongoing UGS and BE connections and (b) auer-

age nurnber of ongoing PS connections.

this case, we set ÍuGS :25,fi.rps - 40, Í1JGS :25 and TBE:10 and \Me assume

that the connection arrival rate is the same for all types of connections and the PDU

arrival rates for uplink and downlink transmissions are symmetric. As expected, the

connection blocking probability increases with increasing connection arrival rate.

The connection blocking probability for BE connections is the same for both

the algorithms since we assume that this service type has the lowest priority (e.g.,

achieved via threshold setting). Again, the connection blocking probability in this

case is similar to that for each of the static and adaptive schemes. However, with the

chosen threshoid values, for the iterative algorithm, the blocking probability for UGS

is observed to be the highest.

For rtPS and nrtPS connections, the blocking probability is the highest with

the static algorithm (Fig. 3.10(b)). This is due to the fact that the static algorithm

always aliocates a fixed amount of bandwidth to rtPS/nrtPS connections without any
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adaptation based on channel quality and PDU arrival rate. However, the adaptive

algorithm is able to adjust the amount of bandwidth allocated to each connection

according to the traffic load in the cell. Therefore, the blocking probability is the

lowest for the adaptive case. For the iterative algorithm, since the delay and the

transmission rate requirements are to be satisfied for rtPS and nrtPS, respectively, the

blocking probabilities are higher compared to the adaptive case which does not provide

any packet-level QoS guarantee. In particular, to guarantee the QoS performances

(i.e., delay and transmission rate), the number of ongoing connections must be limited.

As a result) some of the incoming connections must be blocked to avoid deterioration

in the QoS of the ongoing connections.

(b)

Figure 3.10. Connecti,on blocki.ng probabi.li.ty for (a) UGS and BE connections and

(b) r'tPS and nrtPS connect'ions.

We observe the variations in the numbel of bandwidth relocations per minute for

the different schemes (Fig. 3.11). In palticular, for iterative and static schemes, the

number of bandwidth relocations increases as the connection arrival rate increases.
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However, at high arrival rate (i.e., ) 0.5 connections per minute), since more number

of connections are rejected, the rate of increase in numbel of bandwidth relocations

decreases. Again, since the adaptive scheme provides the smallest blocking probabil-

ity, the number of bandwidth relocations is the highest compared with that for each

of the iterative and static schemes.
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Connection arrival rate

Figure 3.11. Vari,ati,on i,n the number of bandwidth relocations under d'ifferent con-

nect'ion arriual rates.

3.8.3.3 Comparison Among the lterative, Static and Dynamic Algorithms-
Packet-Level Performance

Fig. 3.12(a) shows the average delay performance for ltPS connections6. As expected,

the static and the iterative algorithms can maintain the average PDU delay below the

target requirement (i.e.,5 frames). However, for the adaptive algorithm, since the

amount of allocated bandwidth is dynamically adjusted, when the load in the network

becomes high, the amount of allocated bandwidth is reduced which results in larger

queueing delay. Consequently, the delay requirement is violated. We observe similar

effect on the tr-ansmission rate performance of nrtPS connections (Fig. 3.12(b)). How-

ever, since the iterative aigorithm aims at maximizing user utility, when traffic load is

low, the available bandwidth is completely allocated to the ongoing connections. Con-

sequentiy, the transmission rate becomes high. Also, the iterative algorithm is able to

maintain the transmission rate for an nrtPS connection higher than the requirement

(i.e., 15,000 PDUs/second).

6The performance results shown are for uplink transmission, however, the results for downlink

t¡ansmission are expected to be similar.
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Figure 3.12. (a) Auerage delay for rtPS and (b) transmission rate for nrtPS.

3.8.3.4 Comparison Among the Iterative, Static and Dynamic Algorithms-
Total System Utility

Fig. 3.13 shows variation in totaÌ system utility with traffic load. With the proposed

iterative scheme for joint BA and CAC allocation, the highest total utility is achieved

(compared to the static and the adaptive schemes) under varying connection arrival

rates. This is simply due to the fact that unlike the two other schemes, the iter-

ative scheme aims at maximizing the total system utility while satisfying the QoS

requirements.

3.9 Chapter Summary

We have presented a joint bandwidth allocation (BA) and connection admission

control (CAC) framework for WiMAX-based bloadband wireless access ) networks.

Based on an assignment problem formulation, the optimal approach has been devised
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for which the bandwidth allocations for the different connections can be obtained by

using the integer binary linear programming technique. A water-filling based iterative

scheme (with significantly lower computational complexity) has also been proposed

which performs as efficiently as the optimal scheme. For both of these schemes, a

complete partitioning approach for bandwidth reservation among the different service

types (i.e., UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE) has been used and the schemes provide packet-

Ievel QoS guarantee to the nrtPs and rtPS types of connections while maximizing the

total system utility.

A queueing analytical modeÌ for connection-level performance evaluation under

the proposed radio resource management framework has been presented. Based on

an optimization formulation, using this queueing model, the optimal values (which

maximize the average system revenue) for the bandwidth reservation thresholds have

been obtained under constrained connection-level QoS requirement. Also, to ananiyze

the packet-level performance, a queueing analytical model has been presented con-

sidering adaptive modulation and coding at the physical layer. In summary) the joint

bandwidth ailocation and connection admission controi framework provides a unified

radio resource management solution to provide both packet-level and connection-level

QoS for the different service types in WiMAX-based broadband wireiess access net-

works. At the same time, it maximizes network utility. Part of this chapter has been

published in [46].
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Chapter 4

Radio Resource Management

FYamework for Integrated
\ViFi/Iü/iMAX Multihop
Mesh /Relay Networks

4.L Introduction

4.L.L Problem Statement

In this chapter, the problem of radio resource mânagement in a WiFi/WiMAX mul-

tihop relay network is considered. This multihop relay network utilizes WiMAX base

stations (BSs) to serve WiFi and WiMAX users. The radio resource management

framewolk aims to provide fair and efficient bandwidth aliocation of BS to different

types of connections. The first input of this framewor-k is the numbel of connections

and their transmission rates. The second input is the transmission rate between the

BSs in the network. The output of this framework is the burst size in MAC frame of

WiMAX BS.

4.L.2 Contribution

An integrated WLAltl/WMAlf multihop relay architecture is presented for mobile

hotspots. The related research issues are described. To this end, based on a game-

theoretic model, we present a bandwidth management and admission control frame-
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work for WiMAX base stations to allocate bandwidth among out-going connections

from standalone subscriber stations and WLAlrl access points as well as relay traffic

from the upstream base stations. The admission control method is designed to limit
the number of ongoing connections at a mesh router so that the total utility for the

ongoing connections is maximized in that router.

4.2 An Integrated \MMAIN /V/L^N Architecture

An integrated WMAI{/WLAN architecture to provide remote hotspot services is

shown in Fig. 4.1. The networ-k architecture basically consists of two parts - the

backhaul multihop mesh infrastructur-e consisting of the WiMAX base stations/mesh

routersl and the interface between a WLAN access point and a WiMAX base station.

4.2.L Mesh fnfrastructure

Each of the WiMAX base stations in the mesh infrastructure serves standalone sub-

scriber stations and WiFi access points/edge routers in which each of the edge routers

has a dual radio (WiFi and WiMAX) interface. In Fig. 4.I, the mesh infrastructure

consists of three WiMAX base stations/mesh r-outers. BS-1 ser-ves multiple standalone

SSs and one WiFi access point/edge router and it is connected with the gateway base

station. We assume that each of the subscriber stations and the edge routers uses the

grant per subscriber station (GPSS) service class in which the WiMAX base station

allocates bandwidth to each of the subscriber stations and edge routers separateiy.

Also, we assume that, to avoid co-channel interference adjacent base stations use

different frequency bands.

For the mesh infrastructure, we consider an WiMAX OFDM/TDMA-TDD-based

air interface (i.e., WirelessMAN-OFDM) between two base stations. With OFDM/TDMA

all subchannels are aliocated to one connection at a time. For uplink and downlink

transmission using OFDM, each of the WiMAX base stations uses 50 subchannels

each having a bandwidth of 200 KHz. The total bandwidth required (including the

guard bands) is 20 MHz. The frame size is assumed to be 2 ms. Adaptive mod-

l.We use the term "WiNIAX" in a generic sense without referring to any particular version of this

standard.
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Figure 4.I. Integrat'ion of WiFi WLANs with Wi,MAX mesh networks.

ulation and coding (AMC) with 7 transmission modes is used in each subchannel

independently based on the subchannel quality. The transmission rate Tlh) (n[n)) :
Dt r(}¿,n,n, nÍn\U for connection i at base station h is a function of the burst size

Djh) and average signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) 7¿,r,¿ for subchan-

nel k, where b is the bandwidth of each subchannel. Note that r(10,r,n, D[n)) :
Ð'.:rInPrn(1o,r,n)Ajå) is the transmission rate (per frame) on subchannel k, where

1", is the number of transmitted bits per symbol for AMC state n, and Pr,, is the

probabiiity of using mode n which can be obtained as in [31] for ],Takagami-m fading

channels.

4.2.2 Air Interface Between Edge Router and Mesh Router

The dual radio interface at WiFi access point/edge router uses two different frequency

bands. Data packets corresponding to local and Internet trffic (which can be dis-

tinguished based on the IP packet header) are stored in separate queues (Fig. 4.2).

The local traffic is due to the connections among nodes in the coverage area of a
WLAN and Internet (or relay) traffic is due to connections traversing the mesh back-

bone to an Internet gateway. Packets from the Internet traffic queue are fragmented

and reformatted into WiMAX frames to be transmitted to the mesh router using the

WiMAX radio interface. This protocol adaptation is performed in the MAC layer,

where the IEEE 802.11 header is removed and then the data unit (including header

of higher layer protocol such as IP) is fragmented into protocol data units (PDUs)

for the WiMAX uplink subframe.
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Figure 4.2. Edge router wi,th IEEE 802.16a and IEEE 802.11 air interfaces.

4.2.3 Model for WiFi WLAN

\Ã/e consider WiFi WLANs with direct sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS)-based phys-

ical layer and Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) as the MAC scheme. The

length of atime slot is 20 ¡-r,s, the minimum and the maximum values of the backoff

window size are CW,n¿n : 32 and CW*o, : 7024 time slots, respectively, and the

packet size is 8000 bits.

The traffic load condition (e.g., unsaturated or saturated) in a WLAN is estimated

by the following two parameters at a WLAN node: probability of successful transmis-

sion P" and probabiiity of collision P.. In the unsaturated case, the amount of load

from all active nodes is iess than the network capacity and the collision probability

is low. On the other hand, the collision probability is high when the network is sat-

urated. To determine whether the WLAN is in unsaturated or saturated condition,

we use a threshold r"o¿ (e.8., Tcot : 0.2) for collision probability. In particular, if
the estimated collision probability is less than r.o¿, the network is considered to be

unsaturated, and saturated otherwise.

In the unsaturated case, the estimated received bandwidth S, bV node z in a

WLAN is assumed to be equal to the transmission rate À¿ of that node. However,

in the satur-ated case, it is proportional to the ratio of the user transmission rate to

the maximum achievable transmission rate and a function of the successful packet

transmission probability P". The packet transmission probability and packet collision

probability are estimated by using an exponential moving average (EN4A) with weight

IEEE 802.16/802.1 1 Wireless Router
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0 @.5.,,6: 0.95).

4.3 Research fssues in an Integrated WLAN/\MMAN
Network

4.3.L Topology Management for the Mesh Infrastructure

One major issue is efficient topology management of the mesh infrastructure to min-

imize network deployment cost while satisfying the quality of service (QoS) require-

ments for the locaÌ and the relay connections. in [7], the problem of WiMAX-based

backhaul topology design was formulated as an integer programming problem and

then a greedy algorithm v/âs presented to obtain a near-optimal solution. With this

solution, the number of WiN4AX links in the backhaui network can be reduced sig-

nificantly compared to that fol a ring topology. In an integrated WLAN/WMAN
environment, tr-afifrc load at the hotspots and the user mobility patterns should be

considered for optimal topology design for the mesh infrastructure.

4.3.2 Radio Resource Management

Efficient r-adio lesource management at the mesh routers can be achieved by using

intelligent bandwidth allocation, channel assignment, and admission contlol schemes

for different types of connections (e.g., connections from WLAN access points, stan-

dalone subscriber stations, and relay connections). Also, fairness between local and

relay traffic and prioritization among different types of traffic (e.g., through schedul-

ing) according to their QoS requirements must be considered. A radio resource man-

agement framework for subchannel allocation and connection admission control in

WiMAx-based OFDMA wireless mesh networks was presented in [49]. The objective

of the framework is to guarantee the QoS requirements on a per-connection basis for

both reiay and local connections. Also, an admission contlol policy for the relay con-

nections at a mesh router was presented based on the packet-level QoS measures. A
channel assignment scheme based on carrier-to-interference information was proposed

in [50] to enhance transmission rate in a multihop relay network. To achieve high

network capacity, radio resource management techniques for WiMAx-based mesh in-
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frastructure should be designed considering advanced physical layer techniques such

as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) combined with OFDM. Again, resource

utilization of the mesh network can be improved by balancing and sharing load among

the mesh routers through efficient routing mechanisms.

Since WiMAX networks (e.g., based on 802.16a) and WLAI'ls (e.g., based on

802.11b) may operate on overlapped fi-equency spectrum (i.e., 2-11 GHz), this can

result in severe interference in an integrated WLAN/WMAN network. Therefore,

dynamic adaptation for frequency spectrum allocation would be required. A cognitive

radio approach for sharing radio resources in frequency, space, and time domain was

proposed in [51] and a dynamic frequency selection scheme wâs presented to minimize

interference. Also, power control was used to minimize transmit power and time

agility was expioited to adjust traffic pattern to avoid interference. However, MAC

and higher layer protocol performances were not considered in this work.

4.3.3 Link Level Error Control and End-to-End QoS

In a multihop WiMAX mesh infrastructure, the radio link control mechanisms should

be designed considering the end-to-end QoS (e.g., packet reliability and packet delay)

requirements. In [52], an analytical model based on an absorbing Markov chain was

presented to obtain the various end-to-end performance measures in a static multihop

network under different link-level error control strategies. This model considered

wireless transmission with AMC which is a standard feature in WiMAX. However,

no specific MAC scheme was considered and also the impact of local traffic at a mesh

router was ignored.

Space diversity technique such as cooperative diversity [53] can improve the trans-

mission performances in a multihop network. Cooperative diversity relies on trans-

missions by several nodes and each node acts as a virtual transmission antenna for the

receiver. Since these nodes transmit from different locations, the spatial diversity of

independent multipath fading can be exploited to improve the transmission quaiity.

In cooperative diversity, intermediate nodes can amplify-and-forward or decode-and-

forward packets to the destination node. While the former is able to achieve a full
diversity, the latter can prevent error propagation. Integration of error control and

error recovery as weli as packet scheduling and routing schemes with cooperative
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diversity are interesting research issues for multihop wireless networks.

4.3.4 Routing Strategies

A routing algorithm for a WiMAX mesh infrastructure should consider the quality of

wireless links along different routes and the QoS requirements for the corresponding

connections. Performance evaluation of three different link quality metrics for routing

in a static multihop network was carried out in [5a]. The metrics are as follows: (a)

"expected transmission count (ETX)" which is based on the loss rate of br-oadcast

packets between pairs of neighboring nodes, (b) "per-hop r-ound trip time (RTT)"

based on the round trip delay observed by unicast probes between neighboring nodes,

and (c) "per-hop packet pair delay" based on the delay between a pair ofback-to-back

probes to the neighboring nodes.

In [10], an interfelence-av/are routing mechanism for 802.16 multihop mesh net-

works was proposed. To reduce congestion in a mesh router responsible for relaying

Internet traffic, this routing scheme uses interference infolmation from the physical

Iayer to find the optimal route from a source base station to the gateway base sta-

tion (i.e., base station connected directly to the Internet). Since the routing protocol

performances wouid strongly depend on the resource allocation scheme used at each

base station, a cross-layer optimization approach should be used.

In [55], congestion-based routing strategies based on opportunity driven multi-

ple access (ODMA) for multihop TDD-CDMA networks was proposed. This routing

strategy was designed to minimize transmit power of all base stations while the error

and the transmission rate performance requirements are met. Aiso, time slot assign-

ment (i.e., dynamic channel ailocation) was integrated into the routing algorithm to

maximize system performance.

In a WiMAX infrastlucture mesh network, the routing protocol shouÌd be op-

timized considering the MAC dynamics as well as subchannel allocation and other

radio resource management techniques.
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4.3.5 Protocol Adaptation and QoS Support

In an integrated WLANI/WMAN network, protocoi adaptation at the edge router

would be required to provide QoS support to WLAN connections. In 147]1, a hetero-

geneous two-hop architecture was proposed for mobiie hotspots exploiting Universal

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) services. In this architecture, WLAN

and 4G ceilular networks cooperate to relay users' traffic to the destination. Protocol

adaptation and QoS support mechanisms were also proposed to support real-time

traffic such as voice, video, and interactive applications.

WiMAX standard has a predefined QoS framework. Also, the IEEE 802.11e stan-

dard was designed specifically for traffic with QoS guarantees. However, the ap-

proaches to QoS provisioning are different in these two standalds. In particular,

WiMAX suppolts three major different tr-affic types (i.e., unsolicited granted ser-

vice, polling service, and best-effort) while IEEE 802.11e supports two major traffic

types (i.e., low and high priority traffic). Also, the MAC protocols are different in

WiMAX and 802.11e networks. Therefore, a unified QoS framework is required for

an integrated WMAI{/WLAN network. In [56], a QoS framework for 802.761802.11e

internetworking was proposed based on the mapping of the QoS requirements of

an application and the necessary messaging procedules v/ere defined. However, the

mechanisms to ensure the QoS requirements (e.g., bandwidth assignment, scheduling,

admission control) were not considered.

4.3.6 Optimizing Transport Layer Protocol Performance in
an Integrated WLAN/WMAN Network

Multihop transmission in an integrated WLAN/WMAN network affects the error

lecovery and the congestion control perfor-mances at the transpolt layel. Perfor-

mance modeiing, analysis, and optimizalion of transport iayer protocol such as TCP

(Tlansmission Control Protocol) in such a heterogeneous environment are challenging

research problems. In [57], performance of TCP in an WiFi-based multihop network

was investigated. It was observed that for a specific network topology and flow pat-

tern there exists an optimal TCP window size to achieve the highest throughput.

However, only a single TCP flow was considered. In an integrated WLAN/WMAN
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environment, radio iink and routing protocols should be designed to optimize TCP

performance by exploiting the cross-layer interactions into account.

4.4 Bandwidth Management and Admission Con-

trol in an WiMAX Mesh Router in an Inte-
grated WLAN/\MMAN Network: A Game-

Theoretic Model

Developed mainly for use in the field of economics, game theory has been used for

radio resource manâgement and protocol engineering (e.g., in [58]). A game is de-

scribed by a set of rational players, the strategies associated with the players, and

the payoffs for the piayers. A rational player has his own interest, and therefore, will

act by choosing an available strategy to achieve his interest. In this case, a player

is assumed to be able to evaiuate exactly or probabilistically the outcome or payoff

of the game which depends not only on his action but also on other players' actions.

Two important characteristics of a game are individualism and mutual independence.

While individualism influences the rationality (i.e., self-interest) and the cooperation

among the players, mutual independence determines the actions of the players in

response to those of other players.

In an integrated WLAN/WMAN multihop network (as shown in Fig. 4.1), mobile

users (or connections) with different requirements and channel quality share the avail-

able radio resource in the mesh routers. Each of the users is assumed to be rationai

to achieve the highest performance. Therefore, a game-theoretic model can be used

for efficient resource allocation among the different connections.

Bargaining game is one of the game models proposed to analyze the situation

in which the players cooperatively try to make an agreement and the players have

a choice to bargazn with each other so that they can gain maximum benefit which

is higher than that they could have obtained by playing the game without coopera-

tion. The amount of resource allocated to each player affects the payoff of the other

player. Therefore, all players seek for the optimai and fair portion of resource through

negotiation.
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We present a bargaining game model for distributed bandwidth management and

admission control for a mesh router in an integrated WLAN/WMAN multihop net-

work. We consider three different types of traffic, i.e., locai traffic from standalone

subscriber stations, WLAI\ traffic, and relay traffic from upstr-eam routers. A bargain-

ing game is formulated to allocate bandwidth to these tlaffic types in a fair manner'.

Then, an admission control algorithm is proposed with a view to optimizing the total

utility of the system. Both connection-level and in-connection level performances are

analyzed for these bandwidth mânagement and admission control schemes.

The motivation of using bargaining game is that the solution is fair and effi-

cient [59]. In particuiar, the allocation is efficient due to Pareto optimality [62] while

fairness is achieved by satisfying the concept of equilibrium. In economics, Pareto

optimality defines an agreement (i.e., strategy) for which one player cannot increase

his utility without decreasing the utility (payotr) of the other player(s). Conversely,

if an agreement is not Pareto optimal, there exists another strategy which provides

better payoff to the players.

4.4.L Bandwidth Allocation and Admission Control ProceSs

The process of bandwidth ailocation and admission control for a particular out-going

connection from a WLAI{ node in an integrated WiMAX/WiF wireless mesh network

is shown in Fig. 4.3. When a connection is initiated, the corresponding node in

the WLAlrl sends a connect'ion request message to the edge router. Upon receiving

this message, the edge router performs bandwidth estimation based on the estimated

successful packet transmission and packet collision probabilities (as described earlier).

Then, the admission control is performed.

If the edge router decides to accept the new out-going connection, it sends a

resource request message to the corresponding mesh router which executes the band-

width allocation algorithm locally. Based on the allocated bandwidth, the admission

control algorithm is invoked. If the mesh router decides to accept the new connection,

it sends a resource request message to the next mesh router. This bandwidth alloca-

tion and admission control process continues in each of the mesh routers along the

path to the gateway router'. The connection is not admitted if the new connection is

rejected at any one of the intermediate routers. For standalone subscriber stations, a
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To measure the revenue gained fi-om a connection we use the concept of utility
function. The utiiity for an admitted connection with transmission rate 7 is given as

follows [60]:

U(f): tulog(1 + aT) (4 1)

where tl and a are constants indicating the scale and the shape of the utility function.

At base station ft., bandwidth allocation is required to reserve available trans-

mission time (i.e., burst size) for three different types of traffi.c, i.e., WLAN traffic,

traffic from local standalone subscriber stations, and relay traffic. Let C-¿, C"", and

Cr" denote the set of connections from WLAN, connections from standalone sub-

scriber stations, and relay connections, respectively. The total utility for traffic type

j (j e {wl,ss,re}) can be obtained from

(4.2)

where B¡ : D'ro, D[n) denotes the totai burst size a]located to all connections z of

type J (i.e., from set C¡); recall that D[h) denotes the burst size allocated by base

station h to its ith connection. To allocate bandwidth to each type of connection, we

use a bargaining game formulation which will be described in the next section.
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The admission control mechanism can be established based on the utility and the

allocated burst size. In particular, when a new connection of service type J arrives,

every router decides whether this connection can be accepted or not by considering

the change in total utility. The total utility at router h and at the WLANI access

point for connections of service type / and for the new connection can be computed

in a similar \Ã/ay as in (4.2).

The total utility of a WiMAX base station and a WLAN access point increases

as the number of connections increases. However-, at a certain point, it will decrease

since the utility gained from a new connection cannot compensate the performance

degradation of the ongoing connections. We take advantage of this behavior to make

the admission control decision. In particular, a new connection is accepted only when

the total utility increases, and rejected otherwise. In this multihop environment, a

nerv connection is accepted only if all the routers aiong the route to the Internet and

the corresponding edge router decide to accept the connection.

4.4.2 Bargaining Game Formulation

Different types of connections (i.e., WLAN connections, connections from standalone

subscriber stations, and relay connections) have different preferences on bandwidth

allocation. In order to allocate bandwidth in a fair manner, rÃ/e use a bargaining game

formulation in which different types of connections negotiate with each other to obtain

their share of bandwidth at a mesh router. The optimal ailocation of bandwidth which

maximizes system utility can be achieved from the Pareto optimaiity [62]. Second,

bandwidth allocation must be fair to all types of traffic. A fair allocation of bandwidth

can be achieved from the equilibrium of the game based on the payoff metrics.

The game-theoretic formulation for bandwidth allocation at a mesh router can be

described as follows:

o Players: In this game) the players are the traffic from WLAN, standalone sub-

scriber station, and reiay traffic, which are denoted by subscripí j € {wI, ss,re}.

o Strategy: The strategy for player j is the total burst size for traffic type 7 in

a tr-ansmission frame.

o Payoff: The payoff for player 7 is the total utility [/¡ gained from the achievab]e

transmission rate.
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The process of choosing strategies can be modeled as a bargaining game. In
a multi-player game [61], the players try to make an agreement on trading a lim-

ited amount of resource. The players have a choice to bargai,n with each other so

that they can gain benefit higher than that they could have obtained by playing

the game without cooperation. The payoff (i.e., utility) for the players is given by

Q : {(U-t(B-t),[/,"(8,,), U,"(8,")) : 0 ( U-¿(B-ù,U""(8""), U,"(8,")] (i.e., feasi-

ble set), where B-t, 8,,, and 8," denote total burst size allocated to WLAN con-

nections, connections from subscriber stations, and reiay connections, respectively.

If an agreement among the players cannot be reached, the utility that the play-

ers will receive is given by the threat point (U'-¿(0), t/j,(0), Ui"Q)). In particular,

(U-,(0),t/j"(O) ,Ui.Q)): (0,0,0) is the threat point for this game. A threat point

represents the payoff for each player when the solution of the game cannot be reached.

The bargaining game model is formulated as

r (o, u L¿Q), uj" (0), u i.(0)) : (u ä¿(Bi¿ ) uå (Bj" ), u ; "(Bi ")),
where (Uä,(Bi"),UJ"(B;") ,U;"(B;.)) denotes the solution (equilibrium) [61] of the

game f ( ) The Pareto optimality can provide the candidate strategies (i.e., B-¿, 8,",
and 8,.) for which one of the players can achieve the highest utility. In palticular

to this bandwidth allocation game, the solution (U-¿(B-¿), U,"(8,"), U""(8,")) must

be Pareto optimal (i.e., B-¿ I 8", * 8," : F, where -F is the total frame size) to

ensure the efficiency of the allocation. Then, we need the equilibrium of the game

such that all the players are satisfied with the utilities they receive. That is, the Nash

bargaining solution of this game is the utility triplet (Uät,Ui", U[) such that [61]

(Ui,,,Ui,,UT") : u.B 
u_,??îø "(U-¿ 

- U-,) (U,, - U:,) (U," - U',"). (4.3)

This solution can be obtained by using a search method. In this chapter, we

use simplex method [63] to optimize the objective function defined in (4.3). The

decision variables are B-¿, Br", and Br" which denote the total burst size allocated

to WLAN connections, connections from subscriber stations, and relay connections,

respectively. Again, since the candidate strategy for the solution must be Pareto

optimal, the search space for the decision variables is constrained by the condition

B-¿*Brr*Br":F.
The amount of bandwidth assigned to connection i of type 7 at router å is deter-
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mined based on the weight w¿ (rn the utility function in (4.1)) as follows:

D:n) ::ÊL e.4)
D;ec., w;

where Djn) i. the burst size for connection i, B¡ is the total burst size allocated to

connections of type j, and Ð0.o, tl¿ is the sum of weights of connections of type J.

Note that if the solution does not exist, the burst size which is allocated to each

type of connection is proportional to the number of ongoing connections of that type

and the corresponding weights. This ensures that the lesource allocation is fair to all

connection types even though the game formulation cannot obtain the solution.

4.4.3 Performance Evaluation

4.4.3.L Parameter Setting

We evaluate the performances of the proposed bandwidth allocation and admission

control framework for the network topology shown in Fig. 4.1. The average SNR

at the receiver for connections between BS-1 and the gateway BS and connections

between BS-2 and BS-1 is assumed to be 12.5 dB and 8.5 dB, respectively. The

average SNR for connections between a standalone subscriber station and a mesh

router and connections between an edge louter and a mesh router- is assumed to

be in the range of 10-20 dB. All of the WLAN nodes are assumed to use the same

transmission rate. The parameters to evaluate the utility functions are set as follows:

wust : uss : ure: 7, d*t: ere: 11I00, and a"" : Il70 (i.e., tr-affic fi-om standalone

subscriber stations has less pr-iority than WLAN traffic and relay traffic).

4.4.3.2 Pareto Optimality and the Solution of the Bargaining Game So-

lution

We show the Pareto optimaiity for BS-1 which serves 10 WLAhf connections, 10

connections from standalone subscriber stations, and 30 relay connections (from BS-

2). The Pareto optimality and the solution of the bargaining game obtained from

the analytical modei for bandwidth allocation are shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that

this solution is obtained by using local search method. The solution is located at

(UT,r,Ui,,Ui): (77.49,19.67,33.78) and the corresponding burst-si2eis0.287,0.225,
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and 0.463 ms, respectiveiy. As expected, BS-1 assigns the largest amount of band-

width to relay traffic. However-, at the same time BS-1 needs to satisfy the WLAN
connections and those from standalone subscriber stations, and therefore, BS-1 re-

serves some bandwidth for these connections. We observe that, even though the total
utility for WLAN connections is smaller, BS-1 assigns larger burst-size to WLAN con-

nections than that for connections from standalone subscriber stations. In fact, even

though the bargaining game attempts to achieve fair total utility, since a-¿ ( &ss,

BS-1 needs to assign a larger burst-size to prioritize WLAN connections over con-

nections from standalone subscriber stations. Since the bandwidth requirement of

WLAN connection increases, solution of bargaining game with failness property has

to adjust the burst-size accordingly.

Pareto opt¡mal¡ty

Utility for WL,qN connections

Figure 4.4. Pareto opti,maLi,ty and soluti,on

ysi.s).

of bandwidth slt"arzng at BS-1 (from anal-

4.4.3.3 Bandwidth Adaptation Under Varying Number of Connections

Fig. 4.5 shows bandwidth adaptation (due to the bargaining game) at BS-1 and

BS-2 under varying number of connections obtained from bargaining game model.

Since WLAlrl connections have higher priority than the connections from standalone

subscriber stations, at BS-2, bandwidth allocated to WLAN connections increases.
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Again, at BS-1, bandwidth allocated to reiay connections increases (due to the traffic

relayed from BS-2) as the total number of connections becomes large. From Fig. 4.5,

we observe that the simplex method used to obtain the solution is numerically stable

in which the bandwidth adaptation functions are linear.

10 15
Number of ongoing connections

Figure 4.5. Bandwidth adaptati,on under di.fferent number of ongoing connections

(from analysis).

4.4.3.4 Connection-Level Performances lJnder Varying Connection Ar-
rival Rate

We assume that connection arrivals follow a Poisson process and connection holding

time is exponentially distributed with an average of 20 minutes. Arrival rates for

WLAN connections and connections from standalone subscriber stations are varied

at BS-1 and BS-2. The average number- of ongoing connections and connection block-

ing probability due to admission control and average achievable bandwidth due to

bandwidth aiÌocation algorithm obtained from simulation are shown in Figs. 4.6-4.8,

respectively.

As expected, the average number of ongoing connections and connection blocking

probabiiity increase as traffic intensity (i.e., connection arrival rate) increases. In this

case, since BS-2 serves two edge routers, the number of ongoing WLAII connections
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at this router is much higher than the other types of connections. However, as traf-

fic load becomes high (e.g., arrival rate is higher than 0.6 connections per minute),

connections from BS-2 experience high blocking probabiiity due to the bottleneck

at BS-1. Since BS-1 needs to allocate bandwidth to local WLAN connections and

connections from standalone subscriber stations, it cannot allocate a iarge amount

of bandwidth to relay connections from BS-2. Consequently, the admission control

method at BS-1 rejects more relay connections. Since WLAN connections are priori-

tized over connections from standalone subscriber stations, at BS-1, the local WLAN
connections experience lower blocking probability. On the other hand) even though

BS-2 prioritizes WLAN connections, since it has to serve connections from two edge

routers, biocking probabiiity for WLAN connections is very high.
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As expected, the amount of bandwidth assigned to a connection decreases as traffic

intensity increases. Local connections at BS-1 receive larger amount of bandwidth

than relay connections from BS-2 (Fig. 4.8). Again, WLAN connections r-eceive higher

amount of bandwidth than connections from standaione subscriber stations.
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(from si.mulation).

4.4.3.5 Variation in Total Utility for Different Types of Connections IJn-

der Varying Connection Arrival Rates

Fig. 4.9 shows typicai resuits on the variation in total utility obtained from the bar-

gaining game analysis and simulations for diffelent types of connections. As expected,

when the connection arrival rate increases, the total utility (obtained from the anal-

ysis) first increases (since sufficient amount of bandwidth is available for each of the

connections) and it decreases afterwards (since the bandwidth share for each connec-

tion decreases due to a large number of connections). However', in the simulation

results, since admission control is applied to reject an incoming connection if admis-

sion of that connection reduces total utility, the totai utility increases as traffic load

increases. In this case, the utility is the highest for the relay connections since they

are the largest in number (i.e., connections from standalone subscriber station and

WLAN at BS-2).

0.

0.6 0.8
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----*- SS conneclions at BS-1
---€- WLJqN connections at BS-1
---v- SS connect¡ons at BS-2
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Figure 4.8. Auerage amount

rate (from szmuLati,on).

o.4 0.6 0.8
Connection arrjval rate (connections/m¡nute)

of allocated bandwi,dth. under uaryi,ng connection arriual

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an architecture for integrating WLAI\ hotspots

with WiMAX-based multihop broadband wireless mesh networks. The research issues

related to protocol design have been outlined and some of the solution approaches

proposed in the literature have been reviewed. To this end, for this integrated ar-

chitecture we have presented a game-theoretic framework for radio resource manage-

ment in the mesh routers. In particular, based on a bargaining game formulation, a

bandwidth allocation scheme has been presented for fair resource allocation and an

admission control policy has been proposed to maximize the utilities for the different

types of connections. Typicai numerical and simulation results have been presented

to demonstrate the performances of the proposed radio resouÌce management fi'ame-

work. Part of this chapter has been published in [6a].
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Chapter 5

A Cooperative Game Flamework
for Bandwidth Allocation in
Heterogeneous Wireless |[etworks

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Problem Statement

In this chapter, the problems of an integration of different wireless technologies (i.e.,

heterogeneous wireless network) and its radio resource management framework are

considered. This heterogeneous wireless network utilizes WiMAX, cellular, and WiFi
networks to provide high speed wireless connectivity to mobile users. These networks

are operated by different service providers which are cooperative to provide wireless

connections to the users. The objective of the radio resource mânagement framework

is to satisfy the bandwidth requirement of the user, while the service providers are

satisfied with the bandwidth assignment strategy. Also, the bandwidth assignment

should be adaptable to the trafiÊc ioad in the network. The inputs of this framework

are the number of ongoing connections, and the bandwidth requirement of the new

connection. The first output of this framework is accepting or rejecting the new

connection. If the ne\Ã/ connection is accepted, the second output is the amount of its

allocated bandwidth from different networ-ks.
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5.L.2 Contribution

The bandwidth allocation and admission contlol algorithms are presented for wireless

access in a heterogeneous network environment. In such an environment, a mobile sta-

tion is assumed to have three different radio interfaces, namely, WiFi WLAN, CDMA

cellular, and WiMAX WMAN radio interface. The objective of the proposed band-

width allocation is to allocate the requested bandwidth to a new connection/session

based on the available bandwidth in each network and the subscription level for that

connection to each of the wireless access networks. This problem is formulated as

bankruptcy game which is a special type of N-person cooperative game. A coalition

is formed among the networks to ensure that the allocation satisfies all the networks

in the system. A standard method in game theory, namely, the core is used to ob-

tain the feasible bandwidth allocation scenarios. Then, to obtain the solution (i.e.,

the amount of allocated bandwidth in each network for a new connection/session),

Shapleg o¿lue is used. Based on the bandwidth allocation algorithm, an admission

controi method is proposed to ensure that the amount of bandwidth allocated (from

all the networks) to the nerv connection is large enough to satisfy the corresponding

user's requirement.

5.2 Related Work

The issues related to integration of diverse wireless access technologies such as celiular,

WLAN and mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) with a view to providing quality-of-

service (QoS) to the mobile users were studied in [65]. In [66], an adaptive transport

layer (ATL) was proposed for heterogeneous wileless networks with the capabilities

of adaptive congestion control, multimedia support, and providing fairness of trans-

mission. In [67], a network selection mechanism in hetelogeneous wireless networks

\Mas proposed. Specifically, gray relation analysis was used to decide which network

should be used for each mobile. This decision is based on users' preference, service

application and network condition. However, the problem of bandwidth allocation

was not considered.

Game-theoretic framework (e.g., N-person cooperative game) was used to solve

the resource management problem in wireless networks. In [68], a cooperative routing
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protocol for MANETs was proposed. In this protocol, a coalition among the nodes in

the network is formed to reduce energy consumption due to data transmission. The

nodes are rewarded according to the contribution in the coalition. The payment for

each node in the coalition is determined by Shapley value. In 169], a MAC scheme

based on cooperative game was presented for wireless ad hoc networks. A band-

width allocation scheme was proposed to achieve fairness in IEEE 802.11 distributed

coordination function (DCF) network.

5.3 System Model

We considel a heterogeneous wireless access environment consisting of WiFi wireless

LANI (WLAN), CDMA cellular network and WiMAX wireless MAN (WMAN) radio

interfaces as shown in Fig.5.1. A mobile with multiple radio transceivers (e.g.,

software radio) is able to connect to these radio access networks simultaneously. Each

mobile in this system has different interfaces to connect to these networks.

We consider a geoglaphical area that is totally covered by a WMAN base station

and partly covered by a cellular base station and partly by a WLAN access point

(AP) as denoted in Fig.5.1 by number 7,2 and 3, respectively. We assume that a

mobile is able to connect to each network if it is in the corresponding coverage area

and perfect power control is assumed to ensure uniform available transmission rate

across the coverage area.

In the system model under consideration) a mobile can subscribe to different

selvice classes in which each class has differ-ent bandwidth requirements. The sub-

scription class is determined when the mobile initiates the connection and we assume

that an ongoing connection remains in the same ciass until it terminates.

5.3.1 IEEE 802.11 WLAI\
We consider IEEE 802.1l-based radio interface with DCF medium access control

(MAC) which is based on the carlier sense multiple access with collision avoidance

(CSMA/CA) protocol. However, since CSMAICA, is a contention-based MAC pro-

tocol, we adopt a distributed reservation-based MAC protocol, namely, early baclcoff

announcernent (EBA) [70], which is an enhanced version of DCF. EBA is also back-
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WMAN IEEE 802.16

CDMA Cellular Network

WLAN IEEE 802.11

Figure 5.1. Seru'ice area'¿n a heterogeneous u'i,reless netuork.

ward compatibile with iEEE 802.11 DCF. By incorporating backoff information into

MAC header, mobiles can completely avoid coliisions.

5.3.2 CDMA Cellular Wireless Access

We consider a wideband CDMA cellular wireless access system [39]. For a certain

number of active users in a cell, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of

uplink transmission for each mobile is determined from the transmit power of ail other

mobiles, background noise power at the base station, and intercell interference power.

5.3.3 \MiMAX WMAI{
We consider a WiMAX-based WMAN radio interface operating at 10-66 GHz band

which supports data rate in the range of 32-130 Mbps depending on the bandwidth

of operation as well as the modulation and the coding schemes. In the 10-66 GHz

band, the signal pr-opagation between a base station and a mobile is line-of-sight and

single-carrier modulation is used. WirelessMAN-SC is the air interface specification

for WiMAX operating in this frequency band. Depending on the channel quality

(i.e., signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver), different modulation schemes such

as QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM can be used.

We only consider non-real-time polli,ng seru'ice (nrtPS) type of connections here.

The amount of bandwidth required for such a connection is determined dynamicaliy

based on the required QoS performances of the corresponding connection. A 802.16

subscriber station (SS)/mobile uses contention-free (polling) mode to request band-

width by using request PDU (Bw-request) message.

o
o
n
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5.4 Bandwidth Allocation and Admission Control

in Heterogeneous Wireless Access Environment

The objective of the proposed admission control is to guarantee the total transmission

rate requested by the new connection. The bandwidth ailocation algorithm tries to

allocate bandwidth from each network in a fair manner. In other words, each of

these networks cooperates with each other to provide high bandwidth service to the

new connection. Therefore, we use a bankruptcA garne formuiation which is a special

type of N-person cooperative game to obtain the solution of the bandwidth ailocation

problem in a heterogeneous wireless access network.

In this section, we first describe a standard bankruptcy game. To obtain the solu-

tion of this game, the coalition form and the ch,aracteristic function for an N-person

cooperative game are presented. Then, the stability of the game is analyzed through

the core. Next, the solution of the bankruptcy game formulation is obtained by Shap-

ley ualue. Finally, the bandwidth allocation and the admission control algor-ithms are

presented.

5.4.L Bankruptcy Game

To illustrate a bankruptcy game, let us assume that a company becomes bankrupt.

This company o\Mns money to N creditors, and therefore, this money is needed to be

divided among these creditors. Typically, the sum of the claims from the creditors is

Iarger than the money of the bankrupt company. This conflicting situation introduces

an ly'-person game where the players of the game are seeking for the equilibrium point

to divide the money. A detailed study and extensive analysis on this bankruptcy game

was presented in [71].

The standard bankruptcy game can be expressed [72] by a finite set of agents A,

a real positive number M which denotes the amount of money and a nonnegative

vector d e IRN of claims where the condition D¿en d¿ ) M. To satisfy evely agent,

the solution of the bankruptcy game must have the foilowing two properties:

o the money must be compietely distributed and

o each agent has to obtain nonnegative money not exceeding the demand.
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If r¿ denotes the solution (i.e., amount of money distributed to agent i), the rule

of this game can be expressed as follows:

01r¿1d"¿, VzeA
\-,'. : [.1.Z-*' - '
;4N

5.4.2 Coalition Forrn and Characteristic F\rnction

(5 1)

(5.2)

The bankruptcy game is an N-person cooperative game with transferable uti,li,ty (TU)

which allows side payments to be made among the players [73]. This side payment

might be used by the players to reach the best strategy. Also, a coalition always

exists in a bankruptcy game so that the agents (i.e., players) can cooperate with each

other to gain better beneflt. Since the number of players in such a game is larger than

two, using strategic form of the game is cumbersome. Instead, the coaLition form is
preferred to represent such a game. Also, the payoff of coalition is expressed by the

ch ara ct eristi c fun ctio n.

A coalztzon S is defined as a subset of A, S C,A. In this case, Ø and.{ denote an

empty coaltti,on and a grand coali,t'ion, respectively. The coali,ti,on forrnof an N-person

game is defined by the pair ("4, z) where u ís a characterist'ic functr,on of the game.

Two important properties of a characteristic function are:

L u(Ø):o

2. if S t-t lf : Ø, then z(S) + "(T') 
< z(S u 1l). This refers to the superaddi,tiuity

property of the characteristic function.

The character-istic function can be obtained from [73]

z(S) : Value2

for r¿ e X¿, where X¿ is the set of pure strategies of player i and u¿(r1,. .. ,rn) is the

payoff function for player i if player 1 chooses strategy 11, player 2 chooses strategy

12 and so on, and Valuez(.) is the value of the 2-person game in which the first player

is the set S and the second player is S: A - S.

(Ð'.r',, ' , '"))\¿es /
/r Ð\
\.J,J/
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In particular, for the bankruptcy game that we are considering here, the charac-

teristic function can be defined as follows [72]:

z(S) : ¡¡u" (0,'-ä-) (5 4)

for all possible coalition S.

5.4.3 The Core

The core is generally used to obtain stability region for the solution of an N-person

cooperative game. In this case, the concept of. i,mputation must be established. Let

the payoff vector x : [rr,...,ri,...,rrf denote the amount received by agent i.

This payoff vector is group rati,onal if DT:rr¿ : u(Ã). In particular, the highest

total payoff can be achieved by forming a coalition among all agents. Also, the payoff

vector is tndiuzdually ratzonalif. r¿ ) ,({t}) That is, an agent will not agree to receive

money less than that the agent could obtain without coalition. Then, the imputation

is defined as the payoff vectors that is both group rational and individually rational,

namely,

u: 
{* 

: l:rt,...,lxnl Dr= ¿,(A), and r¿> ,({i}),Vi € A }. (b.b)
t€A )

An imputation x is unstable with coalition S if ,(S) > I¿.s ro. Specifically, if
the imputation is unstable, there is at least one agent who is unsatisfied due to the

coalition. Then, the core is defined as the set C of stable imputations and can be

expressed mathematically as follows [73]:

(5.6)

The core is useful to obtain the stabiiity condition of the game. However, it may

contain several points and in some cases it could be empty. Therefore, the solution

that provides the most preferable distribution str-ategy is required. In this chapter, we

apply Sltapley aalue which is one of the methods to obtain the solution of an N-person

cooperative game.

o : f* : lrt,...,rnl l*. n and fr; ) z(S),vs c,qÌ.
tlr.s)
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5.4.4 Shapley Value

The solution of an N-person game can be obtained by severai methods proposed in the

literature (e.g., Shapiey value, nucleolus and r-value). However, we choose Shapley

value for the solution of the bandwidth allocation problem since the computationai

complexity of this method is small and also we observe from simulations that the

Shapley value provides relatively fair solution compared with other methods.

To compute Shapley value, let us define the ualue functzon þ(u) as the worth or

valueof agentzinthegamewithcharacteristicfunctionu,i.e.,ó:lór,...,ó¿,...,ó.].
The Shapley value can be obtained by considering the money that an agent receives

depending on the order that agent joins the coalition. In particular, the Shapley value

is the average payoff to an agent if the agents enter into the coalition in a completely

random order [73]. The Shapley value ô: [ót,---,ó¿,...,ó,] can be computed as

foilows:

ót(u): f
SCA,i€A

where lSl indicates the number of elements in the set S.

5.4.5 Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm

Based on a standard bankruptcy game as described befole, rve propose a bandwidth

allocation algorithm for a new connection which can be served simultaneously by

three different wireless access networks, i.e., WLAltl, celluiar network and WMAN.

Here, the mobile initiating the connection is analogous to the bankrupt company

and the requested bandwidth is the money (estate) that has to be distributed among

the different networks (i.e., agents). This situation leads to the similar conflict as

in the bankruptcy problem in which each network tries to offer bandwidth as much

as possible to gain revenue from new connection. Therefore, in this case, the total

number of agents is N : 3 and the set of agents is defined as,A.: {ul,ce,wrn} for

WLAN, ceiluiar wireless network and WMAN, respectively.

When a new connection requests for bandwidl,h M, a central controlier (e.g.,

radio network controller (RNC)) determines the amount of offered bandwidth to

this connection from each network. This offered bandwidth is a function of the

(lsl - t)! (n - lsl)! (r(s) -//(s*{¿})) (5 7)
nl.
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Table 5.I. Notations and descripti,ons of the uariables for bankruptcy game and

prop o s ed bandwi,dth allocat'ion alg ori,thm.

Variable Bankruptcy game Bandwidth allocation
n total number of agents total number of networks

M money (estate) requested bandwidth

A set of agents set of networks

di claims of agent i offered bandwidth by network z

ùL solution of money distributed to

agent i
bandwidth allocated to the new

connection in network z

subscription class for that connection/mobile and

network. In particular, the offered bandwidth can

the available bandwidth in each

be defined as follows:

1Ui: (5 8)

where b¡,¿ is the predefined offered bandwidth by network i lo a new connection (or

the corresponding mobile) with subscription class k, Bj") i. the available bandwidth
' , (reo\

in network i,, bl"o' is the amount of requested bandwidth by a new connection in class

k, n{is a uniform random number between zero and one, and r is a control parameter

which will be referred to as the bandwidth shaping parameter (i.e., 0 < r < 1).

Note that with the above definition of offered bandwidth, network i offers band-

width b¡,¿ to a new connection und.er normai traffic load situation. However, when

the network becomes congested (i.e., defined by the condition br,n > (UÍ"')') the

offered bandwidth is gradually shaped by the random number { and the shaping

parameter r to ensure that the network does not offer too much bandwidth to the

new connection.

In the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm, the Shapley value becomes the

amount of allocated bandwidth in each network 'i, i.e., r¿ : ö¿(u), Vi e ,{. The

notations and the descriptions of the variables for the bankruptcy game and the

bandwidth allocation algorithm are shown in Table 5.1.

I ur.,, ur,,. (B[",)'

I (ui"')' + N(u:"' - ("i'')') , u^,, r- (u["')'
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5.4.6 Admission Control Algorithm

The admission control algorithm ensures that the requested bandwidth of a new con-

nection can be satisfied. When a mobile initiates a new connection, the information

on the required bandwidth is sent to the centrai contloller, which computes the of-

fered bandwidth by each network. Then, the Shapley value is obtained. The new

connection is accepted if Do.^ to> bf'n) and. r¿ € C, Vi € A (i.e., the Shapley value

is in the core, namely, the solution is stable), and rejected otherwise.

5.5 Numerical Study

5.5.1 Parameter Setting

In case of IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the data transmission rate is 11 Mbps and the

maximum saturation throughput of one access point achieved through EBA is 6.2

Mbps [70]. For the CDMA cellular wireless access, the transmission bandwidth is

assumed to be 5 MHz. We assume SINR is 8.17 dB so that the bit-error-rate is less

than 10-4. The total transmission rate in a CDMA cell is 2 Mbps. For the WiMAX-
based wireless access, WirelessMAN-SC radio interface is used in the frequency band

of 10 GHz with bandwidth of 25 MHz and 16-QAM modulation scheme with coding

rate If 2 to achieve a transmission rate of 50 Mbps in a single cell.

In the system under consideration, we assume three classes of mobile subscription

and the bandwidth corresponding to these subscription levels are 200, 350 and 500

Kbps (i.e., b\'"ø) - 200, by"q) : 350, b{"ø) - 500). To calculate the offered bandwidth,

we assume 6r,-, :200, b¡,,"": 150, and.t¡,-*:250 for all Æ and \¡/e assume r : 0.85.

Also, we assume that 50, 30, and 20 percent of the ne\À/ connections in all the coverage

areas â,re in the subscription class 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The connection arrival

process is assumed to be Poisson and the connection holding time is assumed to be

exponentially distributed.

5.5.2 The Core and Shapley Value

In this section, we demonstrate the calculation of the core and the Shapley value. Let

us assume that a new connection requests for a bandwidth of 500 Kbps. According
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to (5.4), characteristic function of all coalitions are as follows:

u(Ø) : g, u({w|)): 100, u(þtl,ce}) :259
z(A) : 5gg, u({ce}) :59, u({wL,wrn}): 350

u({wm}): 150, u({ce,um}): 300.

(5 e)

Since the number- of netwolks is three, the core can be presented by barycentric

coord'inates as in Fig. 5.2. With this representation, the plane of the plot is denoted by

:L-¿*r""lr-*: ,(A) : 500 and the edges of the triangle represent the characteristic

function ,({i}) For example, the bottommost edge represents u({w|}) : 100. The

constraint of the core (i.e., Ðo.srn > 
"(S)) 

is the iine drawn across the triangle. For

instance, the horizontal line represents r".l tr** : u({ce,urn}) : 300. Based on

these constraints, the shaded areas represent the unstable imputations. For example,

the topmost shaded area corresponds to an unstable imputation where the satisfaction

for the cellular and the WMAN access networks is not achieved (i.e., WLAN provides

too much bandwidth to the ne\M connection). There is an area (the unshaded area in

Fig. 5.2) that refers to the core (i.e., the solution space that makes the game stable).

Based on (5.7), the Shapley value is,þ: [166,116,217] which is denoted by the cross

symbol in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Barycentri,c coordinates of the core and Shapley ualue for the numerical

erample.

Next, we vary the amount of requested bandwidth and the resulting ailocation in

every network is shown in Figs. 5.3(a) and (b) for the normal case and for the case

(300,50,150)
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when the celluiar network becomes congested, respectively. As expected, to satisfy

the bandwidth lequirement for a new connection, the amount of allocated bandwidth

increases as the requested bandwidth increases.

In Fig. 5.3(a), the allocation can be divided into four intervals according to the

amount of requested bandwidth (i.e., [0,150), [150,400), [400,600) and [600,co)). In

the first interval, the bandwidth allocation in every network is equal, since the entire

amount of requested bandwidth can be accommodated by each network. Therefore,

the fair way to allocate bandwidth is to allocate equal amount from each network.

For the second interval, since the requested bandwidth becomes larger than that of

offered from one of the networks, the bandwidth allocation in each network becomes

different. In the third interval, the differences among the allocated bandwidth in

each network become larger since the requested bandwidth is larger than the offered

bandwidth in two networks. If the requested bandwidth becomes increasingly higher

and becomes larger than the offered bandwidth in all of the networks, the allocated

bandwidth becomes constant. Fig. 5.3(b) shows the case when the cellular network

becomes congested (i.e., the bandwidth offered by this network becomes 50 Kbps).

We observe that the trend of the ailocated bandwidth in each network is still similar

to that in Fig. 5.3(a).

5.5.3 Performances of Bandwidth Allocation and Admission

Control Algorithms

In this section, we present the connection-level performances of the proposed band-

width allocation and admission contloi algorithms. We consider the network as shown

in Fig. 5.1. In this case, the mobiles are divided into three gr-oups associated with ser-

vice area 1 (i.e., mobiles under the coverage of WLAN, cellular network and WMAN),
2 (t.e., under the coverage of cellular network and WMAN), and 3 (i.e., under the

coverage of WMAN only). The traffic intensity (i.e., connection arrival rate per

minute) depends on the evaluation scenario and the connection holding time for the

connections in area 7,2 and 3 is assumed to be 20,I0, and 25 minutes, respectively.

The average number of ongoing connections, bandwidth utilization and connection

blocking probability under different traffic intensity are shown in Figs. 5.4-5.5. More-

over) \ /e present the connection blocking probability obtained from the opportunistic
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Figure 5.3. Erample of bandwidth allocation (a) in normal case and (b) when the

cellular networlc becomes congested.

network selection (i.e., when a mobiie chooses the network with the largest available

bandwidth) for the comparison purpose.

In particular, in Fig 5.4, the connection arrival rate in area 1 is equal to the traffic

intensity as shown in x-axis while arrival rate in area 2 and 3 are half and one third
of that traffic intensity, respectively. As expected, the average number of connec-

tions in each area, bandwidth utilization of each network, and connection blocking

probability increase as the traffic intensity increases. However, the connection block-

ing probability for the proposed algorithm is smaiier than that for the opportunistic

scheme.

Fig. 5.5 shows the same perfolmance measures for the case when the connection

arrival rates in all the areas are equai to the traffic intensity. l{ote that this scenario

is used to evaluate the performance when the traffic load is very high. Similar to

Fig 5.4, ali performance measures increase as the traffic intensity increases. However,

we observe that when the traffic intensity is very high (i.e., traffic intensity is larger

oþ
Y
EpìÞc
Þo
d
ô
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than 6 connections per minute) the number of connections in area 3 decreases while

that in area 1 stiii increases. When the traffic load in WMAII reaches a saturation

point, the number of connections in this area cannot be increased anymore. However,

the bandwidth allocation algorithm distributes the lequested bandwidth (i.e., from

WLAN and cellular network) to WMAN so that the bandwidth available to the

connections in area 3 decreases while that in area 1 increases. Consequently, the

number of connections in area 3 decreases. These observations are confirmed by

the higher bandwidth utilization in the WMAN air interface in Fig. 5.5(b) compared

with that in Fig. 5.4(b). Again, with the proposed algorithm, the connection blocking

probability is smaller than that for the opportunistic scheme.

5.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a bandwidth allocation and an admission control

algorithm for heterogeneous wireiess access networks in which a mobile can connect to

multiple radio interfaces (i.e., WLAI{, celluiar netwolk, and WMAN) simultaneously.

To meet this requirement, a proper load balancing method is required. Therefore, we

have formulated the probiem of bandwidth allocation in such a system as a bankruptcy

gane. With a bankruptcy game) each network can cooperate to provide the requested

bandwidth to a new connection. By using a well-developed game theory framework,

the stability of the bandwidth allocation has been analyzed by using the concept

of the core and the amount of the allocated bandwidth in each network has been

obtained from the Shapley aalue. Based on this bandwidth ailocation algorithm, an

admission control scheme has been presented. We have presented numerical results

to demonstrate the system performance under the proposed algorithms. Part of this

chapter has been published in [75].
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Chapter 6

Radio Resource Management in
Fleterogeneous Wineless Access

Networks

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Problem Statement

In this chapter, the problem of radio resouÌce management in a heterogeneous wireless

network is considered from service providers' point of view. This heterogeneous wire-

less network is composed of WiMAx-based WMAN, CDMA ceilulal network, and

WiFi-based WLAN whose service providers are noncoopelative. The objective of the

radio resource management framework is to flnd an equilibrium point of bandwidth

allocation such that ail service providers are satisfied. The input of this framework is

the numbel of users in a service area. The output is the bandwidth reserved for the

different sub-areas and for different type of connections.

6.L.2 Contribution

A game-theoretic radio resource management (RRM) framework for wireless access

in a heterogeneous network environment is presented. The objectives of the pro-

posed framework are to maximize network utiiity through efficient resource allocation,

achieve prioritization among different types of connections such as new connections

and vertical and horizontal handoff connections, and ensure that the performance of
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ongoing connections does not deteriorate due to accepting too many connections in

a service area.

The problem of radio resource management is divided into two major parts, i.e.,

network-level and connection-level radio resource management. In the network-level,

the limited available bandwidth of each network must be allocated to each service area

so that the utilities of the different access networks, which are presumably operated

by the different service providers, are maximized. in this competitive environment,

therefore, we use a noncooperative game to obtain the solution of the bandwidth

allocation by the different access networks in a service area. Again, for seamless

mobility across the service areas, a portion of the radio resources in a service area

needs to be reserved for handoff connections. Since new connections and handoff

connections have to share the availabie bandwidth in a service area) an agreement

on bandwidth reservation can be made so that the desired quality-of-service (QoS)

performances (e.g., handoff connection dropping probability, new connection blocking

probability) can be achieved. Therefore, we formulate a bargaining game to obtain the

capacity (i.e., bandwidth) reservation thresholds for the different types of connections.

Both network-levei bandwidth allocation and capacity r-eservation can be performed

on a long-term basis based on the statistics of the connections in the different service

areas.

On the other hand, connection-level bandwidth allocation must be performed

on a short-term basis and should be adapted upon arrival and departure of every

connection in a service area. Again, each network (i.e., service provider) in a service

area aims at maximizing it's utility while offering bandwidth to a ne\M connection.

Therefore, a connection-level noncooperative game is solved to obtain the offered

bandwidth to the new connection.

6.2 Related Work

Recentiy, game theory has been widely used for resource management in wireless

networks. In 179], the admission and rate control problem for CDMA systems was

formulated as a noncooperative game. The formulation considered the choice of a user

to churn from current provider to another. The decision on whether a new user can be
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admitted or not and the allocated transmission are determined from the |[ash equi-

librium. An admission controi game for CDMA networks was formulated in [80] to

obtain an efficient and fair resource allocation for multiple classes of traffic. Game the-

ory \Mas also used to solve the power control problem in wireless networks [81]182]183].

Howevet, all these works considered the radio resource manâgement problem in a

single wireless access network.

In a heterogeneous wireless access environment, a vertical handoff mechanism

needs to consider not only the radio link and the physical layer parameters but also

the network and the transport layer parameters. In [85], a framework for vertical

handoff was presented where the handoff decision metrics include service type, data

rate requirement, network condition, and cost of handoff. A dynamic optimization

was proposed to provide QoS guarantee to the mobile users while maximizing the

network utilization. In [86], a mobility management solution was proposed for het-

erogeneous wireless access networks to handle vertical handoff and network roaming.

This solution rÃ/as designed based on a formal policy representation model for decision-

making process for inter-network mobility. However, maximization of network utility
(from service pr-oviders' point of view) was not considered in these works.

The problem of integrating WLANs into the cellular wireless networks was inves-

tigated in the literature. In [87], a hierarchical radio resource management framework

was designed to support seamless handoff between a WLAN and a cellular network. A

hierarchical and distributed framework for seamless roaming across cellular networks

and WLANs was proposed in [88]. The QoS mapping and internetwork message

translation mechanisms were designed to support seamless handoff among multipie

\MLANs and cellular networks. However, â more generai heterogeneous network ar-

chitecture should be considered fol ladio resource management in the next generation

wireless networks.
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Model for Heterogeneous Wireless Access and

the RRM Fþamework

6.3.1 System Model

We consider a heterogeneous wireless access environment consisting of IEEE 802.11

wireless LAN (WLANI), CDMA cellular network, and IEEE 802.16 wireless MAN

(WMAN) radio interfaces as shown in Fig. 6.1. A mobile with multiple radio transceivers

(e.g., impìemented through software-defined radio) is able to connect to these radio

access networks simultaneously.

We consider a geographic region which is entirely covered by a WMAN base station

and partly covered by celluiar base stations, and partly by WLAN access points (APs)

as shown in Fig. 6.1. In Fig. 6.1, B denotes the amount of cellular network or WMAN.

co and rna are the amount of bandwidth assigned by the celluiar network and WMAN
respectively to the area ¿. Usels in the different service areas in this region have access

to different types and different numbers of wireless networks. In particular, in area 1,

only WMA|{ service is available. In area 2 and area 4, services from cellular networks

and WMAN are available. In area 3 and area 5, a mobile can connect to all three

types of networks. Note that the RRM framework to be presented in this chapter can

be applied to any other service area setting (differ-ent from the one shown in Fig. 6.1)

in a considered geographic region.

Different wireless access networks are operated by different service providers. We

assume that a mobile is able to connect to each of the networks in the corresponding

service area and perfect po\¡¡er control is assumed to ensure uniform available trans-

mission rate across the coverage area. A connection can be handed over between

service areas with same types of wireless networks (e.g., from area2 to area 4 both

of which have services available from WMAN and cellular network) or between areas

with different types of networks (e.g., from area 1to area 2). We refer to the former

as a horizontal handoff while the latter- as a vertical handoff.

In this heterogeneous wileless access network, we assume that multi-interface mo-

bile terminals are able to connect to three different wireless access networks simul-

taneously. These wireless access networks are IEEE 802.11 WLAI{, CDMA cellular'

network, and IEEE 802.16 WMAN.
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o '=== 
802.16-based WMAN

Q cortrn Cellular Netvvork

tr IEEE 802.11-based wLAN

Figure 6.L. Seruice areas under consi,deration in a lteterogeneous wireless access

enuironment.

The key notations are listed in Table 6.1.

6.3.2 Radio Resource Management (RRM) Fbamework

The RRM framework is composed of four components: network-level bandwidth al-

Iocation for a service area) capacity reservation for the different types of connections,

connection-ievel bandwidth allocation, and admission control (Fig. 6.2). In network-

level bandwidth allocation, available bandwidth from different access networks are

assigned to the service âreas so that all of the service providers are satisfied with the

allocation.

Based on the network-level bandwidth allocation, capacity reservation is used for

service differentiation among ne\M connections, vertical and horizontal handoff connec-

tions. In connection-ievel allocation, the required amount of bandwidth is allocated

to an arriving connection in a service area from the diffelent available access networks.

Finaily, the admission control component utilizes the results of capacity reservation

together with connection-level allocation to decide whether an incoming connection

can be accepted or not. Note that while network-level bandwidth allocation and

capacity reservation can be performed in an off-line manner (on a long-term basis),

connection-level allocation and admission control are performed in an on-line mannel

(on a short-term basis) upon arrivai and departure of connections in a selvice alea.

The network-level bandwidth allocation and capacity reservation can be performed

periodically (e.g., every hour) for which the statistics of the connections can be es-
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Table 6.1. List o.f kea notations.
À, lltt Average connection arrival rate, average connection holding time

N Average number of ongoing connections

B Total available bandwidth in these networks

mrc Bandwidth aÌlocated

service area

by WMAN and cellular network to a particular

Bp@et) Best response of the network-level bandwidth allocation

Ao Total bandwidth offered by all networks to service ãteâ. a

C", R Total capacity (i.e., number of connections) of service aleã at bandwidth

requirement for a connection
t?rl tnt

c;.' , cà ' Capacities reserved for vertical and horizontal handoff connections

no, På.") Average number

connections

of ongoing connections, blocking probability for new

n(u/ D\n)lø ,la Dropping probabilities for vertical and horizontal handoff connections
g(n)* ,¡¡(u)" ,¡¡(h)* Equilibrium of the bargaining game

M The number of services for each connection

P¿, Q¿ The amount of offered bandwidth to an incoming connection, profit of

network i
vo\'"n) , Ft(p,i) Revenue from connection gained by network i, cost of network i in of-

fering bandwidth p¿

P Set containing the amount

incoming connection

of bandwidth offered by all networks to an

u:::") o Utility gained by nelwork i from connection ø

Q(') þr) Set the elements of which denote the amount of bandwidth allocated to

connection ø

s:") Bandwidth currently allocated to ongoing connection ø in network i
D¿ Bandwidth ailocated by network i in a particular service area

B RI'"" Best response of the connection-level bandwidth allocation

Current number of ongoing connections in a particular service area

{/ Difference between the best responses and the strategies adopted by

other networks

pj" $',,p'¡' Initial strategy, strategy

iteration of network .i

lnln the previous iteration, strategy the current
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timated (e.g., connection arrival rate and connection holding time). In contrast, the

connection-level allocation and admission control ar-e performed are performed when

the connection arrival and depar-ture events occur (e.g., several seconds [89]).
In the system model under consideration, there are multiple service providers who

noncooperatively offer wireless access services to the users. In particular, these service

providers aim to maximize their utility while ailocating bandwidth to the connections.

Since each of the service providers has his own interest to maximize his payoff, the

bandwidth allocation problem can be modeled as a noncooperative game the soiution

of which satisfies all of the selvice providers. Therefore, for network-level bandwidth

allocation, assuming that the network service providers are rational, a noncooperative

game is formulated and the solution is obtained from the Nash equilibrium (which

will be shown to maximize the total network utility as well).

On the other hand, the problem of capacity reservation among new, horizontal

handoff, and vertical handoff connections can be formulated as a resource sharing

problem. In this case) a negotiation among the players can be performed to achieve

efficient and fair sharing. This negotiation is practical in this case, since ali of the con-

nections (new, horizontal, and vertical handoff connections) are in the same service

area. Therefore, a bargaining game formulation is used to obtain the fair allocation.

In this bargaining game, new connections, vertical handoff and horizontal handoff

connections negotiate with each other to obtain the reservation thresholds so that

the connection-level QoS requirements (i.e., new connection blocking and handoff

connection dropping probabiiities) for the different types of connections are satis-

fied. In this case) we consider the equilibrium as the solution of the game. Both

network-level bandwidth allocation and capacity reservation are performed based on

the average number of ongoing connections in a service area which can be obtained

from the network statistics at the steady state (i.e.,long-term parameters).

For connection-level ailocation, the problem of bandwidth allocation to an incom-

ing connection in a service area is modeled as a trading market. In a service at'ea)

each network is assumed to be rational and self-interested to maximize its profit. All
networks noncooperatively seek for the optimal strategy so that theil profits are max-

imized. Also, these strategies must be stable in the sense that every firm is satisfied

with the solution given other firms' strategies. We establish a revenue function for a
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netv/ork offering bandwidth to an arriving connection by considering the utility that

the network gains through allocation of bandwidth to the nev/ connection and the cost

function, which accounts for the loss of utility due to revocation of some bandwidth

from the ongoing connections.

We formulate a noncooperative game and the Nash equilibrium is obtained as the

solution of this game (i.e., the amount of bandwidth offered by each network to an

incoming connection). We present two algorithms to obtain the solution, i.e., the

search and the iterative algorithms. For the search algorithm, an optimization prob-

iem is formulated which is solved by a standard direct search method. On the other

hand, the iterative algorithm takes advantage of the problem structure to obtain the

solution iteratively. The rate of convelgence of these algorithms is studied. We con-

duct extensive performance evaluation for the proposed radio resource management

framework.

'i
i O to,"'bandwidthallocationfromeachnetworktoeacharea i

i @ eanowioth allocation to each connection 
i

i@* ""'::t*"*:':':::area j

Figure 6.2. Components of the proposed radio resource n¿anagement framework.

6.3.3 Cooperative and Noncooperative Approaches: Quali-
tative Comparison

In the previous chapter, the bandwidth allocation problem was formulated as a coop-

erative game (i.e., bankruptcy game) and the solution (i.e., the amount of bandwidth

offered to a new connection) was obtained from Shapley value. This cooperative game

approach is different from a noncooperative approach. In noncooperative approach,
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each network is rationai and selfish to maximize its own profit. Consequently, ali

networks compete with each other to achieve theil objectives. More specifically, the

difference between cooperative and noncooperative approaches lies in the fact that

the former is group-oriented, while the latter is individual-oriented. In a cooperative

approach, groups of players seek for fair resource allocation. On the other- hand, in

a noncooperative approach, allocation is performed based on the individual's profit

gained from the resource. AIso, the solution of noncooperative approach ensures that

none of the players unilaterally deviates from the solution by changing the strategy

to achieve higher payoff.

6.4 Network-Level Bandwidth Allocation and Ca-

pacity Reservation

6.4.L Network-Level Bandwidth Allocation

The objective of network-level bandwidth allocation is to allocate bandwidth to a

particular service area from each of the available networks in that service alea so

that all of the service providers are satisfied. This network-level aliocation is required

to ensure that a particular- amount of bandwidth is reserved for each service area

which is not affected by sudden traffic fluctuations in other service areas. To analyze

network utility in a service area for the above bandwidth allocation, we use a utilitv
function of throughput defined as follows [84]:

u!,ïù : u los(ab) (6 1)

where U:::") is the utility of network i for an allocated bandwidth of b to connection

r,w and e are constants indicating the scale and the shape of the utility function.

We formulate a noncooperative gâme among the different access networks and the

l{ash equilibrium for pure strategy is obtained as the solution of this game. Then we

show that the stable solution (i.e., Nash equilibrium) thus obtained also maximizes

the long-term total utility of the entire network. For this, we require the aver-age

number of ongoing connections (in the steady state) in the different service areas

which can be obtained either analytically or empirically. For simplicity, we use an
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MlMlmlm queueing modei to obtain the average number of ongoing connections in

a service area. In particular, given the average connection arrival rate À (i.e., sum

of new connection and handoff connection arrival rates) and the average connection

holding time 7f ¡.t,, the average number of ongoing connections can be obtained from

^i:+,( þ)"lt 1": à'\t,ïø*) (62)

where p: ì and 7 is a large number (".g., ? : 1000).

For the service areas shown in Fig. 6.1, there are five wireless access networks,

i.e., one WMANI, two cellular networks and two WLANs. Let the totai availabie

bandwidth in these networks be B*, B"t, B"z, B¿1, and B¿2, respectively. Let N,

(i$, .. . ,5Ì) denote the average number of ongoing connections in area i, m¿ denote

the amount of bandwidth offered by WMAN to area i (Dl:rrn¿: B^), c2 and. cs

denote bandwidth offered by cellular network to area 2 and area 3 (rr+ rt: B.t),
and ca and c5 denote bandwidth offered by cellular network to area 4 and area 5

(ca+ cs: B.z), respectively. Note that B¿1 and B¿2 denote the amount of bandwidth

available from WLANs in area 3 and area 5, respectively.

6.4.1.1 Noncooperative Game for Network-Level Bandwidth Allocation

The formulation of the noncooperative game can be described as follows:

o Players: The two players of this game are the WMAN and the cellular netwolk

for a service area in Fig. 6.11.

o Strategies: The strategies for the WMAI\ ãre, TL¿ (i : {2,. ,5}) and those

for the cellular network are c¡ (j: {2,4}) (Fig. 6.t).

o Payoffs: The payoff for the WMAII is the utility gained from offering band-

width m¿ Lo all service areas) and that for the cellular network is the utility
gained from offering bandwidth c2, ca, c4, ând c5 to service areas 2,3,4, and 5,

respectively.

Specifically, the payoff for the WMAN is given as follows:

lSince a WLAN covers only one service area, WLANs are not considered in this game
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and the payoff for a cellular network is given as follows:

U""¿¿(m¿,c¡):

', [(* "'("r#) -",'"'(,ff)). (*'",("
BnlBa-czj_mz\

^¡3 
)

-,vs roe ("r.#-t) ) . (*'", (""#) - 
^,"'"* 

("ff) ) .

- Àizrog ("fr))-'

(6.3)

(6 4)

Here, the payoff for an access network is determined from the surplus utility on

that due to the allocations by other networks.

The Nash equi,li,bri,um of a game is a strategy profile (list of strategies - one for

each player) with the property that no player can increase his payoff by choosing a

different action given the other players'actions [91]. The pure strategy pair (m¿,c¡)

is a //øså equi,librium tf

U.rron(mT, mä, mi, mi, ci, c\)

U 
""u(mi, 

mä, mä, mi, ci, ci)

To determine the Naslt equilibrium, \Me use best response functiorn for both players.

The best response function for the WMAN at the network level BR*åi)n(c!2,c'n), given

that the cellular network chooses strategy (c!r,"'n), is obtained by finding strategy m¿

that maximizes the utility of the WMAN, i.e.,

(-r,^t,m+,ms) - alg fràx^2,^r,^0,^"U.^on(Tfl2,TrL3,TTL4,TtL¡,rL,C'ò. (6.5)
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Similarly, the best response function for the cellular network (at the network level)

BRØi,Ð (^L,-L,ffi'¿,,m's), given that the WMAN chooses strategy (*!r,*L,m'n,m'r), is

expressed as follows:

(cz, c¿) - arg fràx.r,"nU."u (m'r, mL, m' +, m'5, c2, c4) . (6 6)

only ifThe set of strategies (m$,mä,mä,må,ci,c[) is a Nash equilibrium if and

(*î, *ä, rnä, rnå) : B R*#).þî, "i) and (ci, c;) : n nff,') (*;, m[, m\, mi) .

To obtain the best response function for WMAN at the network level, we

ferentiate U-^on with respect to m2, rrls, TrL4, and rn5 assuming that c2 and ca

constants. Then, we have

)U-*on(rn¿,c¡) _ n
i)m'

Nr(^, + cz) : Nz(Bp - rrl2 - rrLs - m+ - ms) (6.7)

ôU-^on(m¿,c¡) _^ .'.
dmz

Nt(*tt B"t- cz* B¿r): Nt(B*- Trt2-rtLs-Tnq-*r) (6 8)

7U-*o,(m¿,c¡) _ n----------;-_-
om¿

dif-

are

Nr(^n* ca) : Nn(B,, - TtL2 - Tr.'¿ - rrL+ - *r)
}U-*on(m¿,c¡) _^ -Arn, - " --->

(6 e)

Nt(n-¿s * B"z- c+t B¿z): Ns(B,"- TtL2- TtLs-rtlq-*r) (6.10)

and for the cellular network, we have

0Uu¡(m¿,c¡)
ôc,

}Uu¡(m¿,ci)

- 0 + Nz(Bni B.t - cz**t) : Nt("r¡*r)

- 0 + Nq(B¿z* B.z- c¿**r) :À/'(.n **n).

(6.11)

(6.r2)
ôc¿

By solving the above system of equations (i.e., (6.7)-(6.12)), we can obtain the

solution of the game which is the Nash equilibrium and satisfies both the WMAN

and the cellular network.

6.4.L.2 Optimization of Total Network Utility

The total utility of the entire network (i.e., utility for connections in the entire service

region) can be obtained from:
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U¿o¡(m¿,c¿):

,[*'"*("ff) +r/zroe ("*#) **'"*("
+ r/¿roe ("*#) **'"r ("o.fr.Éu)l

*BnCJ

^¡3

mzl

(6 13)

To maximize total utility, an optimization problem is formulated as follows:

Maximize: U¿o¿(m¿,c¿)

Subject to: Ð*o: B-
i,:I
c2 I ca: 8.1, c+ I cs : 8"2

(6.14)

where the decision variables âîa rft2, TTL3, TTL4, mL5, c2 and ca. To obtain the opti-

mal solution, we differentiate (6.13) with respect to each of the decision variables as

foliows:

0Urot

A*,
0Uøt

a*t
ôUro,

a^^
0Uro,

A*,
ôUro,

ôr,
ôUtot

ô"^

¡ú
B* - TrLz - TrLz - TrLq - Tns m2 T c2

Nl
B*-rTLz-rns-rtuq-rrùs

¡ñ
ms * B¿1 - c2I B¿1

_ 
^i4rna i ca

À/.

rn1*B¿2-calB¿2

N2

¡i3

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

Brn - TrLz - TrLs - TrL+ - TrLs

N1

B* - TrLz - TrLz - TrL+ - TrLs

N2 ¡i3
m2 Ic2 nlsI8"1 -c2*B¿1

Nq-

(6 15)

(6 16)

(6.17)

(6 18)

(6 1e)

(6 20)
N5

rna i ca rn5 * B¿2 - cq * B¿z

Then, the optimal values of m2, TrL3, rrl4,'tTLs, c2, and ca (i.e., mi, nä,mä, m[, c], and

Q) are obtained by solving the above system of equations.

Obviously, (6.7), (6.8), (6 9), (6.10), (6.11), and (6.12) are the same as (6.15),

(6.16), (6.17), (6.18), (6.19), and (6.20). This shows that the solution of the opti-

mization formulation, which maximizes total network utiiity, is basically the Nash

equilibrium obtained from the noncooperative game formulation described before.
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6.4.2 Capacity Reservation

6.4.2.L Prioritization among Different Types of Connections and Connection-

Level Performance Measures

In a heterogeneous wireless access network, connections can be handed off between

service areas with same wireless access technologies (e.g., from area 2 to area 4 in

Fig. 6.1) or between areas with different access technologies (e.g., from area 2to area

3). While the former is referred to as ahorizontal handoff, the latter is referred to as

a vertical handoff. To achieve prioritization among horizontal handoff connections,

vertical handoff connections, and new connections, a portion of system capacity in

a service area needs to be reserved for high-priority connections (e.g., vertical and

horizontal handoff connections). For this, a simple but effective guard channel [92]

scheme was proposed in the literature. We adopt this guard channel concept to

reserve a portion of system capacity for handoff connections. The parameters for this

reservation scheme (i.e., the reservation thresholds) are obtained from a bargaining

game formulation among the different types of connections. We consider a bargaining

game for capacity reservation since all types of connections (i.e., new and handoff

connections) in a particular service area need to share the limited bandwidth (i.e.,

capacity) offered by each network. The payoff for each type of connections is a

function of connection blocking or dropping probability. In this case, the available

capacity needs to be allocated to satisfy all types of connections in a service area.

Note that if there are two types of connections (e.g., new and horizontal handoff

connections), the same bargaining game formulation is stili applicable in which the

number of pÌayers is two.

If .4o denotes the total bandwidth offered by all networks to service area a (e.g.,

Az: rnz]_cz), which is obtained from the networ-k-level allocation, the total capacity

(i.e., number of connections) of service area ¿ can be obtained from C": L+J where

A is the bandwidth requirement for a connection. In order to prioritize handoff

connections over ne'vr/ connections, capacity rP) attd ,9') ur" reserved for vertical and

horizontal handoff connections, respectively. In particular, a new connection can

be accepted if the current number of ongoing connections is less than min(C" -
,Y),C"- rP).4 vertical and a horizontal handoff connection can be accepted if the

current number of ongoing connection is less than Co- c(") and Co- c(h) , respectively.
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Based on an MlMlmlm queueing model, \Me can analytically obtain the average

number of ongoing connections n,, blocking probability for new connections Pj"),

and dropping probabilities for vertical and horizontal handoff connections Pi') and

Pjå), ,"sp"ctively.

To quantify users' satisfaction as a function of the above connection-level perfor-

mance measures) we use the following utility function [93]:

(6.21)

where o (0 < ø' < 1) is the parameter of the utility function. In particular, the

larger the value of ø, the more sensitive is the utility to the connection blocking or

connection dropping probability P".

6.4.2.2 Bargaining Game Formulation

To obtain the values of 
"9) 

) 0 and 
"9) 

,0 which satisfy all the new connections,

the vertical and horizontal handoff connections, we formulate a bargaining game in

which different types of connections negotiate with each other to reach the equilib-

rium. A bargaining game can ensure fair payoffs for ali the players while achieving

prioritization among different types of connections. |,lote that a bargaining game is

required for each service area.

The bargaining game formulation for capacity reselvation can be described as

follows:

o Players: The total number of players is three - an incoming new connection, a

vertical handoff connection, and a horizontal handoff connection.

o Strategies: The strategies for the vertical handoff connection, the horizontal

handoff connection, and the ne'!v connection are the reserved capacities, i.e.,

"9) , 
,9) , and C, - max (.f),.!n)), respectively.

o Payoffs: The payoff for each connection (i.e., player) is the utiiity U obtained

as a function of the corresponding connection-level performance. We use U("),

¡¡@) , and. U(h) to denote the payoffs for the new connection, the vertical and

the horizontal handoff connections, respectively.

The payoff (i.e., utility) for the players is given by Q : {(Ut"¡,(J@),y(r')) : 0 <

¿¡("),¡¡(u),y(Ð < 1) (i.e., feasible set). If an agreement among the players can-

U:¿max(0, 1-øexp(P,))
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not be reached, the utility that the playels wiil receive is given by the threat point

(U@ ,g(") ,¡¡(D). In particul ar, (U(") ,Û{") ,Û(h\ : (0, 0, 0) is the threat point for this

game. This threat point represents that if the game fails (and hence the resource

reservations cannot be made), the players will start negotiation again.

The bargaining game is formuÌated as f (f), (¡('),9('),U(h)) : (u(^)*,Uþ)*,U(h)*),

where (U@)*,U@)*,¡¡(Ð.7 denotes the solution (equilibrium) [61] of the game f (.).

The Pareto optimality of the game defines an agreement such that one piayer cannot

increase his utility without decreasing the utility of anyone of the other piayers.

Specifically, the utility triplet (U("),¡¡('),¡¡(D¡ is Pareto optimal if there exists a

utility triplet (Ût"l ,Û@) ,Û(h)) such that 7¡ ¡¡(n) Z Û@l , (J(u) , y("), and U(h) > Û(h) ,

then (t/('), Û(,),Û(h\ : (LI("),¡¡("),9(ù¡. The pareto optimality can provide the

candidate strategies (i.e., cf,) una "f)) for which one of the players can achieve the

highest utility. Then, we need the equilibrium of the game such that all the players

are satisfied with the utilities they receive. That is, the equiiibrium of the bargaining

game is the utility triplet (U(")*,Uþ)",¡¡(ù.¡ such that [61]

(u@)*,u@)*,gft)*¡ - argûLâxy(n),y(o >,r,n, (u@ - ûrr) (ur, - ut"l) (urnl -

Since the state space of the available strategies (i.e., (cf) ,19)Ð is smaii, we

the solution of this bargaining game by enumeration.

6.5 Connection-Level Bandwidth Allocation and

Admission Control

While network-level bandwidth allocation and capacity reservation are performed on

a long-term basis based on the average number of ongoing connections in a service

area at the steady state, connection-level allocation is performed in each service area

upon arrival/departure of a connection (i.e., on a short-term basis). When a con-

nection arrives, the amount of bandwidth to be offered to an incoming connection is

determined and also the admission control procedure is invoked. When a connection

departs a service area, the bandwidth released from the connection is distributed

among the ongoing connections so that the resource utilization can be maximized.

U,D)

(6.22)

obtain
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6.5.1 Noncooperative Game for Connection-Level Bandwidth
Allocation

For connection-level bandwidth allocation, we formulate a noncooperative game among

the networks available in a particular service area (e.g., WMAN and cellular network

in area 2, and WMANI, cellular network and WLA|tr in area 4 in Fig. 6.1). These

networks compete with each other to offer bandwidth to an incoming connection (i.e.,

new connection, verticaÌ handoff connction, or horizontal handoff connection) in order

to maximize their profits (i.e., utility), and also all the networks are satisfied with the

soiution of the game. The decision on the amount of offered bandwidth to a new con-

nection by a network depends on the actions taken by other networks. In particular,

one network wiil receive small utility from a new connection if other networks offer

large amount of bandwidth to that connection. However, if a par-ticular network has

many ongoing connections, offering a large amount of bandwidth to a new connection

will degrade the network utility. We consider this performance degradation as a cost

of offering bandwidth to a new connection. This conflicting situation is modeled as a

noncooperative game.

6.5.1.1 Formulation of the Garne

The number of networks providing service to a new connection in a particular service

area is M (M e {2,3}). The supplied service here is the bandwidth and a ne\M

connection is a customer in the market. Based on this model, the strategic form of

the game can be deflned as follows:

o Players: The players in this game are the networks available in a particular

service area.

r Strategies: The strategy of each of the players is the amount of offered band-

width to an incoming connection (denoted by p¿ Tor network z) which in non-

negative.

o Payoffs: The payoff for each player is the profit (i.e., revenue minus cost) of

network i (denoted by ó¿) in offering bandwidth to an incoming connection.
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The revenue (i.e., utility) of network z is computed from the surplus utility over

that due to the allocations by other networks and can be obtained as follows:

vk"')(P):, 
[,o* 

("Tr,) -,"* ("Ð")] (6.23)

where tr is the set containing the amount of bandwidth offered by all networks to

an incoming connection (i.e., pure strategies of all networks). This set is defined as

foilows: tr:f ... ì
tPiP¿l

Since the bandwidth offered to an incoming connection must be taken from the

ongoing connections, for network e, the cost of offering bandwidth p¿ can be considered

as a loss in total utility. This cost can be calculated as follows:

F¿(pt): t (u!,":",1qr"r (o)) - u:,":ù 1o(") {r,)))

where U:|:")(.) is the utitity gained by network i from connection z (as in (6.f))
and Q(') (p¿) represents a set the elements of which denote the amount of bandwidth

allocated to connection r. Specifically, p¿is the amount of bandwidth offered to an

incoming connection by network ¿. Note that the bandwidth allocated to the ongoing

connections in a service area depends on the network-level bandwidth allocation. The

set Q(z) (p¿) can be defined as foilows:

(6.24)

(6.25)

where qÍ') ir the bandwidth currently allocated to connection r in network i, and

D¿ is the bandwidth allocated by network i in a particular service area (i.e. , D¿ e

{mi,cr,Bt}, & is the WLAN bandwidth in a service area). In particular, the first

term of the cost function in (6.2$ is the total utility of networ-k i gained from the

ongoing connections and the second term is the total utility of network ¿ after offering

bandwidth p¿ to an incoming connection. The profit of networ-k i in offering bandwidth

p¿ to an arriving connection is then defined as follows:

d, (P) - Y(con) @) - r,Fn (po) (6.26)

where /, (which is a positive real number) denotes the weight of cost function for

network i.
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6.6.L.2 Nash Equilibrium of the Noncooperative Game

The Nash equilibrium is obtained by using the best response function which is the

best strategy of one player given other players' strategies. The best response function

for network i (in the connection-level) given the amount of bandwidth offered by other

networks ?'¡ (1o, j + i) is defined as follows:

BRI*") (tr,) : argmaxdo (P) (6.27)

where set IP' contains the amount of bandwidth offered by network j (j + z) and it
can be defined as IF' ( ' ì' : t 

. . . f¡ j In this case, set IF can be obtained from set

lF' as follows IF: tr'u {pn}.

For a service area with three wireless access networks, we can express the best

response function, given other networks' strategies pr¡ and p'k, as follows:

BR["") ({dj,ek}) - ars ^l*óo ({p'¡,p'n,po}) (6 28)

The set P. : {p}, pi,pi} denotes the Nash equilibrium of this game if and oniy if

pî: BR:"'") ({pî,p;}) , p;BRt*") ({pî,piÐ, piB+f"") ({rî,p;}) (6.2e)

Similarly, in presence of two networks, the best response function can be expressed

as follows: BRI',") ({r;1¡ - argmaxp¿ ór(U¡,po}) The set P. : {p},p}} denotes

Nash equilibrium of this bandwidth allocation game in the two-network case if p| :
BR?o") ({r}}) ,Pî : BRj"""t ({pî})

Observation 1 The Nash, equilibrium of the aboue noncooperatiae game is unique.

Proof. To prove the uniqueness of l{ash equilibrium, we consider particularly the

case with two networks - WMAN and cellular network. First, we obtain the best

response function by differentiating the profit function in (6.26) with respect to p¿

glenpr, where P: {po,pj}.fnu profit function can be expressed in a general form

as follows:

I /_ / ¡.^(u) \
óo({nn,n'¡}) : ,r,; 

ft"s 
("(p, + ptD -rog(apt) - t (T bt 

l";þ ) 
-

T,"*("
(Do - e)q[ù

))lD,q[")
(6 30)
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gives

ôó¿({p¿,p'¡}) 
^_-u

dP¿

* D¡ - f¡n[)'¡ñ--tJi - 7-l .f¿n

* D¡ - .f ¡nP!,n.--t-r 7+ f¡n

P,i:

and p'0, given p, and pj, are

f¿n _7+f¡n
I* f¿n f¡n
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(6 31)

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)

-++= and -t*/.i", respectively.t+fin Iin,

where n is the current number of ongoing connections in a particular service area.

Similar-ly, for the best response function of network j, we have

Therefore, the best response function for each of these two networks is a linear function

of the strategy adopted by the other network.

The Nash equilibrium is unique if and only if the slopes of these linear best re-

sponse functions are unequai. We show this by reformatting (6.33) as follows:

D¡-pi\+f¡n)
f,n

The slopes of pi

Since

(6 35)

gives /3n t f¿n - -1, which is impossible (since f ¡, fo, and n must be positive to

make the cost in (6.26) a negative number), by contradiction, the uniqueness of the

Nash equilibrium is estabiished. A similar procedure can be used to show that the

Nash equilibrium is unique in a three-network case. This completes the pr-oof. t

6.5.1.3 A Heuristic Search Algorithm to Compute the Nash Equilibrium

Since obtaining the Nash equilibrium may be computationaily intensive (depending

on the number of connections involved and the type of the revenue and the cost

functions), we apply a heuristic search algorithm which is easy to implement and also

applicable for a wide range of utility functions. In this case) we minimize an objective

function which depends on the strategies adopted by other networks.
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Mathematically, the Nash equilibrium is given as follows: P" : {pi,pi,pi}, where

{n}, ri, pi} : arg minor,ou,oo v (p ¡, p x, p¿), where

ú(p¡,p*,p¿) : lno- nn[""") ({p,,rr})l + lr, - ønl"o") ({po,rr})l +

ln* - nnf'ù l{no,n,})l

in which the objective function V(.) is defined as the difference between the best

responses and the strategies adopted by other networks.

However, in a three-network case, given the strategies of two networks, we can

obtain the best response for the other network; therefore, the number of decision

variables is reduced to two. Given strategies p¡ and p¡, the objective function can be

computed as in Algorithm 2. A standard search algorithm can be used to obtain the

solution. We use Nelder-Me¿d direct search method [94] here.

Algorithm 2 Objective function for the search algorithm
Input: p¡ and p¡"

r: pto <- BRço') ({p¡,p*})

2: pt, <- BR["") ({p,o,pr})

3: Tttr <- BRf'") (p'r,p¡j)
{compute objective function}

4: ú <- lni - nil + lp'r - p*l

Output: \[r

6.5.7.4 Iterative Algorithm to Compute the Nash Equilibrium

In Aigorithm 2, we observe that the objective function can be computed from aux-

iliary valiables pi and p'r. Therefore, we introduce an iterative algorithm in which

we use these auxiliary variables again to obtain new variables in the next iteration

(Algorithm 3). With starting points nlt and p'f , the algorithm iterates until the differ-

ence between variables in the previous iteration (i.".,ú' and fr') and in the current

iteration (i."., pî and pf) becomes less than the thleshold úh (e.g., th:70-a).

Observation 2 Gzuen a start'ing poi,nt, the iteratiue algorithm conuerges.

Proof.
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Algorithm 3 Iterative algorithm
Input: n]', n'Ì
t, 4' - pjt, fr' - pf¿ {initialize variables in the current iteration}

2: repeat

3: pi - BRI'"') (ú' ,f*' j)
4: pî - BR:*") ({pî,p\,})
b: pi * BRf'") (n?,ny\)
6: V *- lni - I4'| + lpi - If*'| {compute the difference}

7.. ú' - pi", fr' *- p"f {update variables}

8: until V < th {termination criteria}

Output: pî", pj", pi

Since the solutions of (6.32) and (6.33) can be either both non-zero positive (Case

I) or one negative (or zero) and the other positive (Case II)2, we provide proofs for-

these two separate cases.

Case I: The iterative aigorith^ pn(t) : F(pi(t - 1)), where p¿(ú) is the strategy at

iteration ú, converges if the following conditions are satisfled [95]. First, a solution

point (i.e.,I'lash equilibrium) must exist. Second, the function f(p) should have the

following three properties: positivity (i.e., f (p) > 0), monotonicity (i."., p > p' +
f (p)> f (p')), andscalability (i.e., P>I+ f(0ù < þf (p))

For the proposed iterative algorithm, we have proved that the Nash equilibrium

is unique (observation 1). For monotonicity, we rewrite (6.32) as foliows:

nr(t) : r(po(t- 1)) : -+-- ( o, - Í,, (D-i--!teo(¿ - t)\ \\ /' 1+/,r,\ \ t*T)) (6'36)

It can show that, if p > p', then

-D¡+f¡np \ -D¡*Í¡npt
r+fJ" '2 1+fJ"

*ìf*(r,-,,"(W))
+ r(p)

2Both the solutions of (6.32) and (6.33) cannot be negative or zero.
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For scalability, since p > l, we have

,, - f¿n?¡ux rif¡n t\"' r+f¡n)

=iu("'- ''"(T#))+f(0ù
These properties also hold for p¡(t) : E@¡(t - 1))

Case II:
We show that if the amount of allocated bandwidth to one player becomes nega-

tive, the bandwidth allocated to the other player converges to a fixed positive solution.

Since the amount of bandwidth cannot be negative in a real scenario, in the algorithm

we set it to zero.

Without loss of generality, assuming that, p¿(t - 1) > 0, pi(t) < 0, and p¡(t) > 0,

we have

P¿(t):0, when '# .o (6 3e)

(6.40)

Then

p¡(t + I) : Ç(p¿(t) : 0) : D¡-f¡nx0
I* f¡n

Therefore, p¡(t+I) > p¡(t), and in general, p¿(t+z) <0, Yz > 0. Hence, the iterative

aigorithm ç(pc(t)) will converge to

p;: pi(t + 1) : ç(pi(t): o). (6.41)

A similar procedure can be used to show that the algorithm converges in a three-

network case. This completes the proof.

I

6.5.2 Bandwidth Distribution

When a connection departs a service area, the bandwidth released from the depart-

ing connection is distr-ibuted among the ongoing connections. The distribution of

bandwidth is based on the current amount of allocated bandwidth to the ongoing

connections as follows:
(max(qr) - q,)q

Qr:Q:rl
f"(max(qr) - q,')

(6 42)
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where g" is the bandwidth allocated to the ongoing connection r and ti is the band-

width released by the departing connection. Note that, if all of the connections have

same bandwidth, ri is distributed equally among the ongoing connections.

6.5.3 Admission Control Algorithm

When a mobile initiates a new connection, the information on the required band-

width is sent to the centrai controller, which computes the offered bandwidth by each

network. In this case, either the search algorithm or the iterative algorithm is used

to obtain ni, nj, and p[ which denote the amount of bandwidth offered by network

i, j, and k in a particular service area, respectively, to a new connection. Since the

admission control algorithm ensules that the requested bandwidth of an incoming

connection is honoured when it is admitted, the following condition is checked:

pi+pi+pi> R (6 43)

where .R is the bandwidth requirement of a nev/ connection.

If the incoming connection is a newly initiated connection, the admission control

procedure checks whether the total number of ongoing connections in a particular

area is less than C o - min(c|) , ,9) ¡ . If this is true, an arriving connection is accepted.

Similarly, the admission control procedure checks with thresnold cf) and c!å) for

vertical and horizontai handoff connections, respectively.

6.6 Performance Evaluation

6.6.1 Parameter Setting

We consider the service areas shown in Fig. 6.1. In case of IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the

channel rate is 11 Mbps and the maximum saturation throughput achieved through

EBA in a WLAN is 7 Mbps [70]. For the CDMA celiular wireless access, the trans-

mission bandwidth is assumed to be 5 MHz. We assume that the ratio of bit energy

and noise-plus-interference power spectral density at the receiver is 8.17 dB which

corresponds to a bit-error-rate of 10-4. The total transmission rate in each CDMA

ceil is 2 Mbps. For the IEEE 802.16-based wireless access) the transmission rate is 10
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Mbps in a single cell. Note that the subscripts u)rn) ce and ul are used to denote the

parameters corresponding to WMAN, cellular network, and WLAN, respectively.

The parameters for the network utility function are set as follows: r.u : 1 and

a:0.7. The parameter for the utility function for a connection (o) is set to 0.7,

0.8, and 0.9, respectively, for a new connection, a vertical handoff connection, and

a horizontal handoff connection. With these values of ø, the utilities for a new

connection, a vertical handoff connection, and a horizontal handoff connection become

zero 1f the corresponding blocking and dlopping probabilities become higher than 0.3,

0.1, and 0.05, respectively.

6.6.2 Network-Level Allocation

Fig.6.3(a) shows the solution obtained from the network-level allocation, i.e., the

amount of bandwidth allocated by each network to each of the service areas. In this

case, the average number of connections in area 1, 2,4, and 5 is 10, 5, 5 and 20,

respectiveiy, while that of area 3 is varied. As the number of connections in area 3

increases, the amount of bandwidth corresponding to this area (i.e., rn3 arrd ca offered

by WMAN and cellular network) increases accordingly. Since the total bandwidth of

the cellular network is limited, bandwidth allocated by the cellular network to ar-ea

2 (i.e., c2) decreases significantly. However, to be fair to the connections in area 2,

WMAN tries to allocate larger amount of bandwidth to this area (i.e., rn2 increases).

On the other hand, WMAN needs to reduce the amount of bandwidth allocated to

other areas (i.e., m1, rna ànd m5). In this case, since area 5 is serviced by WLAN for

which the available bandwidth is large (".g., 7 Mbps), zn5 decreases at a rate higher

than that for each of m1 and ma.

Note that the bandwidth allocation by the cellular network in service area 4 is

mostly unaffected even though the number of connections in area 3 increases. How-

ever, when the number of connections in area 3 becomes very lar-ge (e.g., more than

27 connections), since WMAN cannot contribute bandwidth to area 5 (i.e., rr¿5), the

cellular network needs to aiter its allocations for area 4 and area 5 (i.e. , c4 àrrd c5,

respectively).

Fig. 6.3(b) shows the amount of bandwidth allocated to each area. As expected,

the total amount of bandwidth allocated to area 3 increases as the number of con-
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nections increases. In this case, since bandwidth from WMAN allocated to area 5 is

taken away and given to area 3, total amount of bandwidth allocated to area 5 de-

creases. We observe that both area 2 and area 4 receive equal amount of bandwidth

since they serve the same number of connections. Similarly, when the number of con-

nections in both area 3 and area 5 is 20 (in Fig. 6.3(b)), same amount of bandwidth is

allocated to each of these service areas. These results show that the noncooperative

game provides fair bandwidth ailocation at the network level.

6.6.3 Capacity Reservation

Fig. 6.4 shows the Pareto optimality and the equilibrium of the capacity reservation

for area 3 in which the average arrival rate for new, vertical handoff and horizontal

handoff connections is 2.4, 1.2, and 0.6, respectively, and the averâge connection

holding time is 10 minutes. It is expected that while one piayer can increase his

payoff, payoff of another player must be decreased, since the threshold setting will

affect the connection blocking/dropping probabilities of all the piayers. In this case,

at the equilibrium, the capacity leserved for vertical handoff and horizontal handoff

connections is 2 and 1, respectively.

6.6.4 Connection-Level Allocation

6.6.4.L Best Response Functions

Fig. 6.5(a) shows the best responses for WMAN and cellular network under different

strategies in service area 2. The amount of bandwidth allocated by WMAN and

cellular network to this area is 1400 and 1100 Kbps, respectively (which corresponds

to an average number of connections of 16 in area 3 in Fig. 6.3(a)). The Nash

equilibrium is located at the point where the best r-esponses of WMAN and cellular

network intersect. The equilibrium varies with the number of ongoing connections.

Smaller number of ongoing connections lesult in a larger amount of bandwidth offered

to an arriving connection and vice versa.

Fig. 6.5(b) shows the best response functions for WMAN, cellular network, and

WLAN in ser-vice area 3. The amount of bandwidth allocated by WMAN, cellular

network, and WLAN to this area is 2100, 1900 , and 2400 Kbps, respectively, and the
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number of ongoing connections is assumed to be 5 in this selvice area. In this case, the

best response function of each player is a plane and the Nash equilibrium is located

at the intersection of these planes. Since the WLAN and the celluiar network have

the largest and the smailest amount of available bandwidth, the bandwidth offered

to an incoming connection from WLAN and cellular network is the highest and the

lowest, respectively.

6.6.4.2 Iterative and Ifeuristic Search Algorithms

Fig. 6.6 shows the speed of convergence of the iterative and the heuristic search

algorithms to obtain the Nash equilibrium in a three-player noncooperative game.

The starting point for both the algorithms is set to 100 Kbps for both WMAN and

cellular network. Although both the algorithms achieve the same solution, we observe

that the iterative algorithm can reach the final soiution much faster (i.e., within 15

iterations in Fig. 6.6) and more smoothly than the search algorithm. Therefore, the

iterative algorithm is superior to the search algorithm in terms of both stability and

efficiency.

6.6.4.3 Bandwidth Adaptation

Fig. 6.7(a) shows variations in the amount of bandwidth offered to a new connec-

tion in area 3 under different number of ongoing connections. As expected, when

the number of connections in this area is small, an incoming connection wili receive

large amount of bandwidth. This bandwidth decreases as the number of ongoing

connections increases. Also, bandwidth offered to an arriving connection by WLAN

is the largest since WLAN has the highest available bandwidth. We observe that the

amount of availabie bandwidth in WLAN has significant impact on the amount of

bandwidth offered to an arriving connection (Fig. 6.7(b)).

6.6.5 Performance of Admission Control

We assume that the bandwidth requirement for every connection in the network is

200 Kbps. That is, if the connection-level bandwidth allocation cannot allocate band-

width larger than 200 Kbps to an incoming connection, that connection is rejected.
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The arrival rates of new, vertical handoff, horizontal handoff connections for area 1,

2, 4, and 5 are (1.4, 0.7, 0.35), (0.4,0.2,0.1), (0.6, 0.3, 0.15), and (1.2, 0.6, 0.3),

respectively. The connection arrival rates in area 3 are denoted by l(2,1,0.5), where

7 is the traffic intensitys.

Fig. 6.8(a) shows variations in the average amount of bandwidth allocated to a

connection in each service area. The bandwidth allocated to a connection in service

area 3 becomes the highest in the network when there are small number of ongoing

connections (e.g., when traffic intensity is 0.4-0.5). In this case, the WLAN can offer

a large amount of bandwidth to a connection in service area 3. When the traffic

intensity increases, connections in area 1 and area 3 receive slightly iower amount of

bandwidth than other areas since traffic load in both these areas is higher than the

load in other areas. When the traffic load in area 3 increases, the average amount of

bandwidth allocated to a connection in most of the service areas decreases due to the

load baiancing achieved through the game-theoretic bandwidth allocation. However,

the connection-level allocation in area 5 is not affected by traffic load in area 3 since

in area 5 the WLAN contributes most of the bandwidth to the connections.

Figs. 6.8(b), 6.9(a), and 6.9(b) show variations in ner¡/ connection blocking proba-

bility, and connection dropping probabilities for vertical and horizontal handoff con-

nections. As expected, traffic load in area 3 impacts the connection-level performances

in area 7,2, and 4 (but not area 5). Due to the capacity reservation, in each ser-

vice ar-ea, handoff connection blocking plobability is smaller than the new connection

biocking probability. In this case, connections in ar-ea 2 and area 4 experience high

blocking and dropping probabilities since the cellular netwolks in these areas have to

share the bandwidth with the connections in area 3 and area 5. Also, the WMAN

cannot contribute a large amount of bandwidth to area 2 and area 4 since it needs to

serve the connections in area 1 in which only WMAN service is available.

6.6.6 Summary of the Observations

The performance evaluation results can be summarized as follows:

o The network-level bandwidth allocation tries to allocate bandwidth to the ser-

3taffic load corresponding to new, vertical handoff, horizontal handoff connections is obtained

by multiplying 7 with 2, I, 0.5, respectively.
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vice areas from the different access networks in a fair manner.

Combined with network-level allocation, capacity reservation can be used to

obtain the reservation threshoids for vertical and horizontal handoff connections

so that connection blocking and dropping probabilities are maintained below the

target level.

Connection-level bandwidth allocation (i.e., bandwidth allocation in a short-

term basis) is required to adapt with the traffic fluctuation in a service area

as weil as the variation in the available bandwidth from the different access

networks.

The iterative algorithm for connection-level bandwidth aiiocation can converge

to the solution quickly, and therefore, would be more suitable for online execu-

tion.

In a heterogeneous wireless access environment, admission control is required

not only to maintain the performances of the ongoing connections at the desired

Ievel but also to prioritize the handoff connections.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a game-theoretic framework for radio resource

management in heterogeneous wireless access networks consisting of WMAN, cellular

networks, and WLANs. This framework provides a fair resource allocation in the

different service areas while satisfying both the service providers' and the users' r'e-

quirements. Also, it can adapt to both long-term and short-term variations of network

resources and traffic load conditions. The performances of the different components

of this fi-amework, namely, network-level bandwidth allocation, capacity leservation,

connection-level bandwidth allocation, and admission control have been analyzed.

Part of this chapter has been published in [96].
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Figure 6.3. (a) Bandwidth allocated by di,fferent networks to each seru'ice area and

(b) total amount of bandwi,dth allocated to each seru'ice area.
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Figure 6.4. Pareto optimality and equi,li,bri,um of the bargaining garne for capaci,ty

reseruation.
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Bandw¡dth offered by cellular network (Kbps)
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Figure 6.5. Best response funct'ions of (a) WMAN and cellular network'in seruice

area 2, and (b) WMAN, cellular netuork, and WLAN 'in seru'ice area 3.
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Figure 6.6. Comparison of speed of conuergence between the iteratiue and the search

algorithms.
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Figure 6.7. (a) The arnount of bandwi,dth offered by each network and (b) tl¿e total

amount of bandwi,dth receiaed by a neu connect'ion.
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Figure 6.8. (a) Auerage arnount of allocated bandwi.dth per connect'ion and (b) neu

connect'io n blo cki,ng prob ab ility.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Works

7.L Summary of Contributions

The research contributions presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

o Chapter 2: An adaptive queue-aware uplink bandwidth allocation and rate

control mechanisms in a WiMAX SS for polli,ng seruice have been proposed.

While the bandwidth allocation mechanism adaptively allocates bandwidth for

polling service in presence of higher priority unsolicited grant seruice, the rate

control mechanism dynamically limits the transmission rate for the connec-

tions under polling service. Both of these schemes exploit the queue status

information to guarantee the desired QoS performance for polling service. A

queueing analytical framework has been developed to analyze the proposed re-

source management model from which various performance measures for polling

service in both steady and transient states can be obtained. The performance

of best-effort, seraice has been analyzed in presence of unsolicited grant service

and polling service. Analytical results have been validated by simulations, and

typical numerical results have been presented.

o Chapter 3; A queueing theoretic and optimization-based model has been pre-

sented for radio resoulce management in WiMAX-based multi-service broad-

band wir-eless access (BWA) netwolks considering both packet-level and connection-

level QoS constraints. Two bandwidth allocation approaches have been pro-

posed. While for the optimal approach an assignment problem is formulated

and solved, a water-filling mechanism is used for the iterative approach. The

latter incurs significantly less computational complexity compared to the former
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while providing similar system performances. To limit the amount of bandwidth

aliocated to each service type, the total available bandwidth is shared among the

different types of services using a complete par-titioning approach. To analyze

the connection-level performance measures such as connection blocking prob-

abiiity and the average number of ongoing connections, a queueing model has

been developed. Then, an optimization formulation has been used to obtain the

optimal threshold settings for complete partitioning of the available bandwidth

resources so that the connection-level QoS (e.g., connection blocking probabil-

ity) for the different services can be maintained at the target ievel while max-

imizing the average system revenue. To analyze the packet-level performance

measures such as the packet delay statistics and transmission late (or through-

put), a queueing analytical model has been developed, considering adaptive

moduiation and coding (AMC) at the physical/radio link layer. In summary,

the queueing-theoretic and optimization-based model for joint BA and CAC

provides a unified radio resource management solution for the WiMAX-based

broadband wireless access networks.

Chapter l: An architecture for integrating WiFi WLANs with WiMAX-based

multihop wireless mesh infrastructure to relay WLAN traffic to the Internet

has been presented. The major research issues in this integrated architecture

have been outlined and the related works have been reviewed. A game-theoretic

model has been developed for radio resource management in this integrated net-

work architecture. In particular, a multi-player bargaining game folmulation

has been used for fair bandwidth allocation and optimal admission control of

different types of connections (e.g., WLANI connections, relay connections) con-

nections from standalone subscriber stations) in a WiMAX base station/mesh

router. Both connection-level and in-connection-level performances for this

bandwidth management and admission control framework have been presented.

Chapter 5; A bandwidth allocation and admission control algorithms based

on bankruptcy game, which is a special type of an N-person cooperative game,

has been presented. A coalition among the different wireless access networks

is formed to offer bandwidth to a new connection. The stability of the allo-

cation has been analyzed by using the concept of the core and the amount
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of allocated bandwidth to a connection in each network is obtained by using

the SltapLey ualue. Subsequently, an admission control algorithm has been pro-

posed. lrlumerical results have been presented to demonstrate the behaviors of

the proposed algorithms.

o Chapter 6; A game-theoretic framework for radio resource management (i.e.,

bandwidth allocation and admission control) in a heterogeneous wireless ac-

cess environment has been proposed. In this framewolk, first, a noncooperative

game has been used to obtain the bandwidth allocations to a service area from

the different access networks available in that service area (on a long-term ba-

sis). The Nash equilibrium for this game gives the optimal allocation, which

maximizes the utilities of all the connections in the network (i.e., in all the ser-

vice areas). Second, based on the obtained bandwidth allocation, to prioritize

vertical and horizontal handoff connections over nerÃ/ connections, a bargaining

game has been formulated to obtain the capacity reservation thr-esholds so that

the connection-level QoS requirements can be satisfied for the different types

of connections (on a long-term basis). Third, a noncooperative game to obtain

the amount of bandwidth allocated to an alriving connection (in a service area)

by the different access networks (on a short-term basis) has been formulated.

Based on the allocated bandwidth and the capacity reservation thresholds, an

admission control is used to limit the number of ongoing connections so that

the QoS performances are maintained at the target level for the different types

of connections.

7.2 Future \Morks

Some of the issues, which will be addressed in our future research, are as foilows:

o Alternatiue solutions of game formulations for radio resource nlanagement 'in

heterogeneous wireless access networks: In the bargaining game formulation for

the bandwidth allocation of an integrated WiFi/WiMAX multihop relay net-

work, alternative solutions (e.g., Kalai-Smorodinsky solution (KSS) and Egaii-

tarian solution (ES) [97]) can be also considered which provide different types

of fairness performance. These solutions can be compared with the Nash bar-
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gaining solution (NBS). Similarly, in the noncooperative game formulation for

the bandwidth allocation in a heterogeneous wireless network, correlated equi-

Iibrium [98] can be considered as an alternative solution. This correlated equi-

Iibrium can be compared with the Nash equilibrium.

Implementati,on of the radio resource rnanagernent frameworks i,n a prototype

system: To evaluate the performances of the proposed RRM frameworks in a

practical system, these can be implemented in a prototype system using off-the-

shelf radio hardware.

Pri,cing in broadband wi,reless access networks: Pricing is a very important issue

for wireless service providers. Pricing in wireless networks has to be carefully

designed since it impacts not only the revenue of the service providers, but also

the satisfaction of the mobile users. There are two major factors which impact

pricing in wireless network - user demand and competition among multiple ser-

vice providers. If the price is high, even though a service provider- can generate

more revenue, user's satisfaction degrades and demand decreases. As a result,

the revenue of the service provider may not be maximized. AIso, if there are

multiple service providers, competition among them wili impact the price. A
service provider may reduce the price to attract more users. Due to the het-

erogeneity of the networks, in which multiple wireless networks are operated by

different service providers, pr-icing is cruciai to maximize the revenue of the ser-

vice providers. We wiil develop competitive pricing schemes for heterogeneous

broadband wireless access networks.

Appli,cation of heterogeneous wireless broadband access netuorks to i,ntelli,gent

transportation systems; intelligent transportation system (ITS) application will

improve the perfolmance and safety of transpoltation by vehicles. Hetero-

geneous broadband wireiess access technology can facilitate information ex-

change in vehicie-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communication (e.g., traffic

information and warning system) environments. Application of heterogeneous

broadband wireless access in ITS and the related protocol engineering issues for

vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communications will be investigated.

Performance of h.igher layer protocols i,n Ìteterogeneous u'ireless networks: The

performances of higher layer (e.g., routing and TCP) protocols in a heteroge-
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neous wireless network need to be evaluated. With a heterogeneous wireless

interface at a mobile device, data can be transmitted over multiple streams

through different wireless interfaces. The routing of these streams must be

optimized to achieve the best QoS performance. Also, when a user performs

a vertical handoff between different wir-eless networks, the effect from the low

level protocol (e.g., physical and MAC) to the transport layer (e.g., the handoff

delay could be interpreted as congestion by TCP) must be investigated.

Cognitiue radio in heterogeneous w'ireLess networks: Cognitive radio emerges as

the new par-adigm in wireiess communications. A cognitive radio transceiver has

the capability of observing, learning, optimizing, and adapting to the wir-eless

environment. The cognitive radio concept can be applied to heterogeneous

wireless networks to improve the utility of the users and service providers. For

example, with multiple choices of available wireless networks, a user can observe

and learn the performance of each network. Then, based on the knowledge of

all network, a user can choose the best network to connect to.
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